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Abstract
Velocity map imaging has been coupled to the Pixel Imaging Mass Spectrometery cam-
era to enable cutting edge multi-mass imaging experiments to be performed following
pulsed laser excitation of jet-cooled gas phase molecular samples. These experiments
exploit di↵erent forms of universal ionisation to make novel measurements of molec-
ular dynamics or as an ultrafast diagnostic of molecular structure.
Single photon ionisation using vacuum ultraviolet photons is investigated as a method
of universal ionisation and a comparison is made with traditional resonance en-
hanced multiphoton ionisation methods which are fragment and state selective. The
method is benchmarked on the photolysis of dimethyl sulfide at 227.5 nm, successfully
demonstrating the simultaneous detection and imaging of both fragments (methyl and
methyl sulfide) and the e↵ects of space charging, dissociative ionisation and photofrag-
ment angular alignment are discussed.
The multi-mass imaging capabilities are then utilised in conjunction with single pho-
ton ionisation to investigate the excited state dynamics of an asymmetric thioether
t-butyl methyl sulfide wherein all four primary fragments are imaged in a single exper-
iment. This reveals that the competition between dissociation of the two C–S bonds
in the excited state is twice as likely to proceed via fission of the t-butyl–S bond at
an excitation wavelength of ⇠ 225.0 nm. Further investigation of the potential energy
surfaces imply that this is most likely dominated by non-adiabatic coupling between
excited states.
Strong field ionisation is then used as the basis for a Coulomb explosion imaging
experiment. The dynamics of ground state Coulomb explosions in methyl iodide,
trifluoro methyl iodide and 2-bromothiophene are investigated and the recoil frame
covariance analysis technique is employed to correlate the ion trajectories and back
out the neutral structure. This sets up future experiments to investigate the evolution
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Molecular processes driven by light are important throughout the natural world.
These processes determined the molecular fragments that composed the prebiotic
soup,1 support life in the the plant world though photosynthesis,2 and enable our
ability to view our surroundings with the eye.3 It is desirable to develop a rich under-
standing of the underlying photophysics of these processes so that we might detect
early signs of life on other planets or learn from the extremely high e ciency pro-
cesses nature has perfected to incorporate in synthetic molecular design4 and solar
light harvesting.5
Following absorption of light, there are a variety of pathways available through
which a molecule might rid itself of the excess energy gained. It may simply eject the
energy as light, relax non-radiatively by dissipating its energy into the surroundings
through intermolecular collisions or dissociating into smaller fragments. The complex
competition between these pathways (as well as between the multiple di↵erent sub-
pathways) is challenging to unravel, scaling exponentially with the size of the molec-
ular structure. The gas phase provides a thorough testing ground for prototypical
photophysical systems wherein possible collisional non-radiative relaxation pathways
are closed o↵ by the absence of solvent molecules. This allows exquisite investiga-
tion of how molecules explore potential energy surfaces uninhibited by intermolecular
interactions.
The focus of this thesis is on bond cleavage as a means of energy dissipation in
a so called “photodissociation”. While photodissociation is a topic which has been
thoroughly investigated, this thesis aspires to present novel experimental approaches
1
Chapter 1
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the three radiative processes associated with photons inter-
acting with a two level system a) photon absorption, b) stimulated emission, and c)
spontaneous emission.
to characterise aspects of photodissociation, such as the competition between two
bonds to cleave, or non-fragmenting dissociation processes (such as a molecular ring
opening) which have been long term challenges for the molecular dynamics community.
1.2 Background Concepts
1.2.1 Light–Matter Interactions
The radiative transfer of population between two arbitrary molecular states by in-
teraction with a photon can occur via three principal mechanisms as illustrated in
figure 1.1. These three pathways - a) Absorption, b) Stimulated Emission, and c)
Spontaneous Emission - can each be described as a change in population of state n1
as a function of time as shown in equation 1.1 where ⇢(⌫) is the energy density of the
incident light, nm is the population of the mth state and A and B are the so-called
Einstein A and B coe cients. The absorption and stimulated emission processes are
both driven by interaction with a photon which has an energy tuned to the di↵erence
2
Chapter 1
between the energies of the relevant states 1 and 2 (E2 - E1).
(dn1
dt




Absorption Stimulated Emission Spontaneous Emission
(1.1)
In the stimulated emission process, the incoming photon is not absorbed but interac-
tion of the electric field of the photon with the dipole of the molecule induces emission.
The dependence on the incoming photon ensures that the emitted photon will prop-
agate in the same direction and with a defined phase relationship with the incoming
photon. This will be important later on when discussing laser theory in section 1.2.6.
If an electronically excited system is allowed to exist unperturbed it will eventually
relax to its ground state by liberating a photon through spontaneous emission. Unlike
stimulated emission, there is no preferential direction for the photons emitted spon-
taneously and so, across an ensemble of molecules, the distribution of these photons
will be isotropic. This also assumes that the timescale for rotation is greater than the
timescale for fluorescence which is typical for the types of small molecules studied in
this thesis.
The interaction energy (E int) of a system of charged particles with an incoming
electric field (typically a photon of light) is given by Eint =  µ·✏, where ✏ is the electric
field and µ is the dipole moment of the system given by the sum of all charged particles
in the system - µ =
P
i
qiri. In a non-classical picture, where particles described as
point charges are acknowledged to be a poor representation for calculating molecular
systems, the interaction energy of a given molecule state with the field is given as an
expectation value over the wavefunction of the molecular system as shown in equation
1.2.
hEinti = h n|  µ̂ · ✏̂ | ni (1.2)
For a typical excitation photon in the uv or visible region, the wavelength is long
on the scale of the molecule (100s of nanometers in contrast to 10s of Angstroms,
respectively) and the electric field can be approximated to be constant and so an
expression for the expectation value of the dipole can be written as follows.
hµi = h n| µ̂ | ni (1.3)
This expression can then be used for a transition dipole moment, hµi
T
, which can
be thought of as the strength of the interaction that causes one wavefunction to
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be transformed into another. This is extremely similar to the expression for the
permanent dipole of a molecule in a given state, shown in equation 1.3, except the
integral is between di↵erent initial  i and final states  f as shown in equation 1.4.
hµi
T
= h f | µ̂ | ii (1.4)
1.2.2 The Born–Oppenheimer Framework
Absorption of light in the visible or ultraviolet regime excites electronic transitions in
molecules. In principle, a full quantum mechanical treatment would involve construct-
ing a molecular wavefunction  (r ; R) which describes both the electronic (r) and
nuclear (R) components of a molecular system and interrogating the energy using a
molecular Hamiltonian operator as shown in equations 1.5 and 1.6. The wavefunction,
when operated on by the Hamiltonian acts as an eigenfunction, with the corresponding
eigenvalues manifesting as the observable spectroscopic energy levels (E ).
Ĥ (r;R) = E (r;R) (1.5)
Ĥ = T̂ nuc(R) + T̂ elec(r) + V (r;R) (1.6)
This operator includes a kinetic energy operator which returns the kinetic energy of all
particles in the system (T̂ as shown in equation 1.7) and the Coulombic interaction (V
as shown in equation 1.8) which describes the interaction between all pairs of charged
particles in the system.








In practice, this is an extremely di cult or potentially impossible equation to solve
due to the interdependence of the electronic and nuclear components of the wave-
function. Luckily, the timescales on which the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions
respond to changes in the system are very di↵erent and so it is a valid assump-
tion that we can separate them out and make the approximation that the electronic
wavefunction responds instantaneously to any change in the nuclear wavefunction.
This is known as the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) Approximation.6 As such the total
wavefunction  (r;R) can be separated into independent nuclear  (R) and electronic
 (r;R) wavefunctions which can then be substituted into equation 1.5 and expanded
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by equation 1.6 to give equation 1.9.
Ĥ (r;R) (R) = T̂nuc (R)+
⇣
T̂elec (r;R) + V (r;R) (r;R)
⌘
 (R) = E (r;R) (R)
(1.9)
This demonstrates that not only is the electronic wavefunction a function of the
electron positions and of the nuclear positions as expected, but that the nuclear com-
ponent of the wavefunction is independent of the r. There is another assumption
operating implicitly here which is that the electronic states are adiabatic in nature,
or that there is no coupling between the states. This is valid for great swathes of
parameter space but certain crucial regions exhibit significant non-adiabaticity and
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down.
1.2.3 Potential Energy Surfaces
One consequence of operating in the Born–Oppenheimer Framework is that we can pic-
ture the evolution of electronic energy levels with respect to all of the nuclear degrees
of freedom as a smooth-continuous surface - a potential energy surface (PES). At any
point on this PES, the negative of the derivative of the energy with respect to nuclear
coordinate gives the forces acting on each atom. The simplest example of a photodis-
sociation involves an excitation to a directly dissociative state, as shown in figure 1.2.
The energy of the wavefunction associated with the excited state is asymptotically
minimised when the molecular fragments are separated thus driving the dissociation.
Figure 1.2: A simple direct dissociation
following excitation from a bound ground
state (blue) to a repulsive excited state
(red).
Energy is, of course, conserved and so
in the simple case given for the ‘AB’
molecule the excitation energy is parti-
tioned entirely into three components:
the energy required to overcome the pref-
erence for A and B to be bound (the dis-
sociation energy D0), the kinetic energy
of the two fragments (Total Kinetic En-
ergy TKER), and any energy in the inter-
nal degrees of freedom of A and B such as
rotational, vibrational or electronic exci-
tation energy (E int).
The reality is that the potential energy surfaces which describe a molecule are
much more complicated, particularly when bound or quasi-bound excited states are
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involved. Many more pathways become available for rearranging the energy, some of
which are dependent on the environment of the molecule. Figure 1.3 depicts some of
the common pathways and processes that molecules can undertake to rearrange their
internal energy. This depiction eschews any description of the shape of the potential
energy surfaces. Photoexcitation is restricted to states of the same spin multiplicity
Figure 1.3: A Jablonski diagram showing a variety of possible fates of a molecule
following photoexcitation. The grey arrows indicate processes which emit a photon.
(e.g. singlet to singlet etc). Without undergoing any rearrangement of nuclear config-
uration or transitioning to a di↵erent electronic state the molecule can spontaneously
deexcite to the ground electronic state while releasing a photon of energy. This is
known as fluorescence as shown by pathway 2 in figure 1.3. Where potential energy
surfaces approach degeneracy, a coupling can occur depending on the symmetry of the
two states. If the molecule is excited to a vibrational state above the barrier formed
by the state crossing (as shown by the manifold of vibrational states highlighted in
purple) then the molecule can predissociate by exploring di↵erent potential energy
surfaces until it finds a dissociative coordinate into which to irreversibly dispose of its
energy as shown in pathway 3.
In the presence of a solvent, vibrational excitation can be relaxed by coupling the
energy to the solvent through collisions, this vibrational cooling is shown in pathway
4.
If a bound state exists for a long time then spin flips can occur leading to a crossing
to a correlated state, for example conversion from a singlet state to a triplet state in
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a process known as inter system crossing as shown in pathway 5. Finally, pathway 6
only opens up following the inter system crossing process, which involves spontaneous
emission of a photon as a result of deexcitation from an excited state to a lower state
which involves a spin flip, i.e. from a triplet state down to a singlet ground state.
1.2.4 Conical Intersections
As nuclei move, it is possible for electronic states to approach one another to near
degeneracy whereupon treatment of the states in isolation (as per the BO approxima-
tion) fails to capture the interaction between the two states. In the Born Oppenheimer
framework these states are most easily described as the solutions of diagonalising the
electronic Hamiltonian to produce two non-interacting diabatic states shown schemat-











return the individual states and no eigenvectors







A model which includes the interaction between the two states provides a better
approximation here as it allows funneling of flux from one state to another on an
ultrafast timescale. These non-adiabatic couplings are crucial in describing a wealth
of fascinating chemistry, for example conical intersections are crucial in the cis-trans
isomerisation that mediates vision.7 The coupling between these states must be de-
Figure 1.4: Panels a) and b) show diabatic and adiabatic representations of the cross-
ings between two excited states as a function of an arbitrary reaction coordinate. The
adiabatic potentials have the non-adiabatic crossings superimposed in dashed lines
alongside the coupling between the states.
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scribed as a perturbation of the existing adiabatic states as shown in equation 1.11.
As the perturbation describes the coupling exclusively, the eigenfunction contains








As the diabatic Hamiltonian (Ĥ0) and the perturbed Hamiltonian Ĥp both operate
on electronic wavefunctions they can be summed as shown in equation 1.12.
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥp (1.12)







Here the individual expressions Ĥij are the expectation values for the Hamiltonian
operating on two states: h j| Ĥ | ii. Hence, when i=j the expression is equal to the
energy of the state, and when i 6=j it is equal to the coupling between the states. This













Note that when the coupling interaction Ĥij is zero, the eigenfunctions in equation
1.14 are still valid and return the energies of the diabatic states (as shown in figure
1.4 a). As the coupling of the states increases they separate to form an avoided
crossing as shown in figure 1.4 b) with the interaction between the states marked by
dashed lines. This type of coupling between states is known as a conical intersection.
These conical intersections are complex in nature, due to the presence of the character
of multiple wavefunctions and represent a region of nuclear space where the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. This is because the BO approximation
assumes that the derivatives of the electronic wavefunction with respect to space
are negligible in comparison to those of the nuclear wavefunction. Around a conical
intersection however, the highly coupled electronic and nuclear wavefunctions cannot
be separated. By describing the adiabatic states in the matrix formalism shown in
equation 1.13 and, crucially, separating out the diabatic states and the coupling, the
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transition probability between adiabatic states can be calculated by the Landau-Zener











where P is the probability of transitioning non-adiabatically between two surfaces,
E 1 and E 2 are the energies of the two diabatic crossing PESs, and v is the velocity
along the reaction coordinate.
1.2.5 Uncertainty Principle
To study photoexcitation dynamics e↵ectively, as is the goal of this thesis, molecules
must be prepared in either a well defined energetic state, or at a well defined point in
time. Although it would be ideal to study a system defined accurately in both energy
and time this is well impossible to achieve due to a phenomenon of waves which is





where  ⌫ is the uncertainty in the frequency of a photon and  t is the uncertainty in the
position in time of a photon. There are many ways to think about this phenomenon
and a simple interpretation is o↵ered in figure 1.5. The left hand panel shows a
series of waves (for example electromagnetic waves) in the time domain, while the
right hand panel shows these same waves in the frequency domain, related through
the Fourier transform. The temporal and frequency domains are related through the
uncertainty principle in equation 1.16. The top five waves are very well defined in
the frequency domain, and this manifests as continuous waves in the time domain in
which the frequency does not change as a function of time. Here the uncertainty in
the time is high and the uncertainty in the frequency of the wave is low. To produce
a temporally short wave, waves of di↵erent frequency must be added together so that
they constructively interfere at one point in time, this is shown by the wave at the
bottom of the time panel in figure 1.5. As the temporally short pulse is constructed
from waves of a range of frequencies, the Fourier transform signal in frequency space
is spectrally broad. Here, the uncertainty in the temporal position of the wave is low
and the uncertainty in its frequency is high.
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Figure 1.5: Diagrams showing continuous and pulsed waves in time (left panel) and
frequency (right panel) domains.
1.2.6 Laser Theory
Lasers are a crucial technology in modern scientific research. They are used in ap-
plications as broad as superresolution microscopy - to understand nanoscale struc-
ture,9 ablation to etch surfaces,10 or spectroscopy to measure the quantum states of
a molecule.11
A laser is an ideal way to achieve the precise preparation of molecular states or well
defined reaction start times necessary to probe dynamics as di↵erent types of laser
generate temporally short or energetically high resolution laser pulses as the situation
requires. This thesis will exploit both regimes of laser for di↵erent purposes.
All lasers require a medium in which a population inversion can be created such
that when a photon that we desire to amplify interacts with it, the stimulated emission
process is dominant. With reference back to Einstein’s equations as described in
section 1.2.1 this is impossible to create for a two level system because as soon as
the system reaches 50% excitation the probability of an incoming photon inducing
stimulated emission is exactly as likely as inducing a photoexcitation before even
considering the extra e↵ect of spontaneous emission. To overcome this, a multi-level
system is desirable. Consider a three level system, as shown in figure 1.6 a). Here, the
molecule is excited from state 1 to state 3 upon which the population in state 3 prefers
to quickly transfer non-radiatively to state 2, rather than to slowly spontaneously emit
down to state 1. Because the non-radiative transfer process from state 2 to state 1 is
10
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Figure 1.6: Schematic if the a) three level and b) four level systems used to create
population inversion for laser gain media.
slow, this creates a population inversion between states 2 and 1 which can be used to
amplify light which is energetically tuned to stimulate emission from state 2 down to
state 1.
The drawback of this system is that as the stimulated emission process begins,
state 1 begins to fill up while the population in state 2 is perpetually replenished by
the pump process and so the ratio of population in state 2 to state 1 decreases thus
decreasing the rate of stimulated emission in line with the equations in section 1.2.1.
This is the mechanism which takes place in chromium ions, which form the basis of
ruby lasers.
This is improved upon by a four level system as shown in figure 1.6 b). Here, the
initial pumping is identical to the three level system, except that the excitation is
from state 1 to state 4 rather than state 3, followed by fast non-radiative relaxation
to state 3 rather than state 2. The stimulated emission step begins in the same
way, inducing radiative relaxation of the system from state 3 to state 2. However,
rather than su↵ering a build up of population in state 2, there is fast non-radiative
process channeling population quickly from state 2 back to state 1 and maintaining the
optimum population inversion with respect to states 3 and 2. This is the configuration
which dominates modern laser gain media such as neodymium ions or laser dyes.
This allows the light we wish to amplify to be distinct from the generation of
the population inversion. For example, the gain medium can be pumped by readily
available laser light from a simpler laser system, or by electrical discharge as in an
excimer laser. Crucially, the stimulated emission process maps the properties of the
light which induces the emission (e.g. propagation direction and polarisation vector)
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exactly onto the emitted photons. Herein lies the amplification process. Typical laser
systems in modern experimental laboratories consist of a variety of lasers coupled
together to pump specific gain media and manipulate light pulses to either a very
specific wavelength or to be particularly temporally short. Both configurations are
employed in this thesis and will be discussed in further detail in chapter 2.
1.2.7 Ionisation of Molecules
The detection and identification of molecules or their fragments has been a continual
challenge since the beginning of modern science. This has driven the field of spec-
troscopy to develop exquisitely sensitive and sophisticated techniques to determine
molecular structure such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) or x-ray di↵raction
as well as absorption techniques in the UV-visible, infrared or microwave regions to
fingerprint electronic, vibrational or rotational transitions. This thesis is, as the title
suggests, concerned with the dynamics of molecules - that is to say how they move
and evolve. As such, the measurement of the ballistic trajectories of a molecule or its
fragments is important. Techniques such as those listed above can give information
about internal energy distributions but are, for the most part, blind to the dynamics
of the system. Measurements of the trajectories of neutral particles are, in general,
di cult to make. To overcome this, an e↵ective approach is to ionise the particle and
make the assumption that the measurement of the ion trajectory is a good approxi-
mation of the neutral trajectory. There are a wealth of techniques suitable for ionising
molecules, each with their own features which might be considered either merits or
faults depending on the goal.
Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionisation
One of the most commonly applied techniques is resonance enhanced multiphoton
ionisation (REMPI).12 The ionisation potential of most molecular fragments equates
to a photon with a wavelength deep into the vacuum ultraviolet (100 <   < 200 nm)
and so a method which uses less energetic photons is desirable. REMPI methods
are a two stage process, the first of which is a resonant excitation to an intermediate
state followed by a non resonant absorption into the cation continuum at energies
above the ionisation potential. Not only does this use photon wavelengths which are
more readily accessible with a bench top laser but also allows population analysis by
tuning the resonant step to sample di↵erent (ro)vibrational states of the molecules.
REMPI processes are notated as (x + y) schemes, where the x value denotes how
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Figure 1.7: Five possible photoabsorptive processes leading to the ionisation of an
atom or molecule. The resonant schemes in blue are a) a 2+1 REMPI scheme be-
ginning with a two photon absorption to an intermediate state (in grey) via a virtual
state (dashed line) followed by absorption of a third photon which exceeds the ionisa-
tion potential. b) A 1+1 REMPI scheme which first absorbs one photon in a resonant
process to an intermediate state followed by a second photon of the same frequency to
exceed the ionisation potential. c) A 1+10 REMPI scheme in which a photon is first
absorbed to an intermediate state which is then ionised by absorption of a photon of
a di↵erent frequency. The non-resonant schemes in red are d) Absorption of a single
highly energetic photon from the ground state directly into the ionisation continuum.
e) Absorption of many low energy photons to overcome the ionisation potential.
many photons are involved in the resonant process and the y value denotes how many
are involved in the ionisation step. If the wavelength of the y photons is di↵erent
from that of the x photons then this is denoted by a tick (e.g. (2+10)). Figure 1.7
a) - c) show examples of REMPI processes for arbitrary molecular systems. The
primary drawback of REMPI processes is that the schemes are molecule specific and
the schemes only exist for relatively few, typically small, molecules.
Multiphoton Ionisation
More universal methods of ionisation exist, but generally lose quantum state speci-
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ficity. One such method is to subject the molecule to a moderate to high intensity
(107 – 1013 W / cm2)13;14 of visible or infrared light, whereupon the molecule absorbs
multiple low energy photons to exceed the ionisation potential.15 While this is a tech-
nique which can universally ionise all molecules, the molecule will absorb a di↵erent
number of photons depending on which portion of the laser pulse it is subjected to.
A molecule in a low energy part of the pulse manifold may barely exceed the ionisa-
tion threshold whereas a molecule subjected to the most intense portion of the beam
profile might absorb enough photons to undergo dissociation on the cation surface.
Single Photon Ionisation
Single photon ionisation (SPI) involves absorption of a single photon which is su -
ciently energetic to overcome the ionisation potential of a fragment in a so called “soft”
ionisation. The choice of wavelength can be tuned to overcome the ionisation poten-
tial of most molecules or molecular fragments - a particularly handy feature when a
laser pulse needs to ionise multiple species simultaneously. The excess energy above
the ionisation potential of the molecules is of little consequence as it will primarily be
deposited into the kinetic energy of the departing electron. To ionise molecules and
molecular fragments using single photons means generating photons in the vacuum
ultraviolet - a challenging feat due to their absorption by air. Excimer/exciplex lasers
uses rare gases and/or reactive gases which are pumped to excimers or exciplexes by
discharging high voltage through the gas before the charge recombination releases a
photon. The choice of gas used determines the wavelength of the output. These lasers
can generate several, narrowly defined, wavelengths across the VUV but at relatively
low photon fluxes.
Vacuum ultraviolet generation in gases can take two forms, either frequency tripling
resonantly or non-resonantly,16–18 or through four wave mixing by exciting a two pho-
ton transition and then tuning the third photon to generate a VUV photon by dif-
ference frequency mixing (as shown in figure 1.8 a) ). In principle, the four wave
mixing approach can tune continuously across the VUV by changing the gas mixture
but generally has a low flux unless the tuning photon happens to be resonant.19 VUV
generation by frequency tripling can generate high photon fluxes but requires more
rigorous conditions to achieve than four wave mixing. The tripling must occur at a
frequency where the frequency of the tripled photon (!VUV) lies slightly to the blue




Figure 1.8: The left panel demonstrates a typical scheme for four wave mixing by
di↵erence frequency mixing by exciting through a two photon resonance (!res) before
pumping down to a lower state or manifold of states (!tun). This then relaxes to
the ground state by emitting a photon of frequency !VUV. The right hand panel
shows the response of the refractive index of a medium to changing wavelength. The
refractive index generally increases as the wavelength decreases but around resonances
the refractive index rises on the red side of the resonance and decreases on the blue
side with respect to the baseline refractive index. This is a necessary condition for
successful third harmonic generation as employed in chapters 3 and 4.
Strong Field Ionisation
When molecules are subjected to extraordinarily intense laser fields (⇠1015 W cm-2),
their behaviour in response to the light changes dramatically from that observed in
the photoabsorptive processes observed in photoexcitation or REMPI. Instead the
dominant e↵ect is a perturbation of the electric fields which define the most probable
location for an electron. Figure 1.9 shows an incoming ultrashort laser pulse with
an intensity on the order of 500 TW cm-2. In the absence of an external field the
electrons are most probably found at some position in the molecule dependent on the
interactions with other electrons and nuclei. A simple schematic of this is shown in
figure 1.9 a). As the strength of the laser field reaches its apex, the electric fields of
the molecule can be su ciently deformed to allow an electron to tunnel through the
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barrier as shown in figure 1.9 b). As the laser field rolls over it temporarily returns
to the unperturbed fields as a charged species before the laser field reverses and the
electric fields are perturbed in the opposite direction ejecting a second electron as
shown in figure 1.9 c) and d). This is a highly e cient way to access highly charged
states of atoms or molecules. The propensity for a system to undergo strong field






where EB is the binding energy of the most readily removed electron and U p is the
“ponderomotive” energy which is a ratio of the intensity of the laser field (I) to twice





The propensity for tunnelling increases as   ! 0 implying that tunneling is achieved
when the binding energy is low, the laser field intensity is high and the frequency of
the laser field is low. While the former two conditions are intuitive, the preference for
tunneling under low laser field frequencies (or low energy photons) is counter intuitive.
This can be explained with reference to the description of the process in figure 1.9. As
displayed in panels b) and d), the longer the molecular electric fields spend deformed
to the point where tunnel ionisation can take place the higher a chance of an electron
tunneling through the barrier.
1.2.8 Velocity Map Imaging
The development of time of flight analysis of molecular photofragments led to a rev-
olution in probing reaction dynamics either following molecular collisions22 or pho-
todissociation23. The translational energy of photofragments can be measured with
quantum state specific resolution and the measurements can be made with respect
to di↵erent orientations of the electric vector of the photoexcitation laser beam to
characterise anisotropies in the molecular photodissociation process.24 These analyses
have revealed complex interplay between excited state potential energy surfaces in
even the simplest of photodissociations.25;26 The ion imaging method is an extension
to the time of flight mass spectrometry method which projects the three dimensional
distribution of the particles coming from a photodissociation down the time of flight
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Figure 1.9: The perturbation of the internal electric fields of a molecule under the
influence of an extremely strong field laser pulse shown schematically by the red trace.




axis and onto a two dimensional position sensitive detector.27 In this set up, the
nascent photofragments are ionised by a laser beam. The cations are repelled by
a plate held at a bias voltage and accelerated across a potential until they pass a
grounding ring electrode into a field free region where they are allowed to further
mass separate. The ions then impact on a position sensitive detector where the three
dimensional distribution is “pancaked” and imaged by a camera. This allows the
retrieval of the speed distribution for each photofragment and the anisotropy of each
feature.
The main limit on the resolution of the ion imaging method is the blurring asso-
ciated with the size of the Newton sphere at the point of ionisation. This is overcome
by the Velocity Map Imaging28 (VMI) method where an extraction electrostatic op-
tic (and an optional focusing optic) is added between the interaction region and the
ground electrode. By tuning the ratios of bias voltages applied to the electrodes the
fields are shaped into an electrostatic lens which guides the particles in such a way
that they are mapped onto the detector according to their velocities regardless of
where they originated. This is shown in figure 1.10, the main panel of which shows a
cut through the centre of a set of VMI optics extracting particles towards a position
sensitive detector. Panel a) shows how the electric fields collect particles regardless of
the direction they are ejected from a dissociation event. Panel b) shows the particles
being born at three di↵erent points in space (represented in three di↵erent colours)
and the early stages of their trajectories where they are being mapped as a func-
tion of their velocity component in the x,y plane. Panel c) shows the latter stage of
their trajectories where the particles have coalesced according to their x,y trajecto-
ries regardless of their point of origin. The three final trajectories represent i) zero
velocity ii) moderate velocity, and iii) the limiting velocity that can be measured by
the detector, in the x,y plane.
VMI has been the subject of further modification, for example, by addition of an
Einzel lenses to magnify low velocity features,29 by adding a focusing electrostatic lens
to stretch the Newton sphere out along the time of flight axis30 (see section 1.3.2), or
by adaptation to accommodate liquid or solid surfaces o↵ which to scatter molecular
beams.31 Figure 1.11 shows a typical ion image. This particular image corresponds to
oxygen atoms which have been ejected from molecular oxygen following absorption of
photons of 224.998 nm. Information is contained in both the radial (r) and angular
components (✓) of a detected particle as denoted. Here the radial component gives
the speed imparted into a particle and, with respect to a constant polarisation of pho-
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Figure 1.10: The upper picture shows the relative locations of the repeller, extractor,
focus and grounding electrodes in a typical velocity map imaging setup as well as
the position sensitive detector at the end of the time of flight region. The circle
between the repeller and extractor electrodes designates the interaction region where
the molecules or fragments are ionised. The horizontal axis is defined as z, the vertical
axis as x and the out of plane axis is defined as y in accordance with the key beside
the repeller plate. The inset panels show various stages along the ion trajectories to
illustrate the velocity mapping process. Panel a) shows the the initial ion trajectories
for particles born at a distinct point in the interaction region and how they are all
directed towards the detector. In this diagram, the ions are born with three possible
perpendicular speeds: high, low, and zero. Panel b) shows the evolution of the ion
trajectories starting from di↵erent ionisation points and how they begin to coalesce
regardless of the point of origin. Panel c) shows the ion trajectories towards the
end of their flight paths, where the trajectoreis are well separated according to their
perpendicular velocity and the di↵erence in their point of origin manifests as a slight
spread in the detection position for a given perpendicular velocity.
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Figure 1.11: Ion image of oxygen atoms produced following photodissociation of
molecular oxygen and subsequent resonant enhanced multiphoton ionisation of the
oxygen atoms at 224.999 nm. The double headed arrow describes the electric vector
of the light ✏.
toexcitation laser, the angular distribution for a given kinetic energy feature can give
information about the nature of the excited state in terms of its electronic symmetry
or lifetime. In this specific ion image, the di↵erent rings represent photodissociation
following absorption of a combination of di↵erent numbers of photons and to varying
electronic states.
1.2.9 Covariance
Velocity Map Imaging is largely a statistical method, with the ion images (as shown
in figure 1.11) being the product of summation over ⇠ tens of thousands of laser shot.
As such, when the images of two ions can be monitored in the same experimental
cycle (the ability to do so will be the backbone of this thesis) statistical correlations
between the two images can be drawn out.
Covariance is a statistical measure of the joint variability of two stochastic vari-
ables, that is to say when one measurement is made of a random phenomenon, what
is the likelihood of another measurement being made at the same time. Strong covari-
ance implies that the two measurements are somehow correlated and their appearance
depends on the same random phenomenon. The covariance between two variables, X
and Y, is described mathematically as the di↵erence between the expectation value
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for the product of the two variables hXY i and the product of the expectation values
for the individual variables hXi hY i.
cov(X, Y ) = hXY i   hXi hY i (1.19)
Covariance relies on the ability to repeat a measurement enough times to satisfactorily
approach the statistical limit and that, while an individual measurement of the two
variables may contain a true or false coincidence - or, indeed, no coincidence - ,
the real correlations will be borne out over time given appropriate treatment. The
covariance between two variables can take any number between  1 and 1, where
a positive value indicates that as one variable increases/decreases the other variable
also increases/decreases. A negative value for covariance implies that an increase in
one variable is linked to a decrease in the other variable, and vice versa. A value of 0
indicates that there is no covariance between the variables.
Take for example a series of N humans for whom four values are measured - height,
weight, intelligence quotient (IQ) and fitness. Intuitively, we can see that this data
set, in the statistical limit, will have positive covariances (e.g. between height and
weight), negative covariances (e.g. between weight and fitness) and no covariance
(e.g. between intelligence and height) although certain individuals may not conform
to any specific trend. A linear set of measurements such as this may be represented
as a vector of variables (labelled H, W, I, and F, respectively) and multiplied to give
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Summing this over all measurements will give the matrix of expectation values for all
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hHHi hHW i hHIi hHF i
hWHi hWW i hWIi hWF i
hIHi hIW i hIIi hIF i




Simultaneously we sum the vector over all i humans to produce a vector of expectation
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values for each human to arrive at the vector shown in equation 1.22. By doing this









hHi hW i hIi hF i
i
(1.22)
This can then be multiplied out to get a matrix of products of expectation values as
shown in equation 1.23 i.e. the product of each pair of individual variable expectation
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Outside of academia, this analytical technique is used in a wide variety of applied
problems such as analysing the stock market for correlations in the prices of di↵erent
stocks and is e↵ective because it requires no implicit bias in the analysis. In chemical
dynamics this can used to draw out correlations between measurements, for example,
features in complicated photoelectron spectrum arising from multiple products and
photofragments can be linked with individual features in the relevant mass spectra if
both are measured simultaneously.
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1.3 Excited state dynamics
As a general rule, dissociation following electronic excitation of a molecule can be
described by the equation 1.26 as previously shown in figure 1.2.
AB + h⌫ ! AB⇤ ! A+ B (1.26)
The total energy of the system (the molecule and the photon) must be conserved,
and so for the photodissociation of any molecular system, denoted AB, the energy is
accounted for by equation 1.27 where Eh⌫ is the energy of the incoming photon, D0
is the dissociation energy of the bond, and ETX is the translational energy of atom X.
The internal energy of any molecular fragments, electronic, vibrational or rotational,
must be accounted for as well, where EintX is the internal energy of any molecular or
atomic fragments which result from the photodissociation process.
Eh⌫ = D0 + ETA + ETB + EintA + EintB (1.27)
In a collision-free environment, the products will recoil with exactly equal and opposite
momenta in the reference frame of the molecule. Sampling repeatedly over multiple
experiments will build up a distribution of measured momenta from the Newton sphere
which are fitted to circular distributions (either isotropic or anisotropic as discussed
later in section 1.3.2) which can be related to their spherical origin. The measurement
of the momentum of a recoiling particle can be decomposed into a radial and angular
component. It is helpful to understand the radial component, which defines the kinetic
energy of the particle first, as this is consistent for all types of experiment whereas
treatment of the angular component will di↵er for di↵erent types of experiment. If it
is only possible to measure the kinetic energy of one fragment, the total kinetic energy
of the system can still be extracted according to the conservation of momentum by
assuming that the system dissociates into only two fragments, as in equation 1.26.
The expression for the conservation of momentum mAvA = mBvB can be substituted
into the simple expression for the TKER as a linear sum of the kinetic energies of both
fragments (equation 1.28a) to yield a formulation for the TKER that is independent





























The molecules in this thesis are predominantly small organic, closed shell systems such
as thioethers and thiophenes within which the highest occupied molecular orbital is
either a non-bonding “n” or bonding ⇡ type orbital depending on the presence of an
aromatic system or not. The orbital most important in a photodissociation event,
such as those studied in this thesis, is invariably the  * orbital along the dissociating
bond and therefore excitation processes which can populate the  * orbital must be
carefully considered.
The ground electronic state in all cases is a singlet state, with no unpaired elec-
trons. Excitation with a single photon forms an excited state with two unpaired
electrons. The spins may be anti-parallel (singlet state) or parallel (triplet state).
While the triplet state is lower in energy due to the lower exchange energy, in the
absence of spin-orbit coupling a singlet to triplet excitation is electric dipole forbidden
and so the only accessible excited states by photoabsorption are singlet states.
In molecules belonging to the C2V point group, excitation from the highest occu-
pied out of plane orbital to an orthogonal  * orbital, creating a so called n * or ⇡ *
state, is formally forbidden. This applies to both planar non aromatic systems (such
as thiothers) and planar aromatic systems (such as thiophenes) where the excitation
begins on a ⇡ and p orbital, respectively. This provokes a mystery as to why pho-
toexcitation so readily results in dissociation. Herein lies a classic example of the role
CIs can play in photochemical processes. Specific examples of this behaviour will be
discussed in more detail in chapters 3 and 4 and this section will be restricted to a
more general discussion.
In reality, the excitation is weakly allowed by any distortion away from the opti-
mum geometry in a coordinate which breaks the rotational symmetry of the molecule,
reducing the point group to CS. Excitation to an n⇡* or ⇡⇡* state however, is symme-
try allowed and, as has been shown by a wealth of experiments, conical intersections
which funnel flux between the n⇡* or ⇡⇡* state and the respective n * or n * state
are ubiquitous in small organic molecules.32
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1.3.2 Angular Distributions of Photodissociations
Modelling Angular Distributions
In a photodissociation experiment, the angular distribution of photofragments is typ-
ically measured with respect to the polarisation vector of the photons responsible for
the excitation. The angle between the polarisation vector of the light and the ejected
particle is henceforth defined as ✓ (and shown in figure 1.11). At any given radius,
the degree of anisotropy is characterised by fitting to a sum of even ordered Legendre
polynomials where the order is truncated at 2n, where n is the number of photons
involved in the excitation step.
I(✓) / 1
4⇡
[1 +  P2(cos(✓))] (1.29)
In much of the work contained in this thesis, the photoexcitation is a single photon
process and so all distributions follow the functional form shown in equation 1.29
where I(✓) is the intensity at a given angle, P2 is the second order Legendre polynomial
which has the form shown in equation 1.30, and   is the fitting parameter which




(3cos2✓   1) (1.30)
Limiting values for the   parameter that describe molecular photodissociation were
derived to be between +2 - a parallel transition where the photofragments recoil along
the polarisation axis - and -1 - a perpendicular transition in which the fragments recoil
perpendicular to the polarisation axis.24 Encoded within these values is information
about the nature of the photoexcitation with respect to symmetry. The   parameter
is not restricted to its limits though, and non-limiting values can provide a wealth of
information about the dissociation of molecules. For example, a dissociation which
is slow in comparison to the rotational period of the molecule can have its possible
photodissociation trajectories smeared out leading to a non-limiting   value.
Reconstruction
A Newton sphere impinging on a two-dimensional detector is typically detected in its
entirety and crushed, or pancaked, upon the detector. In the plane of the detector,
the true kinetic energy spectrum, and corresponding “true” angular distributions are
contained within the infinitesimally thin central slice. A crushed image is corrupted
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from this by the content of out of plane components. Thankfully, the transformation
of a crushed Newton sphere to its central slice is analytically soluble for a general,
cylindrically symmetric function through the Abel transformation. Photofragment
angular distributions may be accurately modeled and reconstructed in this manner
based on a few valid assumptions. The first is that the distribution around the polari-
sation axis of the photoexcitation light is cylindrically symmetric. For the one photon
excitation processes that drive photodissociation in this thesis, this is always valid
and, provided the polarisation vector is exactly parallel or orthogonal to the plane of
the detector the resulting distribution is always cylindrically symmetric.
The earliest approach to reconstruction of the central slice was via the Fourier-
Hankel method33 wherein the two dimensional projection first underwent Fourier
transform to back out the three dimensional sphere before undergoing an inverse
Hankel transform to the central slice. While e↵ective, the primary drawback of this
method is its sensitivity to noise.
Onion Peeling34 introduces a second assumption to the analysis which is that for
the maximum radius, within some radial binning, the only contribution to that radius
must come from the central slice. This is valid as any particles ejected with the
maximum available kinetic energy will either occupy the maximum radius in the two
dimensional projection or contribute to a smaller radius in the plane of projection as
their velocity is partially deposited in the out of plane component. The intensity at
this radius is then used as a guide for the contribution of that particle around the
sphere as it deposits more of its kinetic energy into the out of plane components and
these can then be subtracted from the total image. The resulting two dimensional
projection is then subtracted from the original image, the radius is stepped in and
the process is repeated for the next “layer” of the onion/image. This method is
computationally fast but su↵ers from introduction of significant noise arising from
applying an inherently polar technique to a Cartesian grid of intensities.
The weak spot in the Fourier-Hankel transformation method is the noise sensitive
transformation to the 3D distribution. An iterative method by Vrakking and cowork-
ers35 disposes with the problematic transform of noisy data from the 2D projection
to the 3D distribution. Instead, it fits the 2D projection as a 3D distribution and
uses this as an initial guess for an iterative method which converges on a 3D distri-
bution which forward projects to give a 2D projection which can be compared with
the experimental 2D data.
The BASEX method36 is similar in implementation to the Fourier-Hankel method
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but rather than working with raw data, employs the transformation of known, well
behaved, Gaussian like basis functions to more reliably transform the 2D projection
to the 3D distribution. Assuming the projection is not so noisy as to be impossible
to fit to a sum of Gaussians - an unlikely scenario - the distribution is transformed
reliably, with the advantage that the transforms can be precomputed to save time in
transforming the actual image.
All of the methods discussed so far have focused on analysing the events in Carte-
sian space, either by treating each pixel individually or by describing each pixel as
a sum of Gaussian basis functions. In reality, the problem is polar in nature, as the
intensity functions which describe the distributions are angle dependent. The pBA-
SEX method37 recognises this and applies it to the highly e↵ective BASEX method.
Instead of representing each pixel as a Gaussian basis function, the Cartesian pixels
are transformed into polar coordinates. These intensities can then be fit to two di-
mensional functions whose radial component is described by a Gaussian profile and
angular component is described by a suitably chosen combination of Legendre poly-
nomials (i.e. second order for a one-photon process as shown in equation 1.29). In
a similar manner to the BASEX method, the transformations can be precomputed
for the polar functions employed by pBASEX with the added advantage that each
polar function describes a wider region of space (the full circular distribution for a
given r rather than a single polar/Cartesian coordinate). As a result, fewer functions
are required to describe the data to the same level as BASEX and the transform is
either faster or a larger number of functions per unit data can be used to give a higher
quality transformation of the image.
The polar onion peeling38 (POP) method - used extensively in this thesis - com-
bines elements of the pBASEX and onion peeling methods. The high speed of the
onion peeling method is appealing but starting from outer pixels and working inwards
is shown to lead to spurious intensities as errors gather. Rather than working on a
pixel by pixel basis the POP method draws inspiration from pBASEX and treats the
onion to be peeled as successive layers of Legendre polynomials. Like in the BASEX
and pBASEX methods, the analytical Abel and inverse Abel transformations can be
precalculated for the polar basis functions. In a similar fashion to onion peeling, the
outermost layer is used to guide construction of a three dimensional distribution of
particles which is Abel transformed to yield the two dimensional projection. The out
of plane components (i.e any signal at radii smaller than the outer circle) is sub-
tracted to yield the infinitesimal central slice. The full two-dimensional projection of
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this component is subtracted from the original image and the process is repeated with
the radius incrementing ever inwards. The error accumulation that plagues Cartesian
onion-peeling persists here, but due to the nature of the operation the errors are ac-
cumulated towards the center, where the quality and importance of the image are less
anyway.
Towards the end of this author’s time working with reconstructable ion images
a modification of the pBASEX algorithm worthy of note was reported: DAVIS A
Direct Algorithm for Velocity-map Imaging Systems.39 DAVIS attempts to provide a
solution for the problematic inverse Abel transformation step, which has proven so
tricky in previous attempts due to its noise sensitivity. The algorithm mimics pBA-
SEX in its initial fitting of the experimental data to a series of polar basis functions
with a Gaussian profile in the radial axis and sensibly chosen order(s) of Legendre
polynomials for the angular distributions. Where the pBASEX then implements a
relatively slow numerical integration to project the 3D distribution, DAVIS employs
an analytical solution which is computationally significantly faster and more accurate.
Slice Imaging
Rather than rely on reconstruction algorithms, some groups have chosen to access
the central slice experimentally. One of the early approaches was to manipulate
the ionisation laser into a sheet parallel to the detector rather than the traditional
cylindrical beam of light.40 Here, the Newton sphere was allowed to expand for up
to a microsecond before being ionised to ensure that the molecules had expanded far
enough to ensure the sheet sampled a su ciently thin segment of the Newton sphere.
The drawback of this is of course, that the photon densities required for higher order
multiphoton ionisation processes were di cult to achieve, but given the technology
available this is a remarkable experimental result.
With the advance of fast high voltage pulsing units, the MCP/Phosphor screen
detectors typically used for ion imaging could be switched on and o↵ on a timescale
of nanoseconds. By modifying ion optics to stretch the Newton sphere along the
propagation axis, Kitsopoulos and co-workers demonstrated that the detector could




The overall objective of this thesis is to explore excited state dynamics that have pre-
viously proven di cult to measure. Velocity map imaging is a mature and established
method for studying dynamics but the description given in this introduction implicitly
considers VMI as a method for imaging a single species at a time which is separable
from the precursor parent by mass. As such it has been impossible for VMI to char-
acterise the relative e ciency of rival pathways leading to di↵erent photofragments or
to study photoproducts which are inseparable from their parent precursor by mass.
This thesis describes coupling VMI to a multiplexing camera capable of making corre-
lated measurement of multiple photofragments at once and, in three chapters, details
the set up of two di↵erent multi-mass velocity map imaging experiments. Chapters
3 and 4 both cover the experiment coupled to SPI and investigate, respectively, the
possible pitfalls in contrast to REMPI and report novel measurements of competitive
bond dissociation. Chapter 5, describes a new Coulomb Explosion Imaging apparatus
for ultrafast structural determination. A brief survey of these three results chapters
follows. The thesis then concludes with a short summary chapter which considers
whether the objectives were achieved, what the findings were and ponders future
avenues for extending this research.
1.4.1 Single Photon Ionisation for Multi-Mass Imaging
The use of vacuum ultraviolet photons as an ionisation method for multi-mass imaging
is a source of unexpected observations. Chapter 3 investigates the photodissociation of
dimethyl sulfide at 227.5 nm and explores how careful treatment of polarisation laser
alignment to the axis of photoproduct detection is required to avoid misrepresenting
angular distributions. This chapter also considers how the simultaneous ionisation of
multiple products, as well as the parent molecule, can have an adverse a↵ect on the
radial velocity resolution due to interactions between the di↵erent charged particles.
1.4.2 Competitive Bond Dissociation
The advent of fast framing cameras has paved the way for making correlated mea-
surements of photofragments produced simultaneously in an experiment. Chapter
4 resolves to develop a generalised technique to characterise dissociation processes
which break bonds competitively following photoexcitation, to accurately measure
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the preference for one bond cleavage versus another, and to rationalise the regions of
the potential energy surface that lead to this. The chapter focusses on the photodis-
sociation of t-Butyl Methyl Sulfide in the region between 227.5 and 222.5 nm and
reports the ratio of S–Methyl to S–t-Butyl dissociation as a function of wavelength.
1.4.3 Ultrafast Structural Determination
Photodissociation processes which do not lead to photofragmentation are challenging
to study in the gas phase as their photoproduct is a structural isomer of the par-
ent molecule and thus is inseparable from the parent by mass. Chapter 5 charts the
beginnings of a new experiment in Bristol: Coulomb Explosion Imaging. This tech-
nique employs the same multi-mass imaging technology to turn ion imaging on its
head to monitor the vectors of fragments resulting from multiply ionising the parent
and letting it explode according to Coulombic repulsion. The resulting vectors can
be used to chart back the structure of the molecule within a time window of a few
tens of femtoseconds for a ground state, one colour explosion. By coupling this probe
technique with excitation using similarly ultra short pulses of UV light, this serves as
the basis of a probe of molecular structure on a time frame short enough to watch it
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This chapter covers the underpinning theory required to understand the velocity map
imaging apparatus which underpins the experimental work in this thesis, as well as
a variety of theoretical methods which are employed to support the interpretation
of these experiments. The experimental section includes but is not limited to, the
preparation of molecules for study in high vacuum conditions, the generation of laser
pulses with high spectral resolution as well as ultrashort femtosecond laser pulses,
equipment for detection ions and the analysis methods required to extract meaningful
data. The theoretical section covers the basis of ab initio quantum chemisty calcula-
tions in Hartree-Fock theory and extends this through multireference complete active
space methods.
2.1 Vacuum Systems
In order to make measurements of molecules in the absence of intermolecular e↵ects,
high vacuum conditions need to be maintained where the mean free time between
molecular collisions greatly exceeds the lifetime of the measurement. In order to
achieve this, the ion imaging experiments that form the backbone of this thesis are
performed in a sealed vacuum chamber capable of sustaining high vacuum conditions,
defined as being on the order of 10-7 – 10-8 mbar. The VMI apparatus in Bristol
consists of three vacuum chambers as shown in figure 2.1. These three chambers
are defined, as the “source”, “interaction” and “detection” chambers in the order
that molecules traverse the system. These three chambers are di↵erentially pumped
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- which is to say that the vacuum conditions in each chamber are predominantly
sustained by independent pumps. The source and interaction chambers are separated
by a ba✏e with only a skimmer orifice as a point of connection between the two.
When an experiment is running, the detection and interaction chambers are open to
one another and they are completely isolated from one another via closure of a gate
valve when the experiment is out of operation to try to maintain the highest vacuum
conditions on the detector at all times. Standard pumps such as rotary or scroll
pumps are insu cient for achieving high vacuum conditions alone, bottoming out at
10-3 mbar. Below a certain pressure (typically around 10-3 mbar) the pumping regime
changes from a “viscous flow” regime - well described by conventional fluid dynamics
- to a molecular flow regime - where a particle description is more appropriate as
the mean free path length becomes greater than the size of the chamber. In this
regime, turbomolecular pumps are required. These operate on a principle of making
the passage of any given particle into the turbo pump an irreversible process. This is
achieved by layering a set of spinning blades close together. The angle of the blades
in one disc and the relative phasing of the blades of one disc with respect to the next,
is optimised so that a particle which makes it through the first disc is immediately
knocked downwards and through the next blades, where it is knocked downwards
again thus creating the desired irreversibility. The Bristol VMI rig has three turbo
pumps backed by two scroll pumps which are common to all three turbopumps. This
creates a system where the failure of any given pump will not raise the pressure of a
given chamber above 10-3 mbar.
2.2 Sample Preparation
The molecules in this thesis are prepared by freeze pump thaw purification using a
Schlenk line before being loaded into a glass bulb. A vial with a rubber O-ring is
loaded with the molecule to be studied and attached to a Schlenk line arm with a
binary tap via an o-ring and clamp. The Schlenk line is held under vacuum by a
rotary pump and the tap which connects the sample vial is left closed. The sample
vial is immersed in liquid nitrogen to freeze the sample and, once frozen, the tap is
opened to vacuum to remove the gaseous portion that was not frozen. The tap is
then closed, the liquid nitrogen removed, and the sample vial is allowed to warm to
room temperature. A sample contaminated with air begins to bubble as it melts.
Once completely melted, the sample vial is reimmersed in the liquid nitrogen and the
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process is repeated until no bubbles are observed on melting, thus eradicating the
sample of air contamination. Once the sample is purified, a glass bulb with an O-ring
connection is attached to a separate arm with a binary tap on the Schlenk line by
an o-ring and clamp. The bulb tap is opened and vacuumed out before the Schlenk
line is closed to the rotary pump, leaving the system under vacuum. The tap to the
sample vial is opened slowly and the vapour of the sample is drawn o↵ up to a certain
pressure, typically around 10 - 100 mbar, as monitored by a pressure gauge attached
to the Schlenk line. The sample tap is closed and Helium gas (N 6.0 BOC) is bled
into the system until it reaches the desired total pressure, typically 1 bar to make a
10% concentration sample.
2.3 Molecular Beams
Molecules are introduced to the chamber for study in the form of a pulsed molec-
ular beam. Described most eloquently by John B. Fenn in his foreword to Scoles’
comprehensive textbook on the subject,1 and emphasised by van der Meerakker and
coauthors in their 2012 review on the subject2 “Born in leaks, the original sin of
vacuum technology, molecular beams are collimated wisps of molecules traversing the
chambered void that is their theatre...”. Ion imaging experiments often rely heavily
on molecular beam methods. By “leaking” gas phase molecules held at pressures
approaching or significantly above atmospheric pressure into a high vacuum (⇠ 10-7
mbar) they undergo a supersonic expansion. In the throat of the expansion they
collide frequently to cool the molecules to their rotational and vibrational ground
states and begin to expand with a cos2✓ distribution where ✓ is the angle between the
velocity vector of the molecules and the central axis of the molecular beam.
The source chamber contains a pulsed valve (General Valve, Series 9) which con-
sists of a spring loaded solenoid which drives a poppet in and out of a faceplate which
faces into the vacuum chamber. The faceplate has a 60° conical aperture to encourage
the supersonic expansion and preparation of a cold molecular beam in the chamber.
The molecules are allowed to expand for approximately 4.5 cm before they meet
a skimmer (Beam Dynamics, 1 mm aperture). The coldest portion of the molecular
beam is the exact centre, where the molecules are internally coolest. The skimmer
selects this central portion, rejecting the warmer o↵ axis molecules, and also collimates
the beam as the central molecules have the least o↵ axis velocity. The surviving
molecules are introduced to the interaction chamber, where they immediately travel
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the vacuum chamber employed for Velocity Map Imaging
experiments. Three main sections are detailed from left to right. The source chamber
where molecules are introduced, the main chamber where the photochemistry is ini-
tiated, and the time of flight tube/detector chamber, where the photofragments are
mass separated and detected.
through an aperture in the centre of the ion optics repeller plate.
2.4 Laser Systems
The population inversion required for lasing (as discussed in section 1.2.6) can be
created in a medium by a variety of methods, such as electrical discharge – as in
an excimer laser – or, most commonly, by optical pumping by a separate laser or
flash lamp. Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF lasers act as the respective pump methods for
the dye and titanium sapphire lasers used in this thesis and thus are discussed first.
The lasing medium is either an Ytterbium Aluminium garnet crystal (Y3Al5O12)
or Yttrium Lithium Fluoride (LiYF4) garnet crystal doped with neodymium, which
provides the energy levels for lasing. Nd:YAG is a four level lasing system with an
emission band centered at 1064 nm in YAG or 1054 nm in YLF wherein the initial
pumping is induced by either solid state diodes or flashlamps.
This is an example of tuning the exact laser wavelength by subtle adjustment
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of the crystal structure. While the neodymium ions still support the population
medium, the fundamental wavelength can be adjusted by changing the host medium.
These fundamental wavelengths of 1064 and 1054 nm can be converted to higher
harmonics (typically the second and third) by passing through appropriate crystals
- typically lithium triborate (LBO). Two di↵erent Nd:YAG lasers are used in this
thesis, a flashlamp pumped Spectra-Physics GCR-250 (15 W, 1064 nm, 10 Hz) used
for pumping the dye laser, a flashlamp pumped Continuum Surelite II (6.5 W, 1064
nm, 10 Hz) and one Nd:YLF diode pumped Coherent Revolution (40 W).
2.4.1 Tuneable UV Dye Lasers
Dye lasers are prized for their broad range of tunability, spectral resolution, and output
power. They cover the entire visible spectrum and well into the UV, delivering pulses
which have sub-wavenumber bandwidth and energies up to a few millijoules. Dye
lasers take advantage of the spectrallyh quantum yield fluorescence of a variety of
classes of molecules such as coumarins or rhodamines. A schematic of a typical dye
laser is shown in figure 2.2. The population inversion is created by optical pumping of
a dye cuvette with either the second (532 nm) or third harmonic (355 nm) laser pulse
from a Nd:YAG depending on the dye. The dye fluoresces isotropically and in one axis
the light is reflected by a di↵raction grating and mirror pair, the geometries of which
are tuned so that monochromatic light is selected. The monochromatic light is then
directed back through the original dye cuvette causing further stimulated emission in
the oscillator. Prior to this the pump light is split into three portions, the first of
which caused the initial population inversion. The second pulse is delayed via taking
a longer path and repumps the dye cuvette. This time, rather than surviving long
enough to fluoresce, the monochromatic light from the grating stimulates emission in
the dye. As the stimulated emission is in the same direction and coherent with the
light that induces the emission (as discussed in section 1.2.6) this serves to amplify
the monochromatic light pulse. The laser light from the first dye cell then travels into
a second dye cell, which is pumped by the third portion of the Nd:YAG output, to
stimulate emission in this second amplification cell.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a tuneable dye laser with an optional BBO SHG crystal and
Pellin Broca prism network for generation of UV light.
2.4.2 118 nm VUV Generation by Third Harmonic Genera-
tion
As discussed in section 1.2.7 theory, generation of VUV light of wavelength   = 118
nm can be achieved by frequency tripling the 355 nm laser light produced as the third
harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser.3;4 The tripling cell used in the Bristol experiments is
shown in figure 2.3 and consists of a long primary tube capped on one end by a fused
silica window and on the other end by a custom made lithium fluoride lens with a
predicted focal length of 14 cm at 118 nm. The xenon transition which is exploited
for tripling is the 5p ! 5d transition at 119.2 nm (83889.971 cm-1)5 and the mixing
gas used to achieve the phase matching condition is argon.6 To achieve e cient VUV
generation, the chamber must be clear of impurities and so before loading the chamber
with the tripling gases the chamber is brought down to high vacuum conditions (⇠
1x10-7 mbar) via a turbomolecular pump attached to the bottom. A gate valve in
front of the turbomolecular pump is used to isolate the cell from the turbo and hold
the cell at low vacuum conditions. The xenon and argon are bled into the chamber
via needle valves to partial pressures of 32 mbar and 368 mbar respectively to satisfy
the phase matching condition of 1:11.5 xenon to argon.7 Attached to the bottom of
the tripling cell is a system of pipes which act as a cooling loop. The central pipe is
encased in a bath containing a mixture of methanol and dry CO2 which maintains a
temperature of -70° C.8 This has two e↵ects which improve the tripling e ciency. The
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the VUV tripling cell and adjoining mixing/cooling tubes.
first is that it creates a local cold point inside the chamber to freeze out any residual
impurities, particularly water vapour, that survived the low vacuum conditions or
were introduced along with the gases. The second is that it helps create a thermal
current inside the cell which ensures complete and consistent mixing of the gases,
avoiding any local pockets of either gases where the tripling might be less e cient.
2.4.3 Ultrafast Ti:sapphire Lasers
Generation and amplification of femtosecond laser pulses is non-trivial but draws on
the same underlying principles of creating a population inversion and then stimulating
emission to achieve amplification. In this case the pulse that stimulates the emission
must already be extremely short. This is achieved through a phenomenon known as
modelocking.
To generate temporally short laser pulses, light of broad spectral frequency must
be phase locked so that the overall interference of the waves is only constructive within
a small portion of the pulses in time to produce a short pulse envelope. For a cavity
of a given length, only light with a wavelength which is a mode of the cavity can be
stabilised producing a resonator which has a narrow spectral bandwidth, regardless
of how broadband the pump light is. To produce a broadband cavity a pair of prisms
are introduce to the cavity path, the prisms spatially disperse the light during its
cavity roundtrip and, with carefully design of the geometries, light at every portion of
the spectrum experiences its own cavity length thus stabilising multiple frequencies
in the same cavity. The cavity is pumped by a broadband, pulsed laser source and
initially, although these individual modes are stabilised within the cavity, they are
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not modelocked. In amusing contrast to the careful design of the broadband cavity,
to achieve the modelocking the cavity must undergo a sudden jolt, typically by firmly
tapping one of the cavity mirrors (or by banging the table next to it). This causes a
momentary spike in intensity in the cavity. At this peak intensity, non-linear e↵ects
begin to become important, one of which is the optical Kerr e↵ect. The Kerr e↵ect is
a change in the refractive index of a medium in response to the intensity of the light
field passing through it. Because the spatial intensity of a light pulse is non-uniform
(e.g. a Gaussian shaped pulse) the refractive index of the medium also becomes non
uniform, creating a lensing e↵ect called Kerr lensing. This brings the modes of the
cavity into phase at a given point in the cavity, typically the focal point of the lensing,
creating the short pulse. Once the pulse has been initially created the lensing e↵ects
becomes more intense locking more and more modes together until it runs out of
cavity modes to lock, saturating the e↵ect. The result is a short pulse travelling back
and forth within the cavity.
While mode locking is highly e↵ective at producing short pulses of light, there is a
limit to the energy of these pulses as dictated by the damage threshold of the optics.
As such the short pulses produced by the oscillator must be amplified multiple times
in order to achieve pulses of suitably high energy for tabletop experiments.
In order to amplify the short pulses they are injected into a second cavity capped on
either end by combining a Pockels cell - an electro-optic which rotates the polarisation
of the light in response to an electric field - with a thin film polariser. The cavity, set
up in a Z configuration with a Titanium Sapphire crystal in the centre, then allows
the short pulses to bounce back and forth in the cavity. The Ti:Sapphire crystal is
pumped by pulsed laser light at 537 nm (the second harmonic of a Nd:YLF laser) and
on each round trip more and more coherent light is produced by stimulated emission
- this is known as regenerative amplification. After a given number of round trips
(as close to the cavity saturation point as possible), the exit Pockels cell is triggered
to dump the light from the Z cavity. Due to their temporally short pulses, the peak
power of ultrafast laser pulses is extraordinarily high. To avoid burning the cavity,
the seed pulse is stretched in time prior to injection into the amplifier cavity and then
the amplified pulse is recompressed following ejection from the cavity.
2.4.4 Laser Configurations
There are two distinct experimental set ups which are utilised throughout this thesis,
both centred on the same vacuum apparatus described above 2.1. The nanosecond
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set up consists of a Sirah Cobra Stretch dye laser configured with a 2400 lines/mm
grating. The dye laser is pumped by the third harmonic of a Spectra Physics GCR-
250 Nd:YAG (355 nm) which produces approximately 4 W of pump power for the
dye laser at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. In two colour experiments, the ionisation laser
consists of 118 nm photons produced by frequency tripling the third harmonic of a
Continuum Surelite II Nd:YAG laser. In this case, the 355 nm light from the Nd:YAG
laser is first attenuated by reflection o↵ of two 20 % reflective beamsplitters with the
transmissive portion terminating in a beam dump. Attenuation via beamsplitters is
more desirable than attenuating by detuning the delay between the flashlamp and
Q-Switch as the delay attenuation can cause larger shot to shot variation in power.
2.5 Velocity Map Imaging
2.5.1 Ion Optics
The velocity map imaging optics in the Bristol experiment have not been varied since
they were reported in the literature.9 Briefly, they include a variety of modifications
over more traditional ion optic assembly designs.10 These include a thicker extractor
plate which shields the interaction zone from extra fields and a curved bezel in the
aperture of the extractor plate which lowers the gradient in the field lines and reduces
spherical aberrations. The overall stack of lenses is slightly longer and intermediate
stabilisation plates are installed between the electrodes (one between extractor and
lens and two between the lens and ground) which are held at intermediary voltages
via potential divider circuits. These maintain the integrity of the field lines as the
ions are accelerated and also protect against stray external fields.
2.5.2 Detectors
The detection of individual charged particles in high vacuum with temporal and spa-
tial accuracy is a formidable technological challenge. Microchannel plates (MCPs)
are made of highly resistive material with an array of channels of 5-10 micrometers
in diameter, centered around 15 micrometers apart. The channels are slightly angled
at 8-10 degrees to ensure that impinging charged particles strike the interior wall of
the channel. A positive bias voltage is held across the plate with the spectrometer
facing side grounded to 0 V. When a photon or ion strikes the wall of the plate a
secondary electron is released. The primary electron is accelerated down the pore
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by the bias voltage, with each collision with the walls releasing more and more elec-
trons creating a cascade. This leads to greatly increased signal for the detection of
one particle. Depending on the detection e ciencies, multiple MCPs can be stacked
together to increase amplification in either a chevron configuration (two MCPS) or
z-stack configuration (three MCPs).
In order to image the electrons produced by the microchannel plate, the electrons
must be converted into photons. This is achieved by positioning a screen at the end of
the MCP stack coated with a material which phosphoresces on impact of an electron,
typically P47. The phosphor screen is held at a much higher bias voltage in order
to accelerate the clouds of electrons produced by the MCP up to speeds suitable to
trigger the phosophor screen. This releases a burst of light which can be detected by
a camera.
2.5.3 Camera Technology
The most common type of camera commercially available is based on Charge Cou-
pled Device (CCD) technology11. This consists of an array of pixels (reaching into
the thousands in both dimensions) each of which consists of a semiconductor which
liberates electrons upon absorption of photons and so building up a charge on the
pixel. When the camera is triggered, the charge collection begins, at some time later
(the aperture time) the camera stops collecting and the lines of pixels are read o↵ one
by one. Because this array is sensitive to the amount of charge built up, the relative
intensity each pixel was illuminated at is preserved and the information is read o↵ to
an external device as a two dimensional array of values with a range corresponding
to the bit depth of the camera. The repetition rate of this type of camera is limited
by the type of bus used to transport the data to the external device. With typical
USB technology, a 1000 x 1000 pixel array could be read o↵ at a rate on the order of
hundreds of Hz. As a typical ion imaging experiment using nanosecond lasers operates
at a repetition rate of tens of Hz this allows the spatial resolution to be increased a
little and for very high quality images to be recorded. As a time of flight spectrum
arrives on the order of ten microseconds and the separation of masses occurs on the
scale of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds, the repetition rate of CCD cameras is not
capable of resolving di↵erent mass channels.
The MCP Phosphor Screen assembly can be pulsed on and o↵ on the order of
nanoseconds by quickly increasing and decreasing the voltages applied. This allows
the experimental sensitivity to be time gated to select, typically, one mass peak to
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be imaged at high quality using the CCD camera. In order to image multiple mass
peaks simultaneously it is clear a new technology is required. Enter the Pixel Imaging
Mass Spectrometry Camera (PImMS).12–14 PImMS is based upon the Complementary
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) design as opposed to CCD which allows it to
operate as an event-triggered time stamping camera.
While the PImMS camera still contains a 2d array of pixels, the pixels are very
di↵erent in design to those found in conventional cameras. Rather than building
charge, they contain four photodiodes acting as four separate registers. When the
camera is triggered alongside the experiment, a master clock is started which ticks
4096 times. The duration of these ticks can be as as short as 6.25 ns but is practicably
set to 25 ns to reduce artefacts in the images. When a packet of light (typically
between 1-10 photons from a scintillation event on the phosphor screen) strikes the
photodiode, if the threshold is greater than a set amount, then the timing of that
event is recorded (as a number of ‘ticks’ passed). This photodiode is then dead for
the remainder of the experimental cycle and so each pixel can only record four events
per experimental cycle. While this is in principle a limitation of the technology, for
the practice of ion imaging where signal levels must be kept relatively low to avoid
space charging e↵ects, it is not one.
As well as the timing of the event being recorded, the x, y, coordinates of the
pixel are, of course, also recorded. At the end of the experimental cycle an event
list is read out through the bus to the computer. This consists of a list of events
each with four associated values; x, y, t, bin. Immediately this o↵ers a significant
bandwidth improvement for a particle counting experiment where the majority of
pixels in a given experimental cycle never see photons and redundant zeroes are passed
through the bus, slowing down the transfer of useful information. The 25 ns timing
accuracy of the camera now allows the photons associated with each mass peak to
be resolved and to be detected simultaneously. As a side note, the upper repetition
rate of the experiment is now directly related to the number of events detected per
laser shot and the bandwidth of the bus used to read o↵ the data. Two iterations of
the PImMS camera feature in this thesis, PImMS1 and PImMS2. Both cameras are
almost identical, down to the USB 2.0 bus type, however in PImMS2 a larger sensor




Depending on the laser system used, there are two approaches for controlling the tim-
ing of the VMI experiments used in this thesis. In the nanosecond VUV ionisation
experiment, the master timing is controlled from an eight channel digital delay gen-
erator (Berkeley Nucleonics Model 555). The molecular beam is first to be triggered
followed by the probe and pump laser flash lamps 13.7 and 199.6 microseconds later.
The flashlamp Q-switch delays for the pump and probe lasers were set to 180.0 and
265.8 microseconds, respectively. Because the electronics of the two lasers have di↵er-
ent response times, these numbers do not directly reflect the pump probe delay times,
however these were chosen to result in a 30 ns delay between the pump and probe
laser pulses arriving at the beam (measured with a photodiode). The PImMS camera
is triggered next, 331.3 microseconds after the molecular beam. The last two channels
have variable time settings. One channel triggers an oscilloscope which displays the
trace from a photomultiplier tube pointed at the detector. The final channel triggers
the gating module and is regularly manipulated to select mass peaks of interest to
image.
The timing of the ultrafast setup is largely the same as that for the nanosecond
setup, however the digital delay generator is no longer the master trigger. The overall
timing of the delay generator is susceptible to jitter on the picosecond timescale al-
though this does not a↵ect the timing of the channels with respect to one another. To
ensure synchronisation with respect to the femtosecond laser pulse, the timing unit
which controls the Pockels cells in the ultrafast amplifier is used as the master trigger
for the digital delay generator.
2.6 Analysis
2.6.1 Centroiding
It is possible for photons arising from events on the phosphor screen of a scintillating
detector to trigger more than one pixel on a camera at a time. In this case, the
intensity is double counted, and has to be taken account of. With a two dimensional
camera, such as a CCD, this can be done on the fly, however for a PImMS camera the
neighbouring events extend not only into the x,y-plane but also in the time dimension.
This is a significantly more computationally expensive process and must be done in
post processing. The algorithm, adapted from Amini et. al. 2015,15 proceeds as
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follows and operates on each laser shot individually:
1. Search through all x,y,t events in a laser shot
2. Compare each event with a preexisting list of clusters (this will be 0 for the first
event)
• If the event is found to be within ± 1 pixel in both the x and y axes and
within ±  t (a value for  t will be discussed at the end of this section)
then add this event to the cluster and move onto the next event to be
processed
• If the event does not satisfy the conditions above for joining a cluster,
create a new cluster initialised with this event
3. Iterate through the constructed clusters and centroid each one according to the
following rules.
• Set t0 as the event in the cluster with the earliest available timecode
• Calculate the spatial centre of mass of all events in the cluster with all
events with each event’s contribution to the centre of mass weighted by a
factor of 1
t t0
• At this point the cluster can be rejected if it is outwith certain size limits
(the reasons for this will be discussed below)
The exact implementation of centroiding written by myself and Christopher Hansen at
Bristol employs various optimisation tricks to significantly increase the performance
of the code. A working copy can be found on the research data repository associated
with this thesis as well as in the appendix to this thesis.
When processing the centroided data, two parameters can be adjusted, the tem-
poral window in which events are considered part of a cluster  t and the rejection of
clusters outwith a certain size.
The inclusion window is typically set to  t < 3 in order to allow for skipping over
one time bin in the aggregation of clusters. In conversation with the manufacturers
of the cameras, the PimMS 2 camera has been reported to sometimes skip a bin and
register the event one time bin later. At sensible signal levels, clusters within one
time bin are well separated enough to not overlap in time and/or space.
Once the clusters have been identified, the clusters containing only one event (i.e.
single isolated events) are often rejected. Ions impinging on the phosphor screen are
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almost exclusively bright enough to register in multiple pixels and show up as a cluster,
particularly if the bias voltage across the phosphor screen is increased and the MCP
bias voltage is lowered to keep the the same total signal levels. As such, signal events
are more likely to be as a result of scattered photons or background radiation and are
deleted.
2.6.2 Time of Flight/Mass Spectrum
As the ions are accelerated by an electric field, they separate according to their mass







where t is the time of flight of a given particle, m is the mass of that particle, L is
the length between the point of ionisation, and V is the field across which the ions
are accelerated. Mass spectra recorded as a function of time of flight must have their




where f(m) is the intensity in mass space, m is the mass and f(t) is the intensity in
time of flight space. The full derivation is given in appendix B.1.
2.6.3 Hot Pixels
The PImMS camera is susceptible to over reporting the intensity in certain pixels. The
exact origin of this is unclear as it is independent of background light or the camera
being coupled to the experiment. On the other hand, it does not appear to arise from
background radiation. In the summed ion images these pixels are typically hundreds
to thousands of times more intense than their neighbours and as such they can easily
be dealt with by the following algorithm. Firstly, a thresholding value, typically 2, was
set. The algorithm then scanned through the pixel array. For each pixel it calculates
the average of the neighbouring eight pixels. If the value of the pixel is more than
the thresholding value multiplied by the average of the neighbouring pixels then this
is designated as a hot pixel. The hot pixel’s value is discarded and it is set to the
average of the neighbours. If the value of the pixel is below the thresholding value




In the analysis of ion images recorded following UV photodissociation in this thesis, the
reconstruction method of choice was Polar Onion Peeling (POP)16. Although evidence
has shown that the pBASEX method o↵ers more reliable and accurate reconstructions,
the speed up o↵ered by POP (in return for a rather modest compromise in quality)
is extremely desirable in a multi-mass imaging experiment where a great number of
images can be acquired in a short period of time and require fast analysis in order to
validate.
2.6.5 Calibration
The velocity map imaging experiment measures the relative positions of particles to
their point of origin in polar coordinates. In order to correlate a radius with a velocity
for a given fragment, a photodissociation scheme for a well known velocity distribution
must be recorded such as the UV photodissociation of O2. Since the energies of
the possible dissociation pathways are known, the bond dissociation enthalpy is well
defined and the excitation energy is carefully controlled, the observed radial peaks
can be assigned a kinetic energy, and hence their velocities can be calculated and
plotted as a function of radius. It should be noted that the velocity to radius ratio
changes as a function of time of flight (and so with the mass to charge ratio) as for
a given velocity imparted to a particle, heavier particles will take longer to reach
the end of the spectrometer and so travel farther in the plane of the detector. The
velocity calibration in m s-1 pixel-1 for a given mass can be transformed to the velocity
calibration for another mass as shown in equation 2.3.





where vfrag is the velocity calibration of the desired fragment, vcal is the velocity
calibration of the fragment used to calibrate the spectrometer and mfrag and mcal are
their respective masses.
2.6.6 Transformation to TKER Space
As with the time of flight to mass space transformation mentioned in section 2.6.2, the
transformation from velocity to TKER also requires the intensities to be transformed
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according to a suitable Jacobian as shown in equation 2.4.
f(E) / f(v) 1p
E
(2.4)
where f(E) is the intensity in kinetic energy space, f(v) is the recorded intensity at
the corresponding velocity and E is the kinetic energy of the fragment. This derivation
is given in appendix B.2.
2.7 Theoretical Methods
While the Hamiltonian operating on a molecular wavefunction (as shown in equation
1.5) will, in principle, return an exact solution, for many body systems (i. e. greater
than 3 particles) analytical solutions to the equation are impossibly complex. As dis-
cussed in section 1.2.2, one approach to simplify this problem is the separation of the
nuclear and electronic components of the wavefunction as in the Born-Oppenheimer
equation discussed in section 1.2.2. The residual electronic wavefunction that must be
solved is, however, still subject to the many body complexity. As such, approximate
methods must be implemented.
2.7.1 Hartree-Fock theory
Hartree-Fock theory (HF) revolutionised ab initio quantum computational chemistry
paving the way for the development of much more complex and accurate methods. It
begins with a model for the wavefunction that stipulates that the total wavefunction
 can be represented as a product of individual one electron wavefunctions  as
shown in equation 2.5, known as the Hartree product.17;18
 =  1 2 3... N (2.5)
This implies that the one electron wavefunctions are independent of one another,
which is clearly an incorrect assumption. More specifically the one electron wavefunc-
tion is an electron in a given set of space and spin coordinates   = (r, !), where !
can be spin up or spin down (sometimes referred to as ↵ or  ). For a two electron
problem this manifests as follows
 =  1( 1) 2( 2) (2.6)
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As electrons are fermions, swapping any two electrons should result in a change in
the symmetry of the wavefunction as shown in equation 2.7.
  =  1( 2) 2( 2) (2.7)
Within the simple Hartree product formulation, this is not guaranteed. By repre-
senting these wavefunctions as a Slater determinant, the wavefunction becomes anti-
symmetric with respect to exchange of any two electrons as shown for a two electron





 1( 1)  2( 2)
 1( 2)  2( 1)
      (2.8)
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the energy of the system can be de-
fined as a sum of four parts: The Coulombic repulsion between the nuclei which
has no electronic wavefunction dependence; the kinetic energy of the electrons and
the Coulombic attraction between the nuclei and the electrons which both have a
1-electron dependence; and finally, the Coulombic repulsion between the electrons
which is a two-electron expression.
As the kinetic energy of the electrons and the Coulombic attraction between the
electrons and the nuclei are both one electron terms, they can be compressed into a
single one electron operator where the motion is calculated as a function of a field of
the charge of the rest of the particles. This is known as the mean field approximation.
Thus the Hamiltonian can be expressed as follows







where V̂ is the internuclear repulsion operator, ĥ is the one electron integral operator,
and ĝ is the two electron integral operator. Rearranging equation 1.5 by projecting
through with h | we arrive at an expression for the energy as shown in equation 2.10
which shows that the energy of the system is the expectation value of the integral
over the wavefunction with respect to the Hamiltonian.
E = h | Ĥ | i (2.10)
By inspection of equations 2.9 and 2.10 we can see that the expression for the energy
can be modified exclusively by adjusting electronic coordinates. We also know that
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the true energy of a system E 0 will be the lowest possible energy, and so for any
given set of electronic wavefunction coordinates the computed energy will be greater
than the true energy. Using this, we can find a solution to the electronic wavefunction
iteratively by exploring the parameter space of the electronic wavefunction coordinates
to find the lowest energy configuration. This is known as the “Variational Theorem”
and solving for the lowest energy wavefunction in this manner is termed the ”self
consistent field” method.19
2.7.2 Basis Sets
Thus far we have discussed the method for optimising an arbitrary electronic wave-
function by computing the energy of the state. Here, we give consideration to the
model used for these wavefunctions. In order for the self consistent field method to be
successfully the initial wavefunction needs to be close to the correct answer in order
to avoid finding low energy solutions which are non-physical. As the numbers of elec-
trons and nuclei in the system increases, the complexity of the wavefunction increases
steeply and thus we need a model for the molecular electronic wavefunction which is
easily generated given a set of nuclear coordinates. Here we invoke the approximation
that a given molecular orbital can be described as a linear combination of atomic





where  i is the ith molecular orbital, N is the number of basis functions localised on
a given nucleus, ↵j is the atomic basis function and cj,i is the coe cient of the one
electron atomic basis which describes the contribution of that specific atomic basis to
the molecular orbital in question.
The molecular orbital is one of the one electron functions which, in turn, forms
a basis function for describing the total wavefunction. Choosing a mathematical
function for a basis set is based on two main considerations, firstly that the function
should describe the radial distribution of the atomic orbital well and secondly that
the integral of the function should be easy to compute, preferably analytically.
In early quantum chemistry programs Slater type orbitals were used, where the
function consists of two parts: a radial dependence r l where l is the angular momen-
tum in that axis, and an e⇠r, where ⇠ is the parameter which controls how di↵use the
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orbital is. These functions are a very accurate model of atomic orbitals, however their
integrals are slow to compute. To improve upon this, Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs)
based on combinations of Gaussian functions became commonplace for quantum chem-
istry calculations. While Gaussians do not give a particular accurate description of
atomic orbitals alone, their integrals are particularly quick to compute. This means
that an approach which employs many Gaussians can achieve similar accuracy in de-
scribing a true atomic orbital as a single Slater function yet the integral is still much
faster to compute overall. This resulted in the first widespread type of basis function
termed STO-nG where the basis set scales with n - the number of Gaussians used to
model a Slater orbital.20;21
To improve accuracy while minimising computational cost, the “split-valence”
basis sets were developed by Pople.22;23 These use a reduced number of basis functions
for the core orbitals and an increased number for the valence orbitals.
The basis sets mentioned thus far are all optimised at the Hartree Fock level using
a single reference wavefunction. For the calculation of excited states, these basis
functions may not provide a suitable initial guess. Dunning basis sets are optimised
using higher level methods capable of calculating excited states to provide basis sets
which converge more quickly in excited state calculations. These are the basis sets
used throughout this thesis.
2.7.3 Post-HF Methods
While Hartree Fock theory is a good starting point for electronic structure calculations
it consistently over-estimates the energy of systems by failing to capture the full scope
of the so called “electron correlation” energy. Electron correlation manifests in many
ways, one of which, the anti-symmetry principle, is explicitly treated in HF. However
there are at least two other assumptions which contribute to the missing electron
correlation energy. One is the mean field approximation which says that the electron
electron interaction is modelled by each electron interacting with a field of charge,
while the other is that the wavefunction can be modelled by a single Slater determinant
- more on that later.24 Post Hartree Fock methods are a class of methods which extend




Möller-Plesset perturbation theory treats the correlation energy as a perturbation to
the system where the true energy of the system is exactly equal to the sum of the
unperturbed (Ĥ0) and perturbed (Ĥp) Hamiltonians as shown in equation 2.12.
Ĥ = Ĥ0 +  Ĥp (2.12)
This can be reframed as a Taylor series expansion of the energy and the wavefunction




2 + ... (2.13)
and
 =  0 
0 + 1 
1 + 2 
2 + ... (2.14)
If the expansion is truncated after the first two terms - first order expansion in the
series - then this is exactly identical to the Hartree Fock theory described in section
2.7.1. By incorporating the third term, which varies with the square of the pertur-
bation we arrive at the so called second order Möller Plesset equation (MP2).25 In
principle considering more and more terms should converge on the correct answer but
the computational cost increases sharply with the order of the correction. It should
be noted that while the first order expansion (HF theory) is an upper bound for the
true energy of the system, there is no guarantee that the second order energy will not
overestimate the correlation energy and be corrected by a higher order term. As such,
the wavefunction cannot be optimised variationally under MP2.
2.7.5 Multireference Configuration Interaction
The methods described thus far have all been “single reference” methods, which is to
say that they take a single reference wavefunction, in the form of a Slater determinant,
and optimise the wavefunction. For the calculation of a single geometric point, this
approach is often su cient, however in exploring the possible geometric configurations
of a molecule, di↵erent regions of the potential energy surface may be better described
by di↵erent Slater determinants. As well as changing nuclear configurations, di↵erent
electronic states are also best described by di↵erent Slater determinants.
To overcome this, the wavefunction is expanded as a sum of all possible Slater
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determinants of a system referred to as configuration state functions (CSFs) and
thus the energy of the system becomes a sum of the energies of the individual CSFs
calculated using the same self consistent field approach as in Hartree Fock theory.
This is known as the Multireference Configuration Interaction method (MRCI).26
As the size of the system increases, the computational e↵ort required to solve for
all these di↵erent configurations increases exponentially and so the method becomes
intractable. Clearly for any given problem, not all CSFs will be relevant to an accu-
rate solution and so, rather than sum over all CSFs for a system (a so called “Full
Configuration Interaction” calculation), a subset of CSFs can be used. The subset of
CSFs chosen are referred to as the “active space” of the system giving the Complete
Active Space Self Consistent Field method (CASSCF). By careful consideration of
the active space of a system, one can vastly reduce the number of CSFs, lowering the
computational time while su↵ering only a minimal reduction in accuracy.
Choice of active space is a non-trivial and, to some extent, mysterious practice.
Clearly choosing individual CSFs is meaningless and so instead a set of molecular
orbitals are chosen, with the CSFs included being the determinants which contribute
to the formation of those orbitals.
Selection of molecular orbitals is much more intuitive and can be readily adapted
to the problem we wish to study. Consider the photodissociation of H2S to yield H
+ SH. The highest occupied molecular orbital is an out of plane p orbital localised
on the central sulfur and the dissociation must involve a  * orbital so these must be
the basis of the dissociation. The excitation to the  * orbital is formally forbidden
and happens via the ⇡* orbital and so these three orbitals form a minimum active
space for describing the dissociation process. As it turns out, there is a significant
contribution from the Rydberg-like sulfur centered 4s orbital and so inclusion of this
within the active space will improve the quality of the calculation.27;28
2.7.6 Complete Active Space with a Perturbative Correction
Much in the same way the single reference Hartree Fock can be improved upon by
estimating the correlation energy by treatment as a perturbation, multireference wave-
functions can also be expanded in a Taylor series to estimate the remaining correlation
energy. As the CASPT2 methods are less robust with respect to poor initial guess
wavefunctions, and computationally expensive, they are typically only used for sin-
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Coupling Single Photon Ionisation
and Multi-Mass Imaging1
3.1 Introduction
The ideal experiment for studying isolated chemical dynamics processes would be
universal in nature, enabling detection and characterisation of all photofragment dis-
tributions with quantum state resolution. The experiment would operate in a manner
which is entirely independent of the molecular structural motifs and of the type of pro-
cess being studied, be it photodissociation or molecular collisions. The development
of the photofragment translational spectroscopy experiment, for which Herschbach
and Lee shared the Nobel prize (with Polanyi) in 1986, provided a platform which
catalysed a vast field of research into the chemical dynamics of isolated gas phase
molecules. Photofragment translational spectroscopy involves crossing a molecular
beam with either another molecular beam - for collisional studies - or a laser pulse
- for photodissociation studies - in the centre of a chamber held at high vacuum. In
the original version, an electron impact mass spectrometer is then rotated around the
molecular interaction point at a fixed radius with the time between the collision and
the ionisation varied to collect a mass spectrum as a function of the time of flight
(or velocity) of the particle. This was initially employed to monitor the products
from molecular collisions1;2 before Kent Wilson introduced pulsed ultraviolet lasers
to study photodissociation processes.3–5
The photofragment spectrometer is similar to the crossed molecular beam appa-
ratus with one of the collisional arms being replaced by a laser beam. The electron
1This chapter is based upon and expands on the previously published work: M. Bain, C.S. Hansen
and M.N.R. Ashfold, J. Chem. Phys. 149 8 081103 DOI: 10.1063/1.5048838 (2018)
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impact mass spectrometer detector is shifted to sitting directly “above” the interac-
tion region with respect to the plane defined by the molecular beam and laser beam
and the angular information comes from rotating the polarisation of the laser beam.3
As these methods were largely developed before or in parallel with the development
of more sophisticated lasers which could ionise molecules and molecular fragments
(either by a single high energy photon or with high enough photon densities for mul-
tiphoton ionisation - section 1.2.7) they initially relied heavily upon electron impact
ionisation. Electron impact ionisation, while universal, is a ‘hard’ ionisation tech-
nique and as such is prone to causing secondary fragmentation of the species being
detected thus considerably complicating the analysis. The resolution was improved
upon by swapping the electron impact ionisation by ionisation using REMPI with
microchannel plate detectors. This is a “soft” ionisation process unlikely to cause
further dissociation but also has the benefit of being quantum state selective.6 This
quantum state specificity allows a reconfiguration of the experiment, where the ioni-
sation step now takes place within the interaction region rather than following time of
flight separation of the photolysis or collisional products according to the kinetic en-
ergy. A complementary approach to improve the measurement of the internal energy
state populations is to monitor the laser induced fluorescence (LIF) emission following
pumping of a su ciently long lived fluorescent state in one of the photofragments or
collision partners.7 Both approaches, while enabling high resolution measurements,
sacrifice the universal detection capability of electron impact ionisation. On top of
this, fluoresecence spectra can quickly become complicated, while REMPI is limited in
the number of atomic or molecular systems with su ciently long lived excited states
which it can probe and sometimes requires multiple laser pulses.8;9
The next significant development in the study of chemical dynamics was the ion
imaging and subsequent velocity map imaging apparatus (section 1.2.8) wherein the
entire angular distribution of the Newton sphere is recorded simultaneously. This
already o↵ers a significant improvement over the rotating mass spectrometer style
design of Lee1 and the polarisation rotation design of Wilson4 wherein each angle had
to be recorded separately, exposing a vulnerability in terms of experimental drifting.
The VMI experiment coupled to REMPI represents a gold standard for interrogat-
ing photodissociation dynamics of small gas phase molecules and understanding the
role and location of conical intersections and complex behaviour on potential energy
surface such as roaming.10;11
The prospect of coupling a form of universal ionisation to velocity map imaging is a
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tantalising one, allowing detailed investigation of dynamics independent of molecular
fragment and requiring only one probe laser. While we can acknowledge up front
the drawback of losing quantum state specific information (in contrast to a REMPI
scheme or fluorescence for example), the advantage of being able to detect multiple
masses simultaneously opens an avenue to testing the validity of previous assumptions
- the subject of this chapter - and making novel measurements in photochemistry (see
chapter 4).
As the ionisation potentials of most radical fragments lie deep into the vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV), the generation of VUV photons is required. The earliest e↵orts to
study dynamics using VUV photons relied upon generation via third harmonic gener-
ation through either non-resonant or resonant frequency tripling12–15 or resonant four
wave mixing in gases.16 Although appealing, historically, these were never as widely
adopted as they might have been as the e ciency, in terms of photons produced,
is relatively low and was di cult to work with on the less sensitive detectors of the
time. Synchrotons o↵ered the predominant source of VUV photons for photofragment
translational spectroscopy experiments17;18 or for mass spectrometry studies19 due to
their broad tuneability and high photon fluxes but, obviously, were expensive and
complex. Excimer lasers were adopted as cheaper, readily available and easy to use
tabletop alternatives.20–22 Unfortunately, excimer lasers were restricted in the number
of wavelengths available and their output polarisation is poorly defined, the cleaning
up of which can significantly reduce the photon flux. Beyond translational spec-
troscopy and mass spectrometric studies, VUV ionisation has seen an application to
ion imaging,23–25 predominantly to study mass channels not accessible by REMPI.26
Nonresonant or resonant four wave mixing (although ostensibly an older experimen-
tal design) exemplifies the best qualities of synchrotron and excimer technologies for
VUV generation - tuneability, clean polarisation, and benchtop availability.27 The
lower photon fluxes have been overcome by the design of more sensitive detectors in
the form of double stack (chevron configuration) or - in the case of this thesis - triple
stack (Z stack configuration) microchannel plate detectors. For imaging experiments,
more e cient phosphor coatings (such as P47) have also improved the experimental
sensitivity.
To take real advantage of the capability of universal ionisation in combination with
VMI the experiment needs to be multiplexed in some way to allow simultaneous mea-
surement of all molecular fragments. This has typically proven challenging because
camera technology that can respond on the timescale of the time of flight separation
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for molecular fragments (⇠ 100s of nanoseconds) has not existed until very recently
(see section 2.5.3). Delay Line Detectors28 o↵er a mechanism for recording extremely
precise arrival times (100s of picoseconds) but allow very little multiplexing, typically
being able to detect approximately 10 ions per laser shot. This is ideal for coinci-
dence measurements of the sort used to measure radical photodissociation following
photodetachment of anion precursors.29
One ingenious approach to multiplexing ion imaging by Lee and coworkers30 was
to extract the ions into a mass spectrometer which separates according to m/z not by
time of flight but by deviation as a function of an electric field applied transverse to
the extraction axis. This separates the m/z peaks spatially and projects them onto
a two dimensional detector. This compresses the Newton spheres in the plane of the
m/z plane but, crucially, retains the velocity distribution in the out of plane axis. This
technique does not recover the entire angular distribution for a given mass peak in a
single experiment but does allow characterisation of the velocity distributions of each
fragment simultaneously. Technological developments have resulted in fast-framing
event counting cameras capable of distinguishing particle events with temporal ac-
curacy of better than 25 ns31;32 and spatial resolutions of hundreds of pixels while
enabling detection of up to thousands of events simultaneously (see section 2.5.3).
This chapter explores coupling single photon ionisation to multimass imaging as a
route to a universal experiment for investigating unimolecular photodissociation pro-
cesses. As can be seen from this introduction, all of the methods that have sought to
expand the capabilities of dynamics experiments towards a universal experiment come
with their individual drawbacks and this experiment is no exception. However, the
coupling of single photon ionisation (SPI) and the pixel imaging mass spectrometry
(PImMS) camera represents a marked step forward in simultaneous measurements
and presents an exciting opportunity to explore new dynamics (see chapters 4 & 5).
The particular focus of this chapter is to investigate the complications arising from
single photon ionisation and the di culties of coupling this to multimass imaging by
investigating the photodissociation dynamics of Dimethyl Sulfide (DMS), the proto-
typical thioether. The UV photodissociation of DMS has been thoroughly investigated
in the past by probing the methyl photofragment (M) which is amenable to REMPI
but the methylsulfide (MS) photofragment is not and this chapter reports the first




The individual components of the experiment have been described in chapter 2 and
this section only aims to outline the specific configuration and conditions employed
in the experiments detailed in this chapter. Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) (Sigma–Aldrich,
>99 % pure) seeded in helium (1 % concentration, 800 mbar backing pressure) was
expanded through a pulsed valve (General Valve Series 9) in to a source vacuum
chamber held at a base pressure of 7x10-8 mbar. The central, coldest portion of the
molecular beam was selected by a conical skimmer with a 1 mm orifice en route to a
di↵erentially pumped, cryogenically cooled, main chamber held at a base pressure of
9 x 10-8 mbar. The molecules then passed through an orifice (⇠ 3 mm) in the centre
of a repeller plate into an interaction region between the repeller and extractor plates.
The molecular beam, which defines the z -axis, was then crossed by a photolysis laser
beam (  = 222.5 - 227.5 nm) generated as the second harmonic of the output from a
dye laser (Sirah Cobra Stretch) loaded with Coumarin 450 (Exciton) and pumped by
the third harmonic (  = 355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics GCR-250) and
focussed using a lens with a focal length of 20 cm. 30 ns later, a Vacuum Ultraviolet
(VUV) probe beam (  = 118.2 nm) crossed the molecular beam, counter propagating
the pump beam. The VUV beam was generated as the 9th harmonic of a Nd:YAG
laser (Continuum Surelite II) by first generating the third harmonic (  = 355 nm)
of the Nd:YAG laser and focussing this through a lens with a 30 cm focal length
into a tripling cell filled with a phase matched mixture of xenon (N5.0 grade, BOC
Industrial Gases) and argon (N6.0 grade, BOC Industrial Gases) (expanded upon
in section 2.4.2). The resultant 118.2 nm and residual 355 nm photons were then
refocussed into the interaction region through a custom lithium fluoride lens (Eksma
Optics) with a focal length of 14 cm at 118.2 nm and focussed 2 centimetres past the
molecular beam. The axis containing both laser pulses was defined as y and both
laser pulses were set up to be linearly polarised along the x axis (out of the yz plane
formed by the laser beams and the molecular beam) by default. A double Fresnel
rhomb was inserted in both beam lines in order to rotate the polarisation through the
xz plane.
Nascent cations were extracted from the interaction region along the z -axis using
a set of velocity map imaging optics (section 2.5) with the voltages set to Repeller
= 3000 V, Extractor = 2460 V and lens = 1662 V before entering a 46 cm field free
drift region. After separation according to their mass to charge ratio (m/z ), the ions
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impacted on a position sensitive detector comprising a triple stack of MCPs coupled
to a P47 phosphor screen (Photek VID340). The voltage applied to the MCPs was
pulsed by 500 V to switch the detector sensitivity on for the arrival times of ions of
interest. The phosphor screen was imaged by a PImMS2 sensor31;33;34 with the time
resolution set to 25 ns which comprised 8-10 slices through each m/z of interest.
The (x, y, t) event list data were centroided according to the algorithm in section
2.6.1 to reduce clusters to single events. Mass spectra were created by binning all
events into a 1 dimensional array with each element representing a time bin then
converted from time of flight space to m/z space according to a known calibration and
correcting the intensities according to an appropriate Jacobian transformation. Ion
images were constructed by binning all events within the time slices associated with
a single m/z peak into a two dimensional array according to their x, y coordinates.
The resulting image was treated for disproportionately intense pixels by identifying
pixels with more than twice the intensity of the average of their eight neighbours
and setting the intense pixel to the average of their neighbours. Following this, the
crushed images were reconstructed using a Polar Onion Peeling algorithm35 to retrieve
the infinitesimally thin central slice. The angular distribution of any feature of interest
was fitted to a second order Legendre polynomial characterised by a single anisotropy
parameter ( ).
For the supporting calculations, the geometry of the DMS molecule was optimised
using the ground electronic wavefunction using Møller-Plesset second-order perturba-
tion theory36 with the augmented correlation consistent double zeta basis set (aug-cc-
pVDZ).37 The molecular orbitals were then calculated using state-averaged complete
active space self consistent field (SA-CASSCF).38 The active space, shown in figure
3.1, contained six electrons distributed amongst five orbitals. The first three occupied
orbitals consisted of two   orbitals and an out of plane, sulfur centered, p orbital.
The two unoccupied orbitals corresponded to two  * orbitals. This active space was
used to calculate potential energy cuts at MP2 relaxed coordinates at the CASPT2
level39;40 with a CASSCF reference wavefunction. An imaginary level shift of 0.5 EH
was applied to the CASPT2 calculation to protect against intruder states and encour-
age convergence. The thermochemical calculations for the MS–M bond enthalpy was
computed using the complete basis set extrapolation methods (CBS-QB3)41;42 The
calculations were undertaken in Molpro 201843 and the CBS-QB3 calculations were
undertaken in Gaussian 09. The orbitals were visualised using IBOView.44
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3.3 Results & Discussion
3.3.1 The Electronic Structure of Dimethyl Sulfide
Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) at its ground state equilibrium geometry falls into the C2V
point group with its principal axis through the sulfur atom and bisecting the C–S–
C plane. The valence orbitals have been investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy
and assigned symmetry labels within the C2V point group.45;46 The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) of the system is an out of plane, non-bonding, p orbital
on the sulfur of b1 symmetry. The HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 are both C–S   bonding
orbitals of b2 and a1 symmetry. These match the calculated molecular orbitals in figure
3.1 which also shows the first two unoccupied orbitals. The LUMO is a  * orbital
extending across the C–S–C frame of b2 symmetry and the LUMO+1 corresponds to
an orbital with mixed  * and di↵use 4s Rydberg character located on the sulfur.
The first excited state corresponds to promotion of a b1 HOMO electron to the b2
 * orbital resulting in an excited state of 1A2 symmetry. In the C2V geometry this
excitation is electric dipole forbidden but becomes allowed upon asymmetric stretching
of the C–S bonds whereupon the molecular symmetry collapses to CS symmetry and
the symmetry of the excited state becomes A00. In the UV absorption spectrum
of DMS shown in figure 3.2, this Ã X̃ excitation corresponds to a slight shoulder
masked under a much stronger absorption feature slightly to the blue. This stronger
feature is attributable to promotion of the b1 HOMO electron to the di↵use 4s orbital
of a1 symmetry resulting in an excited state of symmetry 1B1. This excitation is
allowed but also reduces to A00 symmetry following asymmetric stretching of the C–S
bonds allowing the two identified excited states to couple strongly. The structure
progressing into the blue end of the spectrum is assigned to vibrational structure
within the coupled Ã/B̃ manifold. Higher lying electronic states lie significantly to
the blue, and having been identified as two photon resonances in the UV,47 are outside
the scope of this study.
CH3SCH3
h⌫           !
 = 222.5 - 227.5 nm
CH3 + SCH3 (3.1)
The photolysis of DMS in the region from 230 - 220 nm, as shown in equation 3.1,
has been well characterised in the gas phase48–52 having been interrogated using both
TOF-MS and VMI to monitor the methyl fragment following REMPI. Photodissoci-
ation in this regime has been shown to involve prompt dissociation of the C–S bond
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Figure 3.1: Three highest occupied molecular orbitals and two lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals of DMS in its ground electronic state. The orbitals were calculated
at the complete active space self consistent field level with an aug-cc-pVDZ basis set
based on a ground state geometry optimised at the MP2 level. The bottom and top
sections represent the occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals respectively. The
right hand column denotes the ordering of the orbitals and the symmetry character
for each orbital in the C2V point group and in the CS point group in brackets.
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Figure 3.2: Absorption spectrum of Dimethyl Sulfide adapted from Williams et. al.
2004.53 Briefly the DMS was prepared at a partial pressure mixed with N2 and the
absorption cross-sections were recorded between 209.0 and 237.5 nm in an absorption
cell using a diode array spectrometer following irradiation by the output from a deu-
terium lamp. The total pressure was varied and the pressure was monitored via a
manometer attached to the cell.
on a timescale which is short (< 100 fs) in comparison to the rotational period of the
DMS and to produce methyl fragments almost exclusively in their ground vibrational
state. This makes DMS an ideal molecule for an exploratory study of SPI coupled to
multi-mass imaging. The primary photolysis products are all accessible via ionisation
with a 118.2 nm (10.5 eV) photon as shown in table 3.1 and, while REMPI studies of
the methyl provide confirmation and detailed information about the initial C–S bond
fission, they remain blind to the CH3S and to possible secondary decay channels.
3.3.2 Mass Spectrum
Figure 3.3 shows the m/z spectrum collected following photodissociation of DMS
at   = 227.5 nm and ionisation using a single photon at   = 118.2 nm (in blue),
alongside the m/z spectra associated with only the photolysis or ionisation lasers
present (in green and red, respectively). These TOF spectra were recorded with the
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IP / eV  fH (n) / eV  fH (c) / eV
CH3SCH3 8.6903 ± 0.000954 -0.2255 8.4255
CH3S 9.262 ± 0.00556 1.346 ± 0.01857 10.62 ± 0.02256
CH3 9.843 ± 0.00258 1.552 ± 0.00159 11.392 ± 0.00160
HCS 7.499 ± 0.00561 3.11 ± 0.0961 10.52 ± 0.0961
Table 3.1: ionisation potentials (IPs) and enthalpies of formation of DMS and of
selected fragment species (neutrals and cations -  fH (n) and  fH (c), respectively)
relevant to the present work.
detector sensitivity set high only for the acquisition period corresponding to the m/z
10 through 60 so as to mostly exclude the parent peak at m/z 62 which, otherwise,
would have been disproportionately intense. Peaks in the two-colour spectrum which
are coincident with those in either of the one-colour spectra are ignored as arising
from dissociative ionisation of the parent. Those peaks that show an enhancement in
the presence of both lasers are considered to have arisen from a pump probe process.
The most dominant peaks in the two colour spectrum are observed at m/z 15 and
47 which are assigned to CH3 and CH3S arising from a direct cleavage of one of the
C–S bonds in the parent CH3SCH3. As these are the species of most interest they
shall be discussed later. There are two smaller features in the spectrum at m/z 45
and at 56/57. The former feature is assigned to HCS+ arising from the unimolecular
decomposition of CH3S+ ions (via two competitive pathways) following ionisation as
shown in equation.62;63
CH3S
+(3A1)! HCS+(1⌃+) + H2(1⌃+g ) (3.2)
Aschi and coworkers62 demonstrate theoretically that the elimination can take place
via either concerted elimination of H2 from CH3S+ or via first undergoing a 1,2 H
migration to form CH2SH+ followed by a concerted 1,2 H2 elimination. Furthermore
they deduce that the concerted elimination from CH3S+ is most prevalent for cold
molecules such as those prepared following molecular beam expansion. The ease of
H2 elimination should, perhaps, come as no surprise as table 3.1 shows that the for-
mation of HCS+ (10.608 eV) from CH3S+ (10.609 eV) is essentially thermoneutral.
The study62 identifies a barrier of 1.39 eV in the concerted H2 elimination reaction
coordinate and a barrier of 0.911 eV in the step wise migration elimination reaction
coordinate. The same theoretical study does identify an alternative set of decompo-
sition pathways (both concerted and stepwise migration-concerted) to elimination of
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Figure 3.3: Mass spectra derived from TOF spectra measured with the photolysis ( 
= 227.5 nm) and SPI (  = 118.2 nm) laser pulses present in blue and with one or the
other of these lasers blocked (red and green as indicated in the inset).The ✏ vector in
all cases was aligned along x, i.e., parallel to the front face of the detector, and the
m/z scale has been derived from the measured TOFs assuming that the SPI laser
pulse defines time zero. The most abundant ion under all conditions is the parent
DMS+ ion at m/z 62, but its detected signal is reduced by ensuring that the detector
sensitivity is maximal only for the arrival times corresponding to m/z 10-60.
an H atom. However, these are unlikely as the CH2S+ + H products sit 2.34 eV above
the CH3S+ precursor. The feature at m/z 57 is less easily explained. It has also been
observed in previous photolysis experiments on 2-bromothiophene (2-BTP)64 where it
was tentatively assigned to the energetically accessible fragmention products HCCS+
and H2CCS+ from the parent 2-bromothiophene.
3.3.3 Total Kinetic Energy Release Spectrum
Returning now to the main peaks of interest in the mass spectrum at m/z 15 and
47, figure 3.4 panels a) and b) show the ion images relating to the CH3 and CH3S
photofragments collected following photodissociation of Dimethyl Sulfide at 227.5 nm
and universal ionisation at 118.2 nm. Integration of the radial distribution around
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Figure 3.4: Panels a) and b) show crushed, raw ion images of the m/z 15 (CH3+)
and 47 (CH3S+ ion signals following   = 227.5 nm photodissociation of DMS and
subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm. Both polarisation vectors are aligned vertically in
the image plane as indicated in the bottom left corner of panel b). Panel c) Shows the
Total Kinetic Energy Release (TKER) distributions derived from the CH3S photofrag-
ment following photodissociation at either 227.5, 225.0 or 222.5 nm according to the
inset key with the TKER max values indicated for the corresponding pump wave-
length. Panel d) shows the average available energy deposited into the kinetic energy
of the photofragments as a function of pump wavelength.
all angles returns the respective speed distributions which are then converted to the
total kinetic energy (TKER) distributions as shown in figure 3.4 c). The TKER
distributions show a broad, unstructured peak with an average value of ⇠2.1 eV and
a fast edge at ⇠2.6 eV. This is consistent with fast dynamical cleavage of the C–S bond
on a dissociative potential energy surface. The lack of a tail on the distribution towards
0 TKER indicates that the products are formed in a narrow band of vibrational states.
Previous studies50 have compared the methyl ion images resulting from REMPI of the
v=0 vibrational ground state and o↵-resonance multi-photon ionisation to sample all
vibrational states. The distributions were found to match, implying that the methyl
is formed predominantly in its vibrational ground state.
Our experiment gives us access to the kinetic energy distribution of not only the
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methyl fragment but also that of the methyl sulfide and, as demonstrated in 3.4 c), the
distributions from both fragments not only have matching centres but the shapes of
the distributions also match. This indicates that, although the methyl sulfide may be
formed with a di↵erent rovibrational state distribution than the methyl, the internal
states are all ionised by 118.2 nm photons with the same ionisation e ciencies. Figure
3.4 charts the average fraction of available energy disposed into translational energy
(hxi) at the three chosen pump wavelengths. This is defined as the ratio of the average
value of kinetic energy to the di↵erence between the photon energy and the CH3–SCH3




where TKERaverage is the average value of the TKER distribution, E phot is the photon
energy and D0 is the bond dissociation energy. These show a general trend of decreas-
ing fraction of translational energy as the photoexcitation energy increases which is
consistent with prior observations.51 This must be interpreted in conjunction with
figure 3.4 c) which demonstrates that the peak of the TKER distribution does not
change as the pump wavelength is changed. From this, we can deduce that as the
molecule absorbs pump photons of higher energy, the extra energy is deposited as
internal excitation of the fragments.
From the heats of formation listed in table 3.1 the D0 value is 3.118 ± 0.019 eV.
This gives a maximum allowable TKER value of 2.3 eV. From figure 3.4, the average
energy disposed into kinetic energy is ⇠ 2.1 eV leaving 0.2 eV partitioned into internal
degrees of freedom. From the kinematic argument this is likely to be predominantly
partitioned into rovibrational excitation of the methyl sulfide fragment.
Figure 3.5 shows the relaxed potential energy cut along the C–S elongation co-
ordinate of DMS. As discussed in section 3.3.1 the first excited state, shown in red,
is electric dipole forbidden at C2V geometries. This Ã state correlates adiabatically
with the ground state products at long CH3–SCH3 separations whereas the B̃ state is
bound in the C–S elongation coordinate. The calculations are undertaken in the CS
point group and demonstrate that along the C–S stretching coordinate the Ã and B̃
states lie close in energy and are both of the same 1A00 symmetry. This indicates a vi-
bronic coupling between the two states in the Franck-Condon region which e ciently
funnels flux from the B̃ state to Ã state.
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Figure 3.5: Relaxed potential energy cut along the M–S bond elongation coordinate for
the ground (1A0) state and first two electronically excited (1A00) states in red and green,
respectively. The purple arrow show the energy reached following photoexcitation at
  = 227.5 from the parent zero-point energy level calculated using the CBS-QB3
method as described in the experimental section.
3.3.4 Discrepancies in the Radial Distributions
The neutral CH3 and CH3S products are generated from a common photodissocia-
tion (equation 3.1) and, as such, their momentum distributions should match and
the TKER distributions derived from either velocity distribution should be identical.
This is one of the fundamental assumptions that underpins VMI experiments with
a REMPI probe where only one photofragment is detectable as it allows measure-
ment of one photofragment to report on not just its kinetic energy release but on
the total kinetic energy release in a photodissociation. The momentum distributions,
as displayed in figure 3.6, broadly match which supports the assumption that, to a
first approximation, the product quantum states are all ionised with equal e ciency.
Closer inspection of the momentum distributions show that the CH3S+ distribution
is slightly broader than that of the corresponding CH3+ ions. This concerning mis-
match is theorised to come from space charging e↵ects at the point of ionisation.
Unlike in REMPI experiments, where only one ionic species is formed in the inter-
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Figure 3.6: Normalised momentum distributions of methyl, methyl sulfide, and HCS
in blue, red and dashed red, respectively following photodissociation of DMS at   =
227.5 nm and subsequent ionisation at   = 118.2 nm.
action region, universal ionisation creates a distribution of ionic species including a
large number of parent ions (the relative yield of which is suppressed in figure 3.3
by reducing the detector gain before they arrive). In REMPI experiments performed
under conditions where the ionisation laser is too intense, so called “space charging”
e↵ects can impact the resolution by the Coulombic interactions between the high den-
sity of charged species perturbing the nasecent velocity distributions of the neutral
species. Single photon ionisation results in a similar e↵ect. At the moment of ionisa-
tion, the CH3 and CH3S distributions can be considered as nested spherical Legendre
polynomial distributions expanding around a nebula of parent molecules. As the field
of 118.2 nm photons ionises both primary photofragments simultaneously (as well as
parent molecules and any other photofragments produced in the experiment) there
are Coulombic interactions between not just ions of the same type, but all nascent
ions. As the ions are extracted by the ion imaging optics, the Newton spheres expand
and the Coulombic interactions quickly fade as the ion distributions are separated
by acceleration by the electric field. The CH3+ ions, as the fastest moving with the
largest Newton sphere, escape the influence of the other ions most quickly and so their
radial distribution is less a↵ected leading to a less blurred, thinner radial distribution.
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The CH3S+ spend more time interacting with the parent ions on top of their ini-
tial interactions with the CH3+ and so their radial distribution is further broadened.
In section 3.3.2 we discussed the potential for the CH3S photofragments to undergo
dissociative ionisation to form HCS+ + H2. The momentum distributions shown in
figure 3.6 are broad and the centre of the distribution is coincident with the centre of
the CH3S momentum distribution.
3.3.5 Fragment Angular Distributions
The expectations of momentum matching applied to the radial distributions must hold
true to apply to the angular distributions as well. The ion images shown in figure 3.7
a) and b) correspond to a common pair of methyl and methyl sulfide photofragments
arising from photodissociation at   = 227.5 nm and ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. The
consistency of the conditions under which the ion images were acquired was main-
tained by monitoring both fragments simultaneously as outlined in the experimental
section. The angular distributions of the fast rings in both images, which correspond
to the same dissociation process as confirmed by the momentum matching shown in
figure 3.6, should be described by fitting the same   value to the model for angular
anisotropy shown in equation 1.29 in section 1.3.2. The angular distributions of the
the methyl and methyl sulfide, in blue and red respectively, (integrated across the fast
feature in the reconstructed central slice) are shown in figure 3.7 panel c) in a scatter
plot and the fits to the model for photofragment angular distribution (equation 1.29)
are shown in a solid line with the   values inset. Rather disturbingly, these do not
match. This is qualitatively obvious from visual inspection of the distributions and
confirmed by the best fit   parameter for the CH3 and CH3S fragments are -0.77 ±
0.03 and -0.50 ± 0.04, respectively.
The   value for the methyl fragment can be directly compared with the prior
literature and is reassuringly consistent with previous values of -0.85 ± 0.0549 and -
0.70 ± 0.1052 and supports these prior conclusions that the dissociation is prompt and
that it follows an excitation with a transition dipole extending out of the plane defined
by the C–S–C atoms in the parent DMS. The photodissociation process is identical
in this experiment and as well as in the literature49;52 (absorption of a single 227.5
nm linearly polarised generated from the SHG of a tuneable dye laser - see section
3.2) and so no suspicion is cast there. The ionisation step is, however, di↵erent and
its interaction with the methyl and methyl sulfide photofragments may be di↵erent
and it is here that suspicion is cast. In the previous literature the methyl fragment
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Figure 3.7: Panels a) and b) show the methyl and methyl sulfide ion images, respec-
tively, collected following photodissociation of DMS at   = 227.5 nm and subsequent
ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. Both the photolysis and ionisation laser have their elec-
tric vectors aligned vertically in the plane of the image with   = 0°. Panel c) shows
the angular distribution around the fast component in the methyl and methyl sulfide
images in blue and red respectively alongside plots of the fit to the function outlined
in equation 1.29.
was ionised by REMPI through the 4pz 2A200 Rydberg state at 286.3 nm while in these
experiments it was ionised by a linearly polarised non-resonant single photon at   =
118.2 nm. As the   value extracted for the methyl fragment is consistent between
REMPI and SPI schemes, it is sensible to conclude that SPI at least has the potential
to capture the angular distribution and does so e↵ectively for methyl. Unfortunately,
no REMPI scheme currently exists for the CH3S fragment in order to make a direct
comparison.
The representation of the photodissociation shown in figure 3.8 highlights how the
electric vector of the UV light ✏phot interacts with the parent transition dipole moment
µDMS. The thick black single headed arrow demonstrates the dissociation vector for
the C-S bond for the particular molecular conformation shown but the ensemble of
molecular configurations can be distributed anywhere around the grey circle. With
the electric vector of the light aligned parallel to the face of the detector this gives rise
to a distribution characterised by a negative   value. As such, the forces which drive
the fast C–S bond fission and the resultant velocity vectors of the CH3 and CH3S
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Figure 3.8: Schematic figure showing the relevant laser polarisations (with the pho-
tolysis laser in blue and the probe laser in purple) and transition dipole moments for
the DMS molecule (as a double headed black arrow). The black single headed arrow
shows the dissociation axis for the shown molecular conformation. The grey circle
represents the plane into which the photofragments are preferentially distributed and
into which the MS fragments are formed aligned.
fragments will be confined to the plane perpendicular to the polarisation vector of
the light defined by the grey circle in figure 3.8. Furthermore, the impulsive force of
the dissociation will act primarily on the sulfur atom causing the CH3S fragments to
be formed rotationally excited with the rotational angular momentum vector JCH3S
aligned parallel to µDMS.
In a single photon ionisation process, the transition dipole moment modifies the
wavefunction from a neutral state of the radical ( neutral) to a cationic continuum
state ( cation) as shown in equation 3.4.
µ
cation neutral = h cation| µ̂ | neutrali (3.4)
In pump - probe experiments where the probe step is SPI there exists a strong prefer-
ence for ionisation of fragments where the transition dipole moment between ( neutral)
and ( cation) is aligned with the electric vector of the light. In this case, the ionisa-
tion e ciency will be sensitive to the angle between the SPI laser polarisation and
µcation neutral and thus to the plane of the aligned photofragments. Analogous e↵ects
have been observed in REMPI processes where, with careful deconvolution of the
anisotropy contributions of the resonant and ionisation steps, the exact alignment of
the photofragments can be measured.65 As SPI discriminates less in the range of sys-
tems it can ionise, one could imagine using this in broader studies of photofragment
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Figure 3.9: Panels a) and b) show the methyl and methyl sulfide ion images, respec-
tively, collected following photodissociation of DMS at   = 227.5 nm and subsequent
ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. The photolysis electric vector is aligned vertically in
the plane of the image and ionisation laser has its electric vector aligned out of the
plane of the image with   = 90°. Panel c) shows the angular distribution around the
fast component in the methyl and methyl sulfide images in blue and red respectively
alongside plots of the second order Legendre polynomials with the   values inset in
the image.
alignment.
The pump polarisation was maintained parallel to the plane of the detector and
the SPI polarisation was rotated through the xz plane, corresponding to the angle
  demonstrated in figure 3.8. Rotating the SPI polarisation to   = 90 degrees and
repeating the same experiment leads to the ion images shown in figure 3.9 a) and b).
The angular distributions for the CH3 and CH3S fragments under these conditions
are shown in panel c in blue and red, respectively. The   parameter which describes
the CH3 distribution remains unchanged at   = -0.77 ± 0.02 but, most interestingly,
the CH3S   parameter has changed from -0.50 ± 0.04 at   = 0° to -0.75 ± 0.03 at  
= 90° thus demonstrating that the sampling of the aligned methyl sulfide fragment is
sensitive to the polarisation of the SPI photon.
To more fully characterise the dependence, the ion images were recorded at various
pump probe polarisation angles between   = 0° and 90°. Figure 3.10 shows the trend
as the angle between the pump and probe laser polarisation vectors is rotated through
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Figure 3.10:   parameters derived by fitting reconstructed images of m/z 15 (CH3+,
blue) and 47 (CH3S+, red) ion signals following   = 227.5 nm photodissociation of
DMS and subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm measured with ✏phot parallel to x and
✏SPI aligned at various   to the x axis. The displayed error bars represent 2  (95%
confidence interval). Angular distributions and the best fits for CH3+ and CH3S+ data
recorded at   = 0° and 90° are shown in figure 3.7 c) and figure 3.9 c) respectively.
the angle  . The red points, representing the   parameter for the CH3S fragment, and
the blue points, representing the   parameter that describes the CH3 distribution,
coalesce at   = 90°. This indicates that the angular distribution is being sampled
completely as the result now agrees with the prediction of momentum matching.
As a sanity check, the ion images at   = 0° and 90° were also recorded with the
polarisation of the pump beam aligned orthogonal to the plane of the detector. As
one of the underlying assumptions of VMI is that the photofragment distribution is
cylindrically symmetric around the photodissociation axis, it is important to confirm
that any issues in measuring the anisotropy do not represent a break in the cylindrical
symmetry and that, if they do, the correction also restores the cylindrical symmetry.
Figure 3.11 panels a) and b) show the ion images collected with the electric vector
of both the pump and probe lasers aligned out of the plane of the image, as demon-
strated by the blue and yellow annuli respectively, in the bottom left corner of the
methyl image. The associated angular distributions for the methyl and methyl sulfide
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fragments are shown in panel c) in blue and red respectively along with their best
fit   values inset. Panels d) and e) show the contrasting ion images with the pump
polarisation alignment maintained orthogonal to the plane of the image, as indicated
by the blue annulus, but with the probe laser polarisation aligned vertically in the
plane of the image. Panel f) shows the angular distributions resulting from analysis
of images d) and e) with the best fit   parameters inset as in panel c). Pleasingly, all
four distributions are virtually flat as a function of ✓ with best fit   parameters close
to 0 reflecting the isotropic distributions indicative of cylindrical symmetry around
the pump laser axis.
3.4 Conclusions
Universal ionisation coupled to multi-mass velocity map ion imaging has been em-
ployed to monitor the outcome of the photodissociation of dimethyl sulfide following
photodissociation at   = 227.5, 225.0 and 222.5 nm. An interpretation has been
given for the observed lack of change in the average kinetic energy deposited in the
photofragments as a function of the pump wavelength based on imaging the methyl
sulfide product which has never been imaged before. The average kinetic energy de-
posited into the fragments was found to not shift as a function of photodissociation
wavelength implying that the extra energy was partitioned into internal degrees of
freedom of the CH3S fragment, consistent with the geometry of the molecule which
will tend to couple the dissociation coordinate into rotational excitation of the methyl
sulfide. Although the excitation is primarily to a diabatically bound state, cuts along
the potential energy surface provide evidence for e cient vibronic coupling to a di-
rectly dissociative surface and hence a near limiting   value for the fragment recoil
anisotropy.
The primary achievement of this chapter is a survey of the validity of single photon
ionisation coupled to multimass imaging. Three issues have been identified which have
to be considered when carrying out this type of experiment and they are as follows:
i) Dissociative ionisation With universal ionisation and multi-mass imaging the
experiment is sensitive to all species with ionisation potentials less than the energy of
the VUV photon. As such, previously unobserved products are revealed such as the
primary dissociation product methyl sulfide, as well as products of secondary dissoci-
ation, and dissociative ionisation of primary products, none of which were monitored
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Figure 3.11: Panels a) and b) show the methyl and methyl sulfide ion images, respec-
tively, recorded following photodissociation of DMS at   = 227.5 nm and subsequent
ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. These were recorded with the electric vectors of both
the pump and ionisation photons aligned out of the plane of the image with   = 0°.
Panel c) shows the angular distributions of the fast components in the methyl and
methyl sulfide in blue and red scatter plots respectively with their fits to a second
order Legendre polynomial in solid lines with the   values inset. Panels d) and e) also
show the methyl and methyl sulfide ion images, respectively, recorded following pho-
todissociation of DMS at   = 227.5 nm and subsequent ionisation at   = 118.2 nm.
These were recorded with the electric vector of the pump photons aligned out of the
plane of the image and the electric vector of the ionisation photon aligned vertically
in the plane of the image with   = 90°. Panel f) shows the angular distributions of
the fast components in the methyl and methyl sulfide in blue and red scatter plots
respectively with their fits to the model for fragment recoil anisotropy (equation 1.29)
shown in solid lines with the corresponding   values inset.
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in a REMPI experiment. In order to draw out quantitative information about the
yields of products with respect to one another, care must be taken to account not
just for the yield of one product but also to consider loss channels through further
dissociation.
ii) Space Charging Radial distributions of Newton spheres are liable to be blurred
in a single photon ionisation experiment as a great number of ions are necessarily
created in the interaction region. Furthermore, the blurring is not even handed for
ions. Those born with greater kinetic energy or those which are lighter will escape the
influence of the more central slower or heavier charged particles more quickly through
a combination of their Newton sphere expanding more quickly and being separated by
time of flight more e↵ectively resulting in less blurring for them overall. Heavier and
slower ions spend more time around the dense centre of charged parent ions su↵ering
more significant velocity blurring.
iii) False Anisotropy Measurements Much like REMPI schemes, which can be
used to measure the degree of alignment of molecules to the ionisation light, single
photon ionisation can demonstrate a significant sensitivity to fragments born con-
fined in a plane perpendicular to the electric vector of the photodissociation light
and which have a strong transition dipole between the neutral and cation states. To
alleviate this, the extent to which the SPI step shows an alignment dependence must
be checked and the experiment must be undertaken with the SPI photon polarisation
aligned well with the transition dipole in order to prevent potential misreporting of  
parameters.
The present chapter shows that all of these issues can be overcome, and that uni-
versal ionisation and multimass imaging o↵ers an powerful extension and complement
to traditional REMPI based VMI experiments. The next chapter shows how the tech-
nique enables the measurement of the preference for fission of one bond over another
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Chapter 4
Quantifying Rival Bond Fission
Probabilities Following
Photoexcitation: C–S Bond Fission
in t-butylmethylsulfide1
4.1 Introduction
A major aspiration in the field of chemical dynamics is to translate the ability to
measure and understand the behaviour of excited molecules into a method of control-
ling the outcome of reactions, be this di↵erent product quantum states or molecular
products. This ambition has been witness to a variety of clever approaches, from
manipulating CIs using Stark fields to change the branching ratio into di↵erent prod-
uct electronic states,1–4 to pumping of vibrational overtones to enhance motion in
particular reaction coordinates.5 These methods are, so far, limited to smaller molec-
ular systems where resonances are easily defined and associated with specific e↵ects
and thus become more approximate and less e↵ective as the molecular complexity
increases. Another, and altogether more pressing challenge, is to measure the out-
comes of these competitive pathways quantitatively, accurately and, perhaps most
importantly, generally.
This complete combination of control and quantification has been achieved once
before in a seminal study by F. Fleming Crim’s group on the photodissociation of
partially deuterated water - HOD.6–10 Photoexcitation of HOD can result in dissocia-
1This chapter is based upon and expands on the previously published work: M.Bain, C.S. Hansen,
T. N. V. Karsili and M.N.R. Ashfold, Chem. Sci. 10, 5290 – 5298 DOI: 10.1039/C9SC00738E (2019)
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tion of either the O–H or O–D bonds. For a given molecule this depends on where the
vibronic wavefunction collapses as it is projected onto the dissociative excited state.
This molecular system is ideal for exploring competitive bond fission as both rad-
ical photodissociation fragments (OD and OH) are amenable to detection via laser
induced fluorescence - a technique which is both quantum state specific and, crucially,
quantitative. The perfect experiment for photodissociation studies would allow unbi-
ased detection of all photoproducts in a manner which is una↵ected by fluctuations in
experimental conditions and is generally applicable over a wide range and variety of
interesting systems. This has been achieved in molecular systems which decompose
into multiple ionic fragments from a prepared molecular di- or tri-cation.11;12 As all
charged fragments produced in one experimental cycle are detectable - after separa-
tion by mass in a time of flight mass spectrometer - true coincidences may be drawn
from the experiment leading to quantitative information.13–15 It is also possible to
study the dissociation of radical species, which are generated as an anion precursor.
The anion can be accelerated using electric fields to translational energies above which
the particle can be detected by impact on a position sensitive detector regardless of
whether or not the particle is charged. The electron is then photodetached from the
anion to form a fast moving radical before quickly being photodissociated and, by
virtue of the high translational speed of the anion precursor being carried through,
the resulting neutral photofragments and neutral radical parent can be detected by
impact upon a time and position sensitive detector. These experiments satisfy the
requirement that all photoproducts are detected in an unbiased manner. However,
the experiments outlined above are not extendable to other types of molecules, such
as the most common case of closed shell neutral species. Coincidence experiments
are also di cult to undertake, they require low signal levels, so that individual true
coincidences can be picked out accurately, extremely low background signals and, con-
sequently, long acquisition times - all of which leaves them susceptible to experimental
drift.
As previously discussed in chapter 3, photofragment translation spectroscopy (PTS)
has been widespread in its application to studying individual photodissociation chan-
nels. In the early PTS experiments ionisation was achieved using electron bombard-
ment following time of flight (ToF) separation according to kinetic energy of the par-
ticle prior to detection by mass spectrometry.16;17 This allows a time of flight kinetic
energy spectrum to be recorded for each photofragment. This was later improved upon
by ionisation using a second laser pulse counterpropagating with the pump laser beam
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prior to mass spectrometric detection. In contrast to the electron bombardment, in
which the energy resolution was ill defined and prone to causing unwanted secondary
dissociation, laser based methods allowed for (universal) ionisation using highly en-
ergetic photons (single photon ionisation), a high density of less energetic photons
(multiphoton ionisation) or a mild intensity of photons which are resonant with an
electronic transition in the molecule (resonance enhanced multiphoton ionisation).
The resulting ions can be manipulated by velocity map imaging (VMI) electrostatic
optics (as discussed in chapter 2.5) to simultaneously mass separate and map the
velocity vectors of the photoproducts which are perpendicular to the axis of mass
spectrometer detection.18;19 The two dimensional detector which maps the products
is typically monitored by a high spatial resolution camera which can only respond
quickly enough to image one peak in the time of flight spectrum within a single laser
shot. As discussed in section 2.5.3, the advent of modern fast framing cameras - such
as the Pixel Imaging Mass Spectrometery (PImMS) camera used in these experiments
- has unlocked the ability to monitor multiple di↵erent photoproducts produced by a
single pump laser pulse. Crucially, the MCP/phosphor screen detectors employed in
VMI experiments (as discussed in section 2.5.2) can report on the order of hundreds
of events per experimental cycle accurately, giving them a distinct advantage over the
delay-line detectors previously used in coincidence measurements as the MCP based
detectors can accommodate high enough signal levels to complete a measurement
before any significant experimental drift occurs.
The triumph of the work contained within this chapter is the determination of the
branching ratio for competitive bond dissociation for a closed shell neutral molecule
(here t-butylmethylsulfide (BSM)) which - crucially - does not ascribe itself to any
“special cases” and so demonstrates a method which is, in principle, generalisable and
extendable across a wide range of systems.
BSM can photodissociate by cleaving either of the C–S bonds, as shown in equation
4.1, to form two correlated pairs of photoproducts butyl and methyl sulfide (B + MS
4.1a) or butyl sulfide and methyl (BS + M 4.1b).
BSM + h⌫ ! B + MS (4.1a)
! BS + M (4.1b)
This study demonstrates how the branching ratios can be extracted through analysis
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of the measured yields of M and MS products. There are three components which
work together to enable this. Firstly, table 4.1 shows that the three of the four pri-
mary photofragments (t-butyl (B), methyl (M) and methanthiyl (MS) radicals) have
ionisation potentials which are exceeded by a single   = 118.2 nm photon (h⌫ = 10.48
eV) so that all their recoil velocity distributions can be measured by VMI. A value for
the ionisation potential of t-butylthiyl (BS) fragment could not be found, however it
is expected to be similar to other thiyl fragments. Secondly, the branching fractions
for the competitive bond dissociations can be determined solely through measurement
of the M and MS photoproducts. The relative detection e ciencies can be calibrated
by detection of M and MS following photolysis of dimethylsulfide (MSM)20 - an in-
ternally symmetric thioether calibrant in which the M and MS photofragments are,
necessarily, formed in a 1:1 ratio. Finally, the photofragments formed in each experi-
mental cycle are detected simultaneously using a PImMS2 sensor.21 This ensures that
the entire Newton sphere associated with each photofragment of interest is captured
simultaneously, protecting against experimental drift.
Sulfur atom containing organic systems, such as thioethers22–24 and thioanisoles,25–29
have been shown to follow complex photochemical pathways and, as such, are popular
systems in which to investigate non-adiabatic couplings between di↵erent potential
energy surfaces (PESs). The UV absorption spectrum of the prototypical thioether,
MSM as shown in figure 3.2, shows the long wavelength broad absorption feature
beginning at   < 240 nm, a strong well-defined absorption band at   ⇡ 228 nm and
then semi-structured absorption to shorter wavelengths.30;31 Drawing inspiration from
H2S, the most simple sulfide, two electronic transitions are ascribed to this absorption
range.32;33 These involve exciting an electron from the highest occupied molecular or-
bital (HOMO) - an out of plane non-bonding p orbital on the sulfur of b1 symmetry
- to either a Rydberg-like 4s sulfur centred orbital of a1 symmetry or an antibonding
 * orbital of b2 symmetry across the C–S–C or H–S–H framework. These promotions
result in excited states of overall 1B1 and 1A2 symmetry, respectively, at the ground
state geometry of C2V symmetry, as discussed in section 3.3.1. As one of the bonds
elongates en route to dissociation, the symmetry is reduced to CS and both excited
states reduce to 1A00 symmetry making the previously electric dipole forbidden B1A2
 X̃1A1 transition weakly allowed.
The aim of this chapter, beyond measuring the preferential bond fission ratio, is to
rationalise the observed branching fraction by comparison with ab initio calculations
of cuts of the potential energy surface along the two C–S coordinates.
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Species IP / eV  fH (0 K) / eV
BSM ⇠8.3-8.534 -1.257 ± 0.00835
BS 0.44 ± 0.0835
B 6.58 ± 0.0136 0.782 ± 0.00737
MSM 8.6903 ± 0.000938 -0.2239
MS 9.262 ± 0.00540 1.346 ± 0.01841
M 9.843 ± 0.00242 1.552 ± 0.00137
S 10.36043 2.873 ± 0.00344
Dissociation Pathway Bond Dissociation Energy (0 K) / eV
Literature Calculated
BSM ! BS + M 3.25 ± 0.08 3.162
BSM ! B + MS 3.39 ± 0.03 3.095
MSM ! M + MS 3.12 ± 0.02 3.142
Table 4.1: Values for the ionisation potentials (IP) and enthalpies of formation for
MSM and BSM and relevant photofragments explored in this chapter alongside B–
SM and BS–M bond dissociation enthalpies derived from these literature values. The
dissociation energies calculated with the CBS-QB3 method and zero-point corrected
as described in section 4.2 are also presented.
4.2 Experimental
The background on each individual component involved in this experiment is detailed
in chapter 2 and will be cross referenced herein appropriately. The focus of this
section will be to provide a narrative over the life of a molecule from its genesis in
the experiment through to its demise upon detection and to explain the methods of
analysis that follow. The samples in this chapter are either pure BSM, pure MSM,
or a mixture of BSM and MSM (both Sigma-Aldrich, > 99% purity). The samples
were loaded into a sealed test tube with a gas line valve and, in the case of the
mixed samples, the ratio of liquids was calculated in accordance with Raoult’s law45
(equation 4.2) to produce a 2:1, 1:1, or 1:2 mixture in the vapour phase. The pure
sample or mixture was further purified by removal of trapped gas by freeze-pump-thaw
cycles until no bubbles were liberated upon thawing.
Raoult’s law is defined as
P = pAxA + pBxB (4.2)
where P is the total pressure, pn is the partial pressure of component n and xn is
the mole fraction of n and the total pressure is a sum over the product of the partial
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Figure 4.1: FT-IR spectra of pure MSM (blue), BMS (green) and an unknown mix of
MSM and BMS (red) at pressures of 77.9, 64.3 and 79.4 mbar respectively. The inset
panel shows calibration curves for MSM (blue) and BMS (green).
pressure and mole fraction of each component in the mixture.
The ratio was tested by recording Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectra for
vapours of pure MSM and BSM to identify unique IR signatures in each. The spectra
were recorded at various pressures and calibration curves for absorbance of the unique
features vs pressures of the pure samples was created. FT-IR spectra of the vapour
drawn o↵ the mixed sample were then recorded and the vapour phase ratios validated
by comparison against the calibration curve. Representative vapour phase IR spectra
of MSM and BMS are shown in figure 4.1 along an example mixed sample. Inset are
the calibration curves for MSM and BMS in blue and green, respectively. The mixed
spectrum shown in red was prepared as a test by a lab colleague. The absorbances
in the mixed sample correspond to partial pressures of 45 mbar MSM and 36 mbar
BMS corresponding to a 55:45 ratio. The vapour phase was drawn o↵ in an aliquot
su cient to fill an evacuated glass bulb to 80 mbar and topped o↵ with pure He to
800 mbar (10% concentration of sample). The bulb was then loaded behind a pulsed
valve (Parker Hannifin General Valve Series 9) with a conical nozzle face plate. The
sample was then supersonically expanded into a vacuum chamber held at ⇠ 1x10-7
mbar to form a molecular beam (section 2.3). The resultant beam was intersected by
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a conical skimmer with a 1 mm orifice which selected the central coldest section of the
beam to pass into a di↵erentially pumped interaction chamber. The molecules then
pass into the velocity mapping region of a set of ion optics (section 2.5) via a 3 cm
orifice in the back of a repeller plate. The ion optics are oriented so that the time of
flight axis is coincident with the axis of the molecular beam propagation, henceforth
designated as the z axis.
The molecules are intersected by a photodissociation laser beam propagating per-
pendicular to the molecular beam. The photodissociation light is the linearly polarised
frequency doubled output of a Sirah Cobra-Stretch dye laser loaded with Coumarin
450 dye (Exciton) and pumped by the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser.
The photodissociation beam is focussed into the interaction region using a fused silica
lens (focal length = 25 cm). After a 30 ns delay, the molecular beam is then intersected
with an ionisation laser consisting of linearly polarised 118.2 nm (10.5 eV) photons.
These were produced by focussing the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser
into a tripling cell containing a phase matched mixture (1:11.5) of xenon and argon
at a total pressureof 400 mbar. This acts to triple the frequency of the incident laser
photons and the resultant divergent 118.2 nm beam was refocused to just short of
the interaction region using a custom made Lithium Fluoride (LiF) lens (focal length
= 30 cm). Ionisation using 118.2 nm (10.5 eV) photons which exceed the ionisation
potentials of all relevant fragments, as shown in table 4.1. The nascent ions are then
accelerated by the VMI optics, which separate them spatially according to velocity
and separate them along the molecular beam axis (z ) according to mass. Following
this the ions enter a field free region in which, as they drift towards the detector, their
mass separation in time of flight space and transverse propagation in the detector
plane are exaggerated.
The ions then impact upon a position sensitive detector (section 2.5.2) consisting
of a triple stack of Microchannel Plates (MCPs) coupled to a P47 phosphor screen.
The bias across the three plates was held at 2300 V, too low to amplify signal, and
then pulsed up to 2800 V using a Photek GM-MCP gating module. The scintillations
on the phosphor screen resulting from ions impinging on the detector are recorded by
a PImMS2 camera21;46;47 set to a time resolution of 25 ns. For the given ion optics
voltages, this equates to 8-10 time slices through any of the Newton spheres of interest.
The data were processed according to the centroiding algorithm48 detailed in sec-
tion 2.6.1 to reduce clusters of events in time and space to single ion events. Mass
spectra were generated by binning all events according to arrival time (in time bins),
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converting to m/z space by calibrating against the time of flight of known mass peaks
and compensating the intensities according to an appropriate Jacobian transformation
(as shown in appendix B.1). Ion images were created by plotting the (x, y) coordinates
of events within a given mass peak into a two-dimensional array, any disproportion-
ately intense pixels (caused by dark counts on the camera) were discarded and set to
the average value of the neighbouring eight pixels. The resulting crushed ion image
was reconstructed (section 2.6.4) using the Polar Onion Peeling algorithm49 to recover
the infinitesimal central slice. The image was transposed into a two dimensional array
of polar coordinates. The radial distribution was extracted by integrating across all
angles and then the angular distribution of features in the radial distribution was
characterised by fitting to a second order Legendre polynomial (section 2.6.4). The
corresponding velocities for a radius at a given mass was calibrated by monitoring the
O+ signals from the thoroughly characterised photodissociation of O2 and REMPI of
the O(3P) atom fragments at   = 225.67 nm.50
The geometry of the BSM molecule was optimised on the ground state using
Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2)51 in the correlation consistent
double zeta basis set (cc-pVDZ) by Dunning and coworkers.52 Cuts along the C–S
elongation coordinates of the potential energy surfaces were computed by fixing the
C–S bond lengths, optimising all other geometries at the MP2 level and calculating
the first two excited states of A00 symmetry using complete active space second-order
perturbation theory (CASPT2)53;54 using the augmented correlation consistent double
zeta basis set (aug-cc-pVDZ)52 using a reference wave function from a state-averaged
complete active space self consistent field (SA-CASSCF) calculation. The active space
for these calculations consisted of 6 electrons dispersed over five orbitals, the three
highest valence orbitals (two   orbitals and an out of plane p orbital) and the two
lowest unoccupied orbitals (corresponding to the  * orbitals along the two C–S bonds)
as shown in figure 4.2. A level shift of 0.5 hartrees was applied to the individual states
treated with the CASPT2 calculation to improve convergence and protect against
unwanted intruder states. The thermochemical calculations for the BS–M and B–SM
bond enthalpies were computed using the complete basis set extrapolation methods
(CBS-QB3)55;56. The MP2, CASSCF and CASPT2 computations were performed in
Molpro 201857, whilst the CBS calculations were performed in Gaussian 16.58
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Figure 4.2: The three highest occupied molecular orbitals and two lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals of BMS. The orbitals were calculated at the complete active space
self consistent field level with an aug-cc-pVDZ basis set based on a ground state
geometry optimised at the MP2 level.
4.3 Results & Discussion
4.3.1 The photochemistry of t-butylmethylsulfide
Figure 4.3 shows the room temperature UV absorption spectrum of BSM vapour
diluted in n-hexane to avoid saturation of the spectrum. It is similar in appearance
to the MSM spectrum shown in the previous chapter, though less structured. The
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Figure 4.3: UV absorption spectrum of the vapour from a room temperature solution
of BSM diluted in n-hexane recorded against a background of pure n-hexane vapour.
The three coloured arrows at 227.5, 225.0 and 222.5 nm indicate the photolysis wave-
lengths used in this study.
absorption is concentrated at wavelengths less than 240 nm. The absorption onset
begins with a plateau from ⇠ 240 - 220 nm which is assigned to a combination of the
11A00 X̃ and 21A00 X̃ transitions.
The photoexcitation wavelengths in this work were chosen to be 227.5, 225.0, and
222.5 nm as indicated by the vertical arrows in figure 4.3 to represent the evolution
across the two lowest A00 excited states. Figure 4.4 shows a mass spectrum of BSM
following photodissociation at 225.0 nm and subsequent universal ionisation of all
fragments using 118.2 nm photons in blue along with the mass spectra obtained under
the presence of just the photolysis (green trace) or ionisation (red trace) lasers. The
parent ion peak, located at m/z 104, is conspicuously absent from these traces. It
is by far the dominant peak in the ion yield spectrum, however the sensitivity of the
detector was only high for the time of flight window which included the photofragments
in order to minimise damage to the detector from the strong parent signal. Strong
two colour enhancement signals are apparent for peaks assigned to M+ (m/z 15),
MS+ (m/z 47), B+ (m/z 57) and BS+ (m/z 89), which are all easily rationalised as
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Figure 4.4: Mass spectra obtained from calibration of TOF spectra measured follow-
ing photodissociation of jet cooled BSM at   = 225.0 nm followed by single photon
universal ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. The blue trace represents the two colour spec-
trum obtained with both laser pulses while the green and red traces demonstrate
those obtained with only the photodissociation or ionisation pulses, respectively. The
parent ion at m/z 104 is suppressed by pulsing the detector sensitivity to high only
for the time of flight period associated with the photofragments between m/z 10 to
60.
the products of dissociation along the rival C–S bond coordinates. As has previously
been observed in MSM, there is a significant two colour component in the formation of
HCS+ (m/z 45) following unimolecular ejection of H2 from MS+ in the same manner
discussed extensively in section 3.3.2. The peaks at m/z 29 and 41 are assigned to
C2H5 and C3H5, respectively. These peaks are overlapped entirely by the photolysis
laser induced spectrum indicating that their formation is dominated by the photolysis
laser. As the ion distributions show no fast component, they are unlikely to have been
formed following photodissociation. Therefore the proposed mechanism is that the
BSM parent undergoes two photon non-resonant ionisation to form BSM+ following
which it dissociates on the cation surface to form MS + B+. The nascent B+ then
absorbs another UV photon and has enough energy to further fragment. The ion
images associated with the m/z 15 (M+), 47 (MS+), 57 (B+) and 89 (BS+) as shown
in panels a), d), c) and b) of Figure 4.5, arranged so that the rows represent pairs of
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Threshold energies (0 K) / eV
BSM ! MS + B+ 9.965
! ES + C3H7+ 10.88
! PS + C2H5+ 11.52
! MS + C3H5+ + CH4 11.905
! ES + C3H5+ + H2 12.33
! MS + C2H5+ + C2H4 12.72
BSM+ ! MS + B+ ⇠ 1.55
! ES + C3H7+ ⇠ 2.47
! MS + C3H5+ + CH4 ⇠ 3.50
! ES + C3H5+ + H2 ⇠ 3.95
! MS + C2H5+ + C2H4 ⇠ 4.25
! PS + C2H5+ ⇠ 4.40
Table 4.2: Thermochemical threshold energies for dissociative ionisation of BSM and
for the photodissociation of BSM+ cations. Fragment species detected in the photol-
ysis laser only ion TOF-MS are highlighted in bold. For reference the energies of one
and two   = 225.0 nm photons are, respectively 5.51 and 11.02 eV. MS, ES and PS
are a shorthand for CH3S, CH3CH2S and CH3CH2CH2S, respectively.
photofragments. The left hand portion of the images represent the raw ion image of the
crushed Newton sphere and the right hand side displays the infinitesimal central slice
following reconstruction using the Polar Onion Peeling algorithm.49 The B+ image
contains an intense central feature which is attributed primarily to the dissociative
ionisation of the BSM parent. As table 4.1 shows, the ionisation potential of BSM
is ⇠8.3 - 8.5 eV, and can be overcome by either two pump photons (11.4 eV) or one
probe photon (10.48 eV). This feature could also arise from UV photodissociation of
the BSM+ following two photon ionisation with the pump laser. The former situation,
where three pump photons non resonantly ionise before photodissociating the parent
ion is also attributed to the pump laser only signals in the mass spectrum at m/z 41,
and 29. These are assigned as C3H5 and C2H5 respectively. Possible decomposition
pathways for both dissociative ionisation of BSM and photodissociation of BSM+ are
shown in table 4.2. It should be noted that the inner ‘ring’ in the BS+ image is an
artefact. The intense signal levels in the centre of the B+ image saturate the MCPs
and they cannot recover in the ⇠ 1.25 µs between the two mass peaks arriving.59
The signal levels can be reduced in order to avoid the saturation but these conditions
are required to clearly measure the anisotropy component of the weak two colour
component in the B+ image.
Integrating the radial distribution originating from the centre of each image around
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Figure 4.5: The left halves represent the crushed images of the m/z (a) 15 (M+),
(b) 89 (BS+), (c) 57 (B+) and (d) 47 (MS+) ion time of flight peaks following  
= 225.0 nm photolysis of BSM and subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm, with the ✏
vector of both pump and probe lasers aligned vertically in the plane of the images
as indicated. The right hand half of the images show central slices through the
corresponding symmetrised 3-D velocity distributions following reconstruction using
Polar Onion Peeling. Signals inside the dashed rings in panels b) and c) are omitted
from any analysis of the radial distribution of these images.
all angles returns the speed distributions which are readily converted to a momentum
distribution, by multiplication by the mass, and to total kinetic energy release (TKER)
distributions by multiplication by 1
2
mv to yield kinetic energy and subsequent trans-
formation to TKER as described in section 2.6.6. Figure 4.7 shows the momentum
distributions of the two pairs of photofragments following C–S bond fission (i.e. M
with BS and B with MS). The distributions broadly match well, with the peaks of
the distributions sitting at the same momentum, implying that the e ciency of single
photon ionisation for each species is not markedly quantum state dependent. The BS
distribution is significantly broader than its partner M distribution which is assigned
to a similar Coulombic blurring in the interaction region as discussed in section 3.3.4.
Interestingly, the same disparity does not seem to a↵ect the B and MS pair, which
is understandable as, at the point of ionisation, both the B and MS Newton spheres
are nested within the M and BS Newton spheres. Therefore they have interactions
coming from either side which balance each other and so the distributions are blurred
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Figure 4.6: The left hand panels contain the ion images corresponding to the m/z 29
C2H5, m/z 41 C3H5, and C4H9 collected in the presence of only the pump UV laser
beam. The right hand panel shows the corresponding velocity distributions.
by a similar amount. This is in contrast to the lightest Newton sphere (M) which is
only subject to Coulombic forces pushing it outwards at the point of ionisation.
Figure 4.8 panels a) and b) show the TKER distributions - ET - derived from the
M, MS, B and BS photofragment distributions assuming momentum matching with
the respective BS, B, MS and M photofragments. Indicated on the distributions by
downward arrows are the maximum ET values allowed given a photolysis energy of
5.57 eV (corresponding to a   = 225.0 nm photon) and C–S bond enthalpies from the
literature and from ab initio calculations (as shown in table 4.1) in dashed and bold
lines respectively and assuming no partitioning of the energy into internal degrees
of freedom. The ET distributions peak close to the ET maxima implying that the
majority of the energy disposal is into translation and any internal excitation is most
likely in the form of rovibrational excitation of the alkylthiyl photofragment. The
angular distributions for the two pairs of photofragments, M paired with BS and MS
paired with B, are shown in figure 4.8 panels c) and d) respectively along with the  
values corresponding to the best fits of the angular distributions to equation 1.29. The
angular distributions are represented as intensity vs ✓ where ✓ is the angle between
the electric vector of photoexcitation light and the measured velocity vector of the
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Figure 4.7: Normalised momentum distributions of the a) M and BS and b) B and MS
fragments derived from images recorded following   = 225.0 nm photodissociation of
BSM and subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm.
fragment. The angular distributions of the alkyl thiyl fragments are measured as less
anisotropic than their alkyl fragment counter parts. This is explained by the fragments
being formed aligned in a plane and the ionisation of the akyl thiyl fragments being
sensitive to the electric vector of the VUV photons. This explanation is discussed in
further detail in section 3.3.5.
4.3.2 Quantifying the branching ratios
We turn now to the competitive bond dissociation, the primary focus of this chapter.
In order to measure the preference for fission of one C–S bond over another following
photoexcitation, the proposed experiment is to load a molecular beam with both the
asymmetric thioether to be characterised and a corresponding symmetric thioether in
which the C–S bond fission forms a pair of photofragments common to the asymmetric
thioether and recording the ion images of all photofragments simultaneously by using
single photon ionisation and multimass imaging.
To deconvolute the contributions to each of these ion distributions from the mix,
ion images were recorded for the photolysis of pure MSM and BSM monitoring the M,
MS, and HCS fragments. HCS is included as a secondary photoproduct from MS and
so must be counted in the overall yield of MS. The radial distributions of the M+, MS+
and HCS+ ion images were fitted to Gaussian functions (or a sum of two Gaussian
distributions in the case of HCS). The width and centres of the Gaussians, as well
as the relative intensities of the two Gaussians used to fit the HCS distribution, were
noted down for use in the basis functions while the absolute intensities, as the float
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Figure 4.8: Normalised ET distributions of the a) M and BS and b) B and MS fragment
derived from the respective images recorded following   = 225.0 nm photodissociation
of BSM and subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm. The solid and dashed arrows indicate
the ET(max) values derives using, respectively, the ab initio bond strengths calculated
in this work and the prior thermochemical data listed in table 4.1. Intensity vs. ✓ plots
for the c) M and BS and d) B and MS products plotted on a common vertical scale
that spans the full range required for a distribution characterised by an anisotropy
parameter   = -1, with the best fit   values inset in the panel.
parameter for fitting the mixes, were disregarded. These functions and parameters
formed basis sets for deconvoluting a mixed sample and basis sets were constructed
for both MSM and BSM at each of the three di↵erent pump wavelengths used in this
experiment,   = 227.5, 225.0 and 222.5 nm. These parameters are given in tables 4.3
and 4.4 where µ corresponds to the centre of the Gaussian in pixels,   to the width
of the Gaussian in pixels, and A is the normalised intensity of the Gaussian. This
process returns six functions one for each of the M, MS and HCS features arising from
both MSM and BSM. The amplitudes of these six functions were allowed to float to
fit the radial distributions derived from the ion images arising from a mixed sample.
The resulting fitted functions are then integrated to return six intensity values for the
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Figure 4.9: Radial distributions integrated over all angles for the central slices of the
3D velocity distributions of Methyl (m/z 15+), Methyl Sulfide (m/z 47+) and HCS
(m/z 45+) following photodissociation at   = 225.0 nm and subsequent single photon
ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. The top row corresponds to fragments formed from the
photodissociation of dimethyl sulfide and the bottom row corresponds to fragments
formed from the photodissociation of t-butylmethylsulfide. All distributions are fitted
to Gaussian distributions (or in the case of HCS - a sum of two Gaussian distributions)
with their width and centre parameters indicated in the corresponding panels. The
values for these parameters are shown in tables 4.3 and 4.4.
three photofragments from both samples as follows: I(MMSM), I(MBSM), I(MSMSM),
I(MSBSM), I(HCSMSM), and I(HCSBSM).
The intensity of a given feature in an ion image can be defined by the following
equation:
Ifrag,parent =  parentPparent frag,parent frag,parent (4.3)
where   is the absorption cross section of the parent at the excitation photon energy,
P is the partial pressure of the parent in the interaction region,   is the detection
e ciency of a given molecular species, and   is the quantum yield of a fragment
from the photodissociation process. For now we will ignore the HCS contribution to
simplify the mathematics and then reintroduce it later.
The question now becomes, do we have all of the information in a simultaneous
measurement of all the photofragments arising from the photodissociation of pure




  / nm 227.5 225.0 222.5
M+ µ / pixels 97.3 97.7 97.9
  / pixels 5.3 6.0 5.9
MS+ µ / pixels 55.9 56.2 56.2
  / pixels 3.6 4.5 4.2
HCS+ µa, µb / pixels 45.2 65.6 46.0 55.6 47.0 67.4
 
a,  b / pixels 7.7 6.5 8.3 6.5 10.2 6.5
Aa, Ab 0.56 1 0.57 1 0.72 1
Table 4.3: Best fit parameters for the Gaussian functions used to describe the M+,
MS+ and HCS+ velocity distributions following photolysis of MSM at   = 227.5, 225.0
and 222.5 nm with, in each case, subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm.
of M and MS arising from photodissociation of BSM must be combined and rearranged
to derive an expression for the ratio of the quantum yields of M and MS as shown in











































Since the terms that depend only on the parent cancel out, as shown in equation 4.6,
the expression for the ratio of quantum yields can be reduced to an expression which
depends exclusively on the ratio of the measured intensities and the relative detection







This demonstrates that there is still a question mark hovering over the relative detec-
tion e ciencies of the M and MS photofragments. The detector e ciency is a rather
murky parameter which includes a variety of components that are not easily disen-
tangled, these components include the absorption cross section/ionisation e ciency
of the species and the sensitivity of the detector to the molecular species.
To characterise the detection sensitivities we must turn to the case of symmetric




  / nm 227.5 225.0 222.5
M+ µ / pixels 101.2 101.3 101.3
  / pixels 6.4 6.9 8.1
MS+ µ / pixels 80.9 80.3 79.3
  / pixels 6.0 6.1 6.4
HCS+ µa, µb / pixels 68.7 90.2 68.8 89.9 67.8 89.3
 
a,  b / pixels 10.6 8.5 9.7 8.1 9.8 8.3
Aa, Ab 0.95 1 0.92 1 0.94 1
Table 4.4: Best fit parameters for the Gaussian functions used to describe the M+,
MS+ and HCS+ velocity distributions following photolysis of BSM at   = 227.5, 225.0
and 222.5 nm with, in each case, subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm.
the quantum yields of M and MS must absolutely be 1 as any photodissociation
event which produces an M fragment must also produce an MS. Thus, as is shown





























Here, we can reintroduce the intensity of the HCS components by simply adding them
to the intensity of the MS signals as they are produced exclusively following formation









The observed ratio will be the absolute branching fraction in the limit that  MS, BSM
+  M, BSM = 1, which it is reasonable to assume is the case here given the implied fast
dissociation demonstrated by the near limiting   values that characterise the fragment
recoil anisotropies. There is an implicit assumption that the ability of the experiment
to detect M generated by photodissociation of MSM is equal to its ability to detect
M originating from photodissociation of BSM and for the corresponding pair of MS
fragments, the validity of which deserves some unpacking. The ionisation e ciency of
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the populated quantum states of M and of MS are assumed to be uniform. Regardless
of the distribution of internal state the M or MS fragments are created in, the quality
of the momentum matching shown in figure 4.7 supports the assumption that the M
is being sampled equally as e↵ectively as its paired BS co-fragment and this can be
extended to the MS and B pair.
This high quality momentum matching has been previously demonstrated for M
and MS following photodissociation of MSM as shown in the previous chapter (figure
3.6), and the similar photodissociation processes that occur in MSM and BSM must
produce both the M from MSM and M from BSM in similar distributions of internal
states with the same argument applying to the MS fragment. This needs to be taken
into account when considering pairs of target and calibrant molecules in any experi-
ment of this ilk. The e ciency of the detector to the di↵erent M and MS fragments
is dependent on the component of their momentum perpendicular to the plane of the
detector, as this is determined exclusively by the acceleration of the M+ and MS+
ions along the time of flight axis, it is valid to assume this will be almost entirely
independent of the origin of the fragments.
Figure 4.10 panels a), c), and e) show the ion images of M, MS and HCS, re-
spectively, following photodissociation of a 50:50 mixture of BMS and MSM at   =
225.0 nm followed by ionisation at   = 118.2 nm. As per the previous section, these
fragments are formed following photoexcitation of the BMS and MSM either directly
(M and MS) or via subsequent dissociative ionisation of a direct photoproduct (HCS).
BS and B are also formed following photoexcitation of BMS but, as was shown ear-
lier when MSM is the internal calibrant, these can be disregarded for the analysis of
competitive bond dissociation. In principle, the B and BS images alone could be used
for the experiment if BSB was used as an internal calibrant instead. As in figure 4.5
the left half of each image shows the raw, crushed, ion image while the right half of
the image shows the central slice though the 3-D velocity distribution following re-
construction with the Polar Onion Peeling algorithm.49 Panels b), d) and f) show the
radial distribution of each reconstructed image in velocity space integrated across all
angles. Each distribution is composed of four traces. The crosses represent the data,
the contribution to the overall fit from the pertinent MSM basis function is shown in
a dotted line, the contribution to the overall fit from the pertinent BSM basis function
is shown by a dashed line and the overall fit to the distribution is shown as a solid




Figure 4.10: Velocity distributions derived by radial integration over all angles over
the m/z a) 15 (M+), b) 47 (MS+) and c) 45 (HCS+) ion signals following   = 225.0
nm photolysis of a mixture containing equal partial pressures of BSM and MSM and
subsequent SPI at   = 118.2 nm, with the ✏ vector of both lasers aligned vertically in
the plane of the images, along with the best-fit Gaussian functions used in determining
the reported branching ratios. The left and right halves of the inset in each panel
show the crushed and reconstructed central slice (after symmetrisation) images.
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Photolysis   / nm
227.5 nm 225.0 nm 222.5 nm
N 21 22 21
 MS,BSM
 M,BSM
1.80 ± 0.33 2.14 ± 0.64 2.7 ± 1.3














Table 4.5: Quantum yields for the B–SM and BS–M bond fission following UV exci-
tation of BSM. The quoted uncertainties are 2  values from fitting all N data sets
recorded (for a range of di↵erent BSM/MSM mixing ratios) at the given wavelength.
The ion images of the M, MS, and HCS photofragments following photodissocia-
tion of a mixed sample were recorded at three di↵erent wavelengths and the results
are summarised in table 4.5 and show that dissociation along the B–S bond is approx-
imately twice as likely as cleavage of the M–S bond. These values were arrived at over
more than twenty data sets (indicated by the values in the row designated N ) which
were dispersed over a range of ratios of the partial pressures of BSM and MSM against
which the value was found to be entirely invariant. Although tempting to assign some
meaning to the observed wavelength dependence of the values, the increasingly large
uncertainties as the pump photon energy increases, preclude any significant comment
about the e↵ect of the pump photon energy on the branching ratio.
4.3.3 Rationalisation In Terms Of Potential Energy Surfaces
Figure 4.11 shows cuts through the relaxed potential energy surface of BSM along
the two C–S elongation coordinates - RB–SM and RBS–M - calculated at the CASPT2
level. These calculations were performed by scanning along the relevant R coordinate
in intervals of 0.1 Å at short R values and 0.2 Å at long R values, before relaxing the
rest of the nuclear geometry by minimising the ground state energy and calculating
the energy of the first three singlet states. In reality there exists a small Jahn-Teller
splitting in the ground X2E state of the MS product arising from the interaction of
the degenerate 3p valence orbitals on the sulfur with the two degenerate e orbitals and
single a1 on the CH3. This results in there being a lower energy geometry than that
suggested by the C3V symmetry. The Jahn-Teller splitting of 0.01 eV is relatively
small as is the spin-orbit splitting of 0.045 eV.60–62 These splittings are ignored in
this calculation as the scale of the splittings is irrelevant on the energetic scale of the
photoexcitation.63 The ground A0 state is depicted in blue and the first and second
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excited states of A00 symmetry are portrayed in red and green respectively in the CS
symmetry group. As in simpler sulfides and thioethers, such as H2S32;33 and MSM24;64
(the PEC for which is shown in figure 3.5), the first two excited states are close lying
in energy. The lower of these two excited states is dissociative along both the B–SM
and BS–M bond elongation coordinates which are probed in this study.
Figure 4.11: Relaxed PECs for the ground (1A0, in blue) and first two excited (1A00,
in red and green respectively) states of BSM along the RB–SM and RBS–M bond ex-
tension coordinates (left and right halves, respectively). The purple arrows show the
excitation energy reached by   = 225.0 nm photoexcitation from the parent zero-point
level.
As discussed in the introduction (section 1.2.3) the potential energy surfaces con-
trol the dynamics of all molecular processes. The motive for undertaking these cal-
culations was to attempt to identify a key feature on the PESs that would explain
why the dissociation was twice as likely to proceed through the B–SM channel than
the BS–M channel. As shown in table 4.1, the calculated bond enthalpies predict
that the B + MS pair is lower in energy and thus enthalpically favourable, in line
with the observed preference. However, the bond enthalpies are within 0.067 eV of
one another which is insignificant on the scale of the process. These bond enthalpies
are both extremely similar to the calculated C–S bond dissociation energy for MSM
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(3.142 eV) which is, in turn, in excellent agreement with the experimental value of
3.14 ± 0.04 eV. Note that the literature bond dissociation enthalpies for B–SM and
BS–M, shown in table 4.1, show a larger discrepancy of 0.14 eV and the ordering
is reversed in comparison to the calculated values. As the experimental enthalpy of
formation of the BS radical35;65 carries a relatively large uncertainty in comparison to
the others this could contribute to the observed discrepancy and, in conjunction with
the method of calculation being verified through the accurate characterisation of the
MS–M enthalpy, leads us to give more weight to the present ab initio calculations.
The ab initio calculations of the ground state equilibrium geometry of BSM return
equilibrium bond lengths of RB–SM(e) = 1.868Å and RBS–M(e) = 1.822Å, respectively.
The B–SM bond length is marginally longer, suggesting that it is commensurately
marginally weaker, but this di↵erence of 0.046 Å, although aligned with the observed
bond dissociation preference, also seems like a minor e↵ect that fails to fully account
for the observed bond fission preference. Thus the potentials do not present any easy
rationale for the observed bond dissociation preference. However, as the photoexcita-
tion is to the diabatically bound A00 second excited state state (green in figure 4.11),
and not directly to the dissociative A00 first excited state (red in figure 4.11, there are
more subtle e↵ects in play which might a↵ect the outcome. The states are coupled by
a seam of intersection along both elongation coordinates and one possible explanation
is that the coupling in one coordinate is more e cient. The Landau–Zener formula
(equation 1.15) provides a route to calculating the transition probability between the
two states but due to the similarities in the potentials it is unlikely this will show a
significant di↵erence in the non-adiabatic transition coupling for the linear cuts. It is
also possible that the coupling is stronger in a region of parameter space correspond-
ing to the elongation of a di↵erent bond or change in angle of between the two C–S
bonds. This tuning coordinate might be more readily explored in one C–S bond elon-
gation coordinate over another. This would require a more complete characterisation
of the potential energy surface outside the scope of this project. The UV absorption
spectra of lighter thioethers, e.g. MSM as shown earlier in figure 3.2, shows structure
deeper into the blue than just the lowest energy absorption into the 11A00/21A00 state
manifold. It is possible that a higher resolution UV-vis of jet cooled BMS than the
room temperature one presented in figure 4.3 might also begin to show undulatory
structure in the strong broad absorption feature centred around ⇠ 213 nm. This
structure in the MSM and BSM is suggested to arise from short lived resonances in
the 1A00 PESs and an analysis of the transition dipole moments of all of the initial
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photoexcitations is required to inform the modelling of the non-adiabatic couplings
that mediate the C–S bond extensions and subsequent dissociations.
4.4 Conclusions
This study demonstrates how the coupling of ‘universal’ single photon ionisation to a
multi-mass imaging capability through the PImMS camera opens an avenue to mea-
sure the probability of one bond dissociation versus another. This is demonstrated in
the UV photolysis of an asymmetric thioether t-butylmethylsulfide (BSM) at wave-
lengths   = 227.5, 225.0 and 222.5 nm, where the preference for B–SM bond fission is
approximately twice as likely as the breaking of the BS–M bond. While this technique
achieves its goal of determining the relative quantum yields of the processes it is worth
considering how extendable and how general the method might be. The method is
dependent on a suitable internal calibrant that, under photodissociation, produces
fragments that are common to the competitive dissociation channels (i.e. M and MS
with BS–M and B–SM) which is to say that the target and calibrant molecules di↵er
by only a single moiety. While in principle this is su cient, due to current limitations
on the spatial resolution of detectors capable of multiple mass imaging, these moi-
eties must also di↵er significantly by mass to ensure that the signals are su ciently
separated on the detector to be resolvable. On the other hand, it is imperative that
the moieties do not di↵er so much in mass that the lighter, faster photofragment
might miss the detector (e.g. an H atom) when conditions are suitable to image the
co-fragment, or that the detection e ciency of one of the fragments be so abundant
in intensity to dwarf the cofragment.
The method also doesn’t negate the need for a thorough investigation of the ener-
getics of each individual photodissociation channel in the target and calibrant systems
to understand the energy disposal into the products, or to ensure no alignment e↵ects
are in play which may or may not impact the analysis of the branching fractions as
discussed in chapter 3.
It is worth noting that there is no a priori reason why the photoionisation e cien-
cies of all quantum states are equal at a given photoionisation wavelength. This can
have a significant e↵ect over the detection e ciencies when the SPI energy is close to
the ionisation threshold as demonstrated in the case of measuring both ground and
spin–orbit excited I atoms following photodissociation of methyl iodide.66 To some
extent this is guarded against by monitoring the photodissociation of both the target
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and calibrant molecules simultaneously. More important is that the calibrant system
is chosen so that under the same conditions its photofragments will be formed in
a similar spread of quantum states via a similar photodissociation process. This is
certainly true for the presented case of BSM and MSM and it seems reasonable to
assert that this will be likely to hold true for any pair of molecules within a class of
homologous systems.67
This work features an example where in an individual molecule one of two bonds
will break and reports on the preference across an ensemble of molecules. However,
three body fragmentation, where both bonds in a given molecule will break following
absorption of a single photon is possible. With reference to the enthalpies of formation
in table 4.1, the three body fragmentation of BSM is possible above 6.46 eV (  =
192 nm). The S atoms formed would be amenable to SPI at   = 118.2 nm and so
this method could, in principle, provide information on the three body dissociation
including giving information on rival channels for three body decay.
Nevertheless, even taking into account these various caveats, given access to suf-
ficiently high SPI energies this method should be directly extendable to a range of
di↵erent systems such as the directly analogous oxygen ethers, unsaturated equiva-
lents such as ketones and thioketones, but also to aromatic analogues such as anisoles
and thioanisoles. Also worth considering is extension to amine systems where there
are three potential bond fissions which could take place. There is no fundamental
reason why this technique would not be applicable to these systems but it is easy
to envisage that the equivalent maths shown in section 4.3.2 would be significantly
more complicated, and the di culties demonstrated here of deconvoluting the contri-
bution from each pathway would be magnified. An initial approach might involve an
amine where two of the three substituents are alike in order to make finding a suitable
internal calibrant easier.
This concludes the work on coupling multi-mass imaging to single photon ionisa-
tion. The next chapter covers strong field ionisation as a means to induce Coulomb
explosions in molecules with multi-mass imaging again applied to measure the veloc-
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Thus far the results reported in this thesis have been confined to studying photofrag-
mentation which has been one of the main raisons d’être of the velocity map imaging
technique for much of its lifespan. Photofragmentation, however is not the only pos-
sible outcome of a photodissociation process, as the dissociation may result in a ring
opening or isomerisation where the photoproduct is a structural isomer of the original
molecule. Consider the thioethers which have been at the forefront of this thesis.
The driving force for their photochemistry can be described in the framework of a
n * type excitation where a non-bonding electron localised on the sulfur is excited
to the diabatically bound S2 excited state which quickly couples non-adiabatically
to a dissociative S1 state leading to photodissociation. It is well recognised that the
photodissociation of small molecules is similar throughout classes of molecules,1 and
that this similarity extends between similar classes of system, i.e. amines and pyrroles
or ethers and phenols. As a result, the C–S bond cleavage, which is the inevitable
fate in the photodissociation of thiothers might reasonably be expected to dominate
the photochemistry of thiophenes following an analogous ⇡ * excitation as shown in
figure 5.1. It has been well established that the photochemistry of thiophenes is dom-
inated by an optically bright transition from the ground electronic state to a ⇡⇡* type
excited state with the transition dipole moment lying in the plane of the ring.2 In the
case of 2-bromothiophene, this transition dipole moment points between the S and Br
atoms.3 At excitation wavelengths above ⇠255 nm the ⇡⇡* state quickly couples non-
radiatively to a ⇡ * state along the C–Br bond which is consistent with observations
of other aryl halides.4 However at wavelengths below ⇠255 nm the C–Br fragmen-
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the ring opening process predicted to occur in 2-
bromothiophene following absorption of a single UV photon with a wavelength shorter
than 240 nm (5.16 eV).
tation channel is deactivated and cleavage of the C–S bond is predicted to become
the primary photodissociation channel.3;5 This will lead a ring opened photoproduct
which has the same mass as the parent and thus is inseparable by mass spectrometry.
Beyond this, the photodissociation will not impart any velocity in an axis perpendic-
ular to the time of flight axis which might be measured by VMI. To this end, a new
technique for investigating unimolecular photochemical processes which do not result
in fragmentation has emerged called Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI) which seeks
to turn the VMI technique on its head; with the dissociation of the molecule acting
as the probe, rather than being the dynamical process under investigation.
A Coulomb explosion involves the stripping of multiple electrons from a molecular
species to create a highly charged parent. Molecular structure is, in a simple picture,
a delicate balance of the repulsive forces between pairs of nuclei or pairs of electrons,
and the attractive forces between nuclei-electron pairs. The more electrons that are
ripped away, and the more highly charged cation state that is prepared, the more
dominant the repulsive forces become. At some point for a given system, the charge
state moves to a regime where the molecule is completely unstable and “explodes”
sending charged molecular fragments or atoms racing away from one another. At the
limit of this - where no electrons are left in the system, this process is well modeled as a
purely classical interaction of like point charges. If one could instantaneously prepare
a system in a charge state that is modelled by the classical regime and measure the
asymptotic velocities of the particles then, in principle, the geometric structure at the
moment of the Coulomb Explosion can be backed out. If this charge build up is faster
than the nuclei can rearrange (i.e. a few tens of femtoseconds) then this can provide
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a structural diagnosis of the transient state from which the Coulomb Explosion was
initiated.
Coulomb explosions themselves are not an entirely new type of experiment hav-
ing their roots in non-laser based methods since the 1970s. The earliest examples of
Coulomb explosions were initiated by accelerating stable, singly charged, molecular
ions to translation energies in the MeV range (in the region of a few percent of the
speed of light) before colliding with a carbon or Formvar foil with a thickness on the
order of tens of Å.6–8 The foil is thin enough that the nuclei can pass through while the
electrons are stripped by interaction with the electrons in the foil, with the stripping
process projected to take approximately 100 attoseconds (the transit time through
the foil taking on the order of a few hundred attoseconds). These experiments have
proven invaluable for investigating the structures of a wealth of interesting molecular
ions such as CH4+, in which a Jahn-Teller distortion was observed,9 and C2H3+,10
in which a discrepancy between the experimentally derived structure and that which
was predicted by theory was identified. This was eventually resolved when Marx and
Parrinello demonstrated good agreement between the experimentally observed struc-
ture of C2H3+ and the optimum structure of one of its electronically excited states.11
This emphasises the issue which pervaded early Coulomb explosion experiments, the
molecular ion of interest was not guaranteed to be prepared energetically ‘cold’. To
ensure the molecules are cold, the optimum medium to induce the explosion would
be a freely expanded molecular beam where the molecules have had time to undergo
a su cient number of collisions to internally cool. This is incompatible with strip-
ping the electrons using a thin foil as the neutral molecules cannot be accelerated to
su ciently high energies.
With the advent of modern modelocked and regeneratively amplified lasers which
can produce pulses of light that last for only a few tens of femtoseconds with mJ
pulse energies, molecules can be subjected to peak laser field intensities in the region
of hundreds of terawatts per square centimetre. In this intensity regime, commonly
referred to as the “strong-field” regime, non-linear processes begin to dominate the
interaction and the intramolecular electrostatic interactions are distorted to allow
electrons to rapidly tunnel out of their potential well and e↵ectively form a highly
charged state in a process known as tunnel ionisation (see section 1.9 for more de-
tail). As well as allowing the Coulomb explosion to take place in a colder molecular
beam allowing more control over the probe, this carries another advantage in that it
abdicates the requisite for an ionic molecular precursor thus extending the technique
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to neutral species. Although the Coulomb explosion process could, in principle, take
place on a timescale up to a hundred times longer than that in a foil collision, this is
still shorter than the typical period of nuclear motion.
As described thus far, Coulomb Explosion Imaging manifests as a probe of molec-
ular structure but it is worth noting that its ability to characterise structure is far
less refined than say NMR or microwave spectroscopy. The advantage of Coulomb
Explosion Imaging (henceforth, CEI) is that when coupled to ultrafast laser pulses
it provides an approximate measure of the structure with a timescale of a few tens
of femtoseconds. This is, crucially, shorter than the timescale of evolving nuclear
geometry on the excited state.
Figure 5.2: Ground state structure of 3,5-
dibromo-3‘,5‘-difluoro-4‘cyanobiphenyl.
A significant amount of groundwork
has been laid by a collaboration by the
Brouard and Vallance groups at Oxford
with, initially the Stapelfeldt group at
Aarhus and later a consortium working
primarily at the Deutsches Elektronen-
Synchrotron. In the early days of
this collaboration, Coulomb explosion
imaging was demonstrated on a vari-
ety of equilibrium ground state molecules
such as the 3,5-dibromo-30,50-difluoro-40-
cyanobiphenyl molecule shown in figure
5.2.12–14 This molecule does not hold any
particular interest for its chemical prop-
erties but is tailor made to demonstrate
a large molecule, with a large number of easily distinguishable atoms (such as F, Br
and N) which act as so called marker atoms, to help elucidate the molecular structure.
This represents a significant step up in size over previous molecules studied by CEI
which have been restricted to small molecules, for example, H2,15;16 SO2,17 and small
alkyl halides.18;19
Coulomb explosions can also be induced by extremely high energy photons which
extract a core electron from the molecule, the subsequent Auger decay20;21 releases
further electrons resulting in a multiply charged species which can Coulomb explode.
The Auger decay process is estimated to take place on a timescale of attoseconds to
tens of femtoseconds22 and so in principle better preserves the molecular structure
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throughout the ionisation process prior to Coulomb explosion. A comparison of core
ionisation and strong field ionisation approaches is demonstrated at the FLASH free
electron laser at DESY on the Coulomb explosion of the difluoroiodobenzene molecule,
a similarly marker laden polyatomic to the biphenyl molecule studied previously. The
crucial observation from this comparison is that strong field induced Coulomb explo-
sions have a significant preference for the explosion axis to be orientated along the
polarisation axis of the multiphoton field. In contrast, the XUV pulse appears to have
no significant orientation e↵ect perhaps making it more suitable for unbiased struc-
tural diagnosis. It may, however, be the case that the initial XUV photoabsorption
is just as likely to have an orientational dependence, and that this is just scrambled
prior to dissociation by the intermediary Auger decay process.
The ability to determine the ground state structure can also be used to determine
the ratio of structural isomers in a mixed sample as demonstrated by the study of sub-
stituted benzene rings such as difluoroiodobenzene or dihydroxybromobenzene where
the positions of the fluorine atoms and hydroxy groups on the respective benzene
rings are changed.23 Prospectively, this might be used to disentangle the products of
a photoisomerisation starting with an isomer pure sample e.g. cis-trans isomerisation.
Coulomb explosion imaging has also begun to be applied to excited state dynam-
ics. Thus far this has been constrained to UV photodissociation dynamics, where,
following an excitation with an ultrafast UV pulse, Coulomb explosions are initiated
by a second ultrafast laser pulse (either in the infrared or XUV regions, as discussed
earlier) which is time delayed from the excitation. The kinetic energy resulting from
the Coulomb explosion of a given charged parent state into a pair of correlated prod-
ucts (e.g. AB2+ exploding into A+ + B+) is then tracked as a function of pump-probe
delay in order to track the dynamics in time. The kinetic energy will be directly de-
pendent upon the distance between A and B (RA–B) and, as the molecule dissociates,
the kinetic energy of the Coulomb explosion decreases. This provides an insight into
the kinetics of the dissociation process (provided the dissociation timescale is longer
than the instrument response function). This technique has successfully unravelled
complex mechanisms such as the sequential dissociation of CH2IBr into CH2Br + I
followed by dissociation of CH2Br into CH2 + Br following absorption of a second UV
photon24 and that there is competition between two and three body dissociation in
CH2ClI.25
By far, the most studied excited state process using Coulomb explosion imaging is
the photodissociation of methyl iodide.25–27 The 3Q0 and 1Q1 states of methyl iodide
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encounter a conical intersection en route to fission of the C–I bond with the states
correlating diabatically with the spin-orbit excited 2P 1
2
and ground state 2P 3
2
iodine
atoms, respectively, with the CH3 being formed exclusively in its ground electronic
state X̃. The well defined excited state dynamics have positioned methyl iodide as a
popular testing ground for a variety of new experimental techniques such as transient
XUV absorption28 or for exploring the e↵ect of a weak IR field on manipulating conical
intersections to control dynamics29 and this is no doubt responsible for its prevalence
in the Coulomb explosion imaging community.
The goal of this chapter is to outline early e↵orts to build a new experiment in
Bristol capable of investigating excited state dynamics through time resolved Coulomb
Explosion imaging. It covers the design of a simple beam path to produce both high
intensity 800 nm probe laser pulses and much lower intensity 267 nm UV pulses in
tandem for pump probe spectroscopy. The experiment is then tested on CH3I and
CF3I which have been previously investigated and some preliminary reports are o↵ered
to suggest that the 2-bromothiophene system will be a suitable first e↵ort for finally
nailing down the ring opening process in isolated gas phase molecules.
5.2 Experimental
The experimental set up is described in detailed in chapter 2 and only an outline of
the specific conditions for this chapter are provided here. The sample of interest, CH3I
(Sigma-Aldrich, stated purity > 99%), CF3I (Sigma-Aldrich, stated purity > 99%) or
2-bromothiophene (Sigma-Aldrich, stated purity > 99%) was seeded in helium (5%,
800 mbar backing pressure) and the resultant mixture expanded through a pulsed
valve in the source vacuum chamber. The central coldest part of the molecular beam
was selected by a skimmer with a 1 mm orifice en route to the di↵erentially pumped
interaction region. Entering through a hole in the centre of the repeller plate of the
VMI optics assembly, the molecular beam wass intercepted by the probe laser beam.
This axis was defined as the z axis. The probe laser beam was formed taking the
5 mJ 800 nm 35 fs output (5W at 1 kHz) of a regenerative amplified Ti:Sapphire
laser (Coherent Astrella-1K-USP) and splitting it via a beam splitter for independent
pump and probe arms. The reflected probe beam entered a retroreflector mounted on
a delay stage following which the intensity of the beam was then attenuated via a  /2
waveplate thin film polariser pair. The temporal chirp acquired by the pulse in all
these interactions was compensated for by reflecting the beam o↵ four chirp corrective
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mirrors. The mirrors also applied a pre-chirp to the pulse to account for the e↵ects of
optics further down the beam path. Following this the beam was manipulated to the
chamber by purely reflective optics where it then passed through a focussing lens (f.l.
= 20 cm) and a 2 mm thick window which coupled it into the vacuum system. The
laser beam then intersected the molecular beam at right angles, with the laser beam
defining the y axis with the polarisation of the laser oriented out of the plane formed
by the laser and molecular beams - defining the x axis. The cations formed by the
resulting Coulomb explosions or dissociative ionisation were accelerated along the z -
axis by the VMI optics before entering the 46 cm field free drift region before striking
a triple stack MCP detector coupled to a P47 phosphor screen (Photek VID340).
The screen was imaged by a PImMS2 sensor30–32 through a Nikon NIKKOR 55 mm
macro-lens (f /2.8). The time resolution of the PImMS2 sensor was set to 25 ns which,
for the ion optics voltages employed in this chapter, provided 5-7 time slices through
each m/z peak of interest.
The PImMS data were first processed by centroiding the (x, y, t) data33 according
to the algorithm outlined in section 2.6.1 to reduce the clusters to single ion events.
Mass spectra were generated by binning all events according to arrival time (in time
bins), and converting to a mass spectrum by applying a time of flight calibration
derived from the flight times of known fragments and compensating the intensities by
an appropriate Jacobian transformation (section 2.6.2). Ion images were extracted
by binning all the intensities in a given set of time bins associated with one mass
peak into a 2d array according to their x, y coordinates. The radial distributions
were extracted by taking the intensity of each pixel, converting its x,y coordinate
into polar coordinates and binning it into a 1d array according to the returned radial
value. The resulting radial distributions were scaled according to speed (by calibration
as discussed in section 2.6.5) and converted into either a momentum distribution
by multiplying by mass or, where the cofragment was known, into TKER space by
squaring the velocities and multiplying by half the fragment mass and converting via
the TKER equation (section 2.6.6) in the latter scenario, scaling the intensities by an
appropriate Jacobian to compensate for the scaling with the square of velocity.
The recoil frame covariance analysis was executed using a piece of code written
by colleagues at Oxford University which was modified from an earlier version which
was reported in the literature.34 There is also a thorough review of covariance as
applied to a variety of spectroscopic techniques by Frasinski et al.35 The mathematical
foundations of covariance analysis are discussed in the introduction (section 1.2.9) but
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the concept of doing this in the recoil frame requires further expansion here.
For each ion event detected there are two recorded variables, an x and y position.
In the same vein as covariance between two vectors (say time of flight with time
of flight) producing a covariance matrix, to fully expand the covariance between two
matrices would require a four dimensional tensor product. As four dimensional tensors
are conceptually complex and di cult to implement, the recoil frame represents a
reduced dimensionality approach to simplify the analysis.
With reference to the covariance equation (first described in equation 1.19 but
restated below) the basis of the algorithm involves generation of two independent
components hXY i and hXi hY i
cov(X, Y ) = hXY i   hXi hY i (5.1)
Within each laser shot there are a given number of particles detected in the mass
window associated with X and another set of particles detected within the mass
window for Y. Within this set of two lists of particles there will be both true and
false coincidences. The definition of a true coincidence is a pair of di↵erent particles
detected in the same laser shot and, crucially, originating from the same molecule. A
false coincidence is the detection of a pair of di↵erent particles within the same laser
shot but originating from di↵erent molecules. There is no a priori way to distinguish
true and false coincidences.
We start with an empty matrix of a suitably large size with respect to the given
two mass channels, called the hXY i matrix, and designate one mass channel as the
reference and one as the sample. Within one laser shot, for every particle in the
reference image, the x,y coordinates are converted to polar coordinates ✓ref and rref
then for every particle in the sample image the sample x-y coordinates are converted
to polar coordinates. For all sample particles the ✓ref value is subtracted from ✓sample
to convert to the “recoil frame” and the resulting r sample, ✓sample-✓ref polar coordinate
is converted back to cartesian coordinates and the intensity of the corresponding pixel
in the hXY i matrix is increased by 1/M where M is the number of reference particles
in this laser shot. This is then repeated for every particle in the reference image. Then
this entire process is repeated for every laser shot to produce the final recoil frame
hXY i matrix. To produce the hXi hY i matrix, the two ion images are accumulated
in the conventional manner by summing over all laser shots without rotations in any
coordinate spaces to produce hXi and hY i and a blank matrix hXi hY i is constructed.
For every pixel in the reference image hXi, the polar coordinate of that pixel is
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calculated then for each pixel in the sample image hY i, the polar coordinates are also
calculated and the coordinates are transformed into the recoil frame by subtracting the
✓ for the current hXi pixel from the polar coordinate of every pixel in hY i to transform
hY i into the recoil frame. The intensities of the recoil frame hY i are deposited into
the hXi hY i matrix after multiplying them all by the intensity in the current hXi
pixel. This is repeated for every hXi pixel.
We now have an hXY i matrix and hXi hY i matrix however, due to the way the
matrices are constructed, hXi hY i is overcounted by a factor of the number of laser
shots (N) and so the intensity of each pixel must be divided by N before subtracting
from hXY i to retrieve the covariance matrix.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Methyl Iodide
As discussed, methyl iodide has long served as a popular system for benchmarking new
experiments as both its ground state structure36 and its excited state dynamics37–39
have been thoroughly characterised. As such, it has proven one of the most popular
test beds for new Coulomb explosion experiments in both its ground and excited states
and the experiment at Bristol will be no di↵erent. Although the ambition is to use
CEI as a probe of excited state dynamics, the initial experiments will characterise the
Coulomb explosion of the ground state, in the spirit of walking before running.
Figure 5.3 shows the mass spectrum collected following strong field ionisation of
methyl iodide by a 33 fs 178 µJ laser pulsed centred at   = 800 nm with an intensity
of approximately 274 TW cm-2. By broadly considering the entire spectrum we can
draw some initial conclusions. Five distinct peaks are observed (by considering the
N2+ and O2+ peaks to have coalesced) with the highest charge on an individual
fragment the I3+. From this we can deduce that the minimum parent charge state
reached is CH3I3+. The iodine is also monitored in I2+ and I+ charge states where the
signal is significantly higher implying that the lower charge states are more readily
produced, although the spectrum does not tell us how many pathways might lead to
their formation.
The mass resolution of the experiment when recorded through the PImMS camera
is not su cient to resolve the separate N2+ and O2+ peaks with the N2+ appearing as
a shoulder to lower mass than O2+. This is assigned as an impurity in the experiment.
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Figure 5.3: Mass spectrum obtained from calibration of TOF spectra measured fol-
lowing Coulomb explosion of jet cooled methyl iodide at by a 33 fs 178 µJ laser pulse
centred at   = 800 nm. The detector sensitivity is set to high for all photofragments
within the figure frame.
The peak centered around m/z 15 is loosely assigned as CHX where X can take any
value between 3 and 0 implying that an H atom is easily lost in this violent strong
field ionisation and that the mass resolution is not su cient to resolve one Dalton
di↵erences in this region.
Although there is a significant contribution to the m/z from highly charged states
of I, there is no evidence for higher ionised states of CHx. This can be rationalised
with reference to the molecular orbitals of the CH3I molecule. A schematic of the
molecular orbitals formed by overlapping the molecular orbitals of the CH3 fragment
with the atomic orbitals of I is shown in figure 5.4.
The three orbitals that make up the a1 and e molecular orbitals of CHx originate
as the 2p orbitals of the central carbon. If we define the C–I bonding axis at z, the
2px and 2py orbitals of carbon are highly involved in bonding to the group orbitals
of the three hydrogen atoms and form a degenerate pair significantly lower in energy
than the a1 orbital which started out life as a carbon 2pz orbital. This 2pz orbital is
less involved in bonding to the three hydrogen group orbitals as it is out of plane as
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the molecular orbitals involved in the bond formation or
dissociation of the C–I bond in CH3I derived by mixing the molecular orbitals of the
CH3 radical with the atomic orbitals of Iodine.
a result of which it is not lowered significantly in energy. When we bring these CH3
orbitals together with the iodine atomic orbitals, the a1 and e orbitals are energetically
close to the 5p valence orbitals of the iodine. The CH3 e orbitals are orthogonal to
this interaction and so do not interact with the iodine. However the a1 (2pz like)
orbital can form a sigma bond with the iodine 5pz orbital as shown. The iodine 5px
and 5py orbitals again sit out of the CH3–I bonding axis and so do not interact with
the CH3 fragment. Because of the stabilisation a↵orded by the CH3 a1 I 5pz bonding
interaction, the I 5py and I 5px non-bonding orbitals become the valence orbitals
HOMO and HOMO-1. This would imply that, in a frozen electron picture, the first
four charge states of methyl iodide, CH3I1+ - CH3I4+, would all locally ionise on the
iodine before the CH3I5+ ionisation state might collapse to either CH3+ I4+ or CH3
+ I5+. The observation of CH3+ in the absence of I4+ suggests that lower ionisation
states must undergo electronic reorganisation to distribute the charge more evenly
across the two fragments on a timescale less than 35 fs. These electronic relaxation
processes are in fact predicted to take place on an attosecond timescale similar to
other purely electronic processes.22
Figure 5.5 shows the ion image associated with the CHx peak in the left hand panel,
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Figure 5.5: The left hand panel shows the ion image associated with the m/z 15
CH3+ fragment collected following the Coulomb Explosion of CH3I in an 800 nm 33
fs laser field with an intensity of ⇠ 3x1014 W cm-2 with the electric vector oriented
vertically in the plane of the image. The right hand panel shows the TKER retrieved
by integrating the radial distribution of the image around all angles and converting
to TKER space assuming an Iodine co-fragment.
with its associated TKER spectrum in the right hand panel assuming an iodine co-
fragment. There are two peaks in the TKER spectrum located at ⇠0.5 eV and ⇠3.1
eV respectively with the 3.1 eV peak being dominant. Assignment of these is helped
by comparison with the I+ ion image and the TKER spectrum of the I+ yield assuming
a CH3 co-fragment as shown in the left and right panels of figure 5.6, respectively.
The I+ TKER spectrum also shows peaks at 0.6 eV and 3.7 eV however both of
these peaks are of similar peak intensity. This tends to confirm that there are two
matched channels. Because these matched channels both result in 1+ charge states
we can rule out their precursors as being a parent charge state of greater than 2+.
Hence we can confidently assign the 3.7 eV TKER channel to the Coulomb explosion
of CH3I2+ into CH3+ and I+ and the channel at 0.6 eV as the dissociative ionisation
of CH3I+. There is a significant preference for the dissociative ionisation of CH3I+
to form I+ + CH3 as opposed to I + CH3+ which can be rationalised by reflecting
on the molecular orbital diagram in figure 5.4. As previously discussed, the first
four electrons in the HOMO and HOMO-1 are non-bonding electrons localised on the
iodine driving a preference for I+ formation.
Turning now to the more highly charged species, figure 5.7 shows the ion image
corresponding to the I2+ peak at m/z 63.5 in the left hand panel with the TKER
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Figure 5.6: The left hand panel shows the ion image associated with the m/z 127
I+ fragment collected following the Coulomb Explosion of CH3I in an 800 nm 33 fs
laser field with an intensity of ⇠ 3x1014 W cm-2 with the electric vector oriented
vertically in the plane of the image. The right hand panel shows the TKER retrieved
by integrating the radial distribution of the image around all angles and converting
to TKER space assuming a CH3 co-fragment.
spectrum in the right hand panel. The TKER spectrum was calculated assuming a
CH3 cofragment. This manifests as a broad single peak. The broadness of the peak
and the slight shoulder on the lower energy side are suggestive of several features
masked beneath. If we are correct that the assignment of the Coulomb explosion of
CH3I2+ into CH3+ and I+ fragments has a kinetic energy of 3.67 eV then we can
predict the kinetic energy into higher charged pairs of fragments within a simple
classical model.
The potential energy interaction between two charged species is given by Coulomb’s





where V is the potential energy of the interacting charged particles, ✏0 is the vacuum
permittivity constant, r is the distance between the two interacting charged particles
and QMe and QI are the charges on the relative species. Under the assumption that
the strong field ionisation is instantaneous we can keep the r value constant at the
point of formation for all species and calculate the potential interaction energy as
linear with the product of QMe and QI. Hence, it stands to reason that the kinetic
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Figure 5.7: The left hand panel shows the ion image associated with the m/z 63.5
I2+ fragment collected following the Coulomb Explosion of CH3I in an 800 nm 33
fs laser field with an intensity of ⇠ 3x1014 W cm-2 with the electric vector oriented
vertically in the plane of the image. The right hand panel shows the TKER retrieved
by integrating the radial distribution of the image around all angles and converting
to TKER space assuming a CH3 co-fragment.
energy release associated with CH3I3+ into a pair of 2+ and 1+ fragments should
be ⇠7.3 eV. This is quite a bit lower in energy than the peak in the spectrum and
not convincingly covered by the broad peak. Alternatively, the I2+ peak may have
originated from a CH3I4+ and been formed alongside a CH32+ cofragment. This
would have a predicted TKER release of 14.7 eV, which matches much better with
the experimentally observed peak, although is not an entirely satisfying fit, bringing
the simple Coulombic repulsion model in equation 5.2 into question.
Figure 5.8 shows the ion image for the I3+ peak at m/z 42.3 in the left hand
panel with the TKER spectrum assuming a CH3 cofragment in the right hand panel.
This is perhaps the most complex of the spectra retrieved with multiple sub features
contributing to its shape. A tentative, although perhaps optimistic, assignment would
be to identify a feature at ⇠11 eV which, by extension of the simple Coulombic model
used thus far, corresponds to the expected value for the dissociation of CH3I4+ into
CH3+ and I3+. I3+ could also be formed from CH3I5+ as a pair with CH32+ which
would appear at around 22 eV in the Coulomb model. There is some evidence for a
shoulder on the distribution that might correspond to a peak originating from a 5+
parent charge state but much of the peak is centred significantly below 22 eV. Given
how high a charge state would need to be prepared we can reasonably expect this to
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Figure 5.8: The left hand panel shows the ion image associated with the m/z 42.3
I3+ fragment collected following the Coulomb Explosion of CH3I in an 800 nm 33
fs laser field with an intensity of ⇠ 3x1014 W cm-2 with the electric vector oriented
vertically in the plane of the image. The right hand panel shows the TKER retrieved
by integrating the radial distribution of the image around all angles and converting
to TKER space assuming a CH3 co-fragment.
be a less intense minor product channel.
The peaks in the I2+ and I3+ TKER spectra should, of course, have corresponding
peaks in the CH3+ and CH32+ spectra, but these are unobserved as their kinetic
energies are too high to be recorded by the limited size of the detector.
The kinetic energy values of these peaks in the iodine spectra correlate quite well
with the observations in the methyl iodide studies by Zhang40, Corrales41, Wang42
or Liu43, which are summarised in Table 5.1. If we take the kinetic energies for the
various charge pairs reported in the literature and plot them against the total charge of
the assignment, corresponding to Coulomb’s law, then it returns a pleasingly straight
line, giving credence to both the observations and assignments in these papers. By
using this trend in the Zhang data, and rearranging Coulomb’s law, equation 5.2 we
can back out a value for the C–I bond length (r) at the point of ionisation. This
returns an r value for the C–I bond length in methyl iodide of 4.6 Å. This is clearly
wrong, as the literature value for the C–I bond in MeI is 2.132 ± 0.001 Å44 but it is
wrong in the way we might expect given the rather poor assumption required to apply
the Coulomb model. The Coulomb model ignores the bonding interactions between
the CH3 and I systems given by the electron nuclei interactions and assumes they are
point charges which have no counter forces to overcome en route to C–I bond fission.
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Hence, we might expect the pure Coulombic repulsion model to underestimate the
bond strength. In principle, the simple Coulombic explosion picture should become
more valid at higher charge states as opposed to lower charge states where the bonding
interactions are still significant on the scale of the repulsion energies.
This Wang Corrales Assigned
I work Zhang et al 40 Liu et al 43 et al 42 et al 41 CH3 charge
1+ 0.39 0.43 ± 0.12 0.43 0.46 0.55 1
1+ 0.65 0.86 1.06 2
2+ 0.78 0.80 ± 0.07 0.85 1.06 ± 0.1 1
2+ 1.32 ± 0.04 1.62 2
2+ 2.15 ± 0.05 2.37 3.32 3
3+ 1.22 1
3+ 1.58 2.04 ± 0.08 2.22 2.58 4.26 2
3+ 3.21 ± 0.05 3.60 3
Table 5.1: Kinetic energies (in eV) assigned to observed peaks in the I, I2+ and I3+
spectra and the equivalent observations from literature. The final column shows the
assigned cofragment CH3 charge state used to plot figure 5.9.
There is an interesting implication contained within all of this for the formation of
CH3I4+. Two Coulomb explosion pathways are available, CH3I4+ ! CH32+ + I2+ and
CH3I4+ ! CH3+ + I3+ (and its opposite charge pairing). In the simple Coulomb’s
law picture, these two pathways have di↵erent potential energies associated with the
charge interaction.
Figure 5.9: Kinetic energy values for ob-
served peaks in the Zhang data40 plotted
against the product of the observed iodine
charge state and the assigned CH3 charge
state. These are fitted to a linear model.
With respect to the molecular orbital
diagram in figure 5.4, we know that the
first four electrons removed are likely to
be the non-bonding electrons on the io-
dine. This introduces another complex-
ity to the formation of any given frag-
ment in a given charge state. The at-
tosecond electronic rearrangement pro-
cess not only enables the formation of
Coulomb pairs below 4+ but must have
some e↵ect on the distribution within
that given the propensity to rearrange
into, for example, the 2+ and 2+ charge
pair vs the two 1+ and 3+ charge pairs.
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Figure 5.10: Recoil Frame Covariance images of the a) Me+ recoiling with respect
to I+ oriented along the arrow pointing towards the top of the image, and b) and I+
recoiling with respect to Me+ oriented along the arrow pointing towards the top of the
image. These are extracted from ion images collected following strong field ionisation
initiated by a 33 fs 204 uJ light pulse centred at   = 800 nm.
As we suspect there are common features in the Me+ and I+ images, we can use
this as an opportunity to test the recoil frame covariance analysis. We can calculate
the covariance matrix for either I+ or Me+ in the recoil frame of Me+ or I+ pointed
directly upwards in the image shown. Given that methyl iodide is a linear molecule
and the Coulomb explosion should retain that geometry as it explodes, we would
expect to see intensity at 180 degrees from the vector which is produced in tandem
with the reference ion. Both images have two rings, the inner of which is proposed
to come from dissociative ionisation of CH3I+, and the outer ring from the Coulomb
explosion of CH3I2+ into CH3+ and I+. If the assignment is correct, and the treatment
of these images by recoil frame covariance analysis is valid, then the radial component
of the covariance intensity should be confined to the outer ring, as the dissociative
ionisation doesn’t have a co-signal that should be detected in statistical significance.
Figure 5.10 panels a) and b) show the respective covariance matrices for I+ and
Me+ with the recoil frame of the Me+ and I+, respectively, indicated by the white
arrow. Both the Cov(Me, I) and Cov(I, Me) images contain features that represent
the sample ion images from which they were constructed (which are shown in figures
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5.5 and 5.6, respectively. They also have a significant portion of intensity oriented at
180 degrees in the recoil frame. The high intensity feature is at the same radius as
the faster feature in both images and there is an absence of any comparable feature
associated with the inner, slower feature. The round feature of high intensity at the
bottom of the rings in both panels 5.10 a) and b) is what we expected from the
recoil frame covariance analysis assuming our assignment of the peaks is correct. The
residual features that resemble the original CH3+ and I+ ion images (shown in the
left hand panel of figures 5.5 and 5.6) are most likely an artefact. The recoil frame
covariance is most e↵ective when the ratio of true coincidences to false coincidences
in the data is higher. In an ideal world, the subtraction of the hXi hY i is, of course,
supposed to account for this uncorrelated data by subtracting o↵ the expectation
value for the false coincidences. However, where there are a large proportion of false
coincidences, this may break down. The data set upon which these images were based
recorded an average of 313 centroided data points per laser shot, which is quite high.
5.3.2 Trifluoroiodomethane
Figure 5.11 shows a preliminary mass spectrum collected following the strong field
ionisation of CF3I. There are a wealth of peaks in the mass spectrum showing that
there is significant competition between the dissociation of the C–I and C–F bonds.
The molecular orbital diagram for CF3I is similar to CH3I with the CF3 orbitals
slightly lower in energy and not worth reproducing. It has the same splitting of the
bound p orbitals into a degenerate pair of e symmetry and an a1 orbital for the spin
unpaired electron. The iodine non-bonding orbitals are still the dominant valence
orbitals and this is reflected in the mass spectrum as the only 2+ ion observed is
iodine and a very small peak for I3+.
The intensity of the CF2I+ is much less than the CF3+ peak and so we might
assert that loss of the iodine from the parent is much more likely. This is in line with
chemical intuition which predicts that typical C–F bond strength is much greater than
C–I.
Figure 5.12 shows the ion images and respective momentum distributions for the
I, CF3, F and CF2I fragments which, from the mass spectrum, have been estimated
to come from the Coulomb explosions of the parent along either the C–I or C–F bond
dissociation channels. As opposed to the CH3I section, the radial distributions here
have only been converted to momentum space rather than TKER. This is because
the assignment of a co-fragment is complicated by multiple potential dissociation
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Figure 5.11: Mass spectrum obtained from calibration of TOF spectra measured
following Coulomb explosion of jet cooled trifluoroiodomethane by a 33 fs 204 µJ
laser pulse centred at   = 800 nm. The detector sensitivity is set to high for all
photofragments within the figure frame.
channels resulting in significantly di↵erent energy disposal. For example, as shown in
the previous section, dissociation along C–I from CH3I will have very similar energy
disposal to dissociation along C–I from CH2I or CHI as the absence of one hydrogen is
a negligible di↵erence in the overall mass. However, the di↵erence in dissociation of C–
I from CF3I vs CF2I or CFI will be much more significant. From the mass spectrum
interpretation, the conclusion was drawn that the primary fission channel for the
parent ion was CF3I ! CF3 + I. Were this the case, there would be a strong match
between the momentum distributions of CF3 and I. As can be seen by comparison
between the distributions in figure 5.12 panels b) and c) there is no overlap. However,
there is a momentum match between the F and CF2I products, as shown by figure
5.12 panels a) and d). This is evidence that CF3I molecules predominantly Coulomb
explode through the other primary dissociation channel, along one of the C–F bonds.
There is a significant peak in the CF3 momentum spectrum to lower momentum
release, which must be responsible for the significant peak in the mass spectrum.
The only plausible explanation for this in the absence of a momentum matched peak
in the I distribution is that it is formed via dissociative ionisation of CF3I1+. The
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Figure 5.12: The left hand panels show the ion images associated with the m/z 177
(CF2I+), m/z 127 (I+), m/z 69 (CF3+) and m/z 19 (F+) and fragments collected
following the strong field ionisation of CF3I by a 204 µJ 33 fs laser field at   = 800
nm. The right hand panel shows the momentum distribution retrieved by integrating
the radial distribution of the image over all angles and converting to momentum space.
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Figure 5.13: Mass spectrum obtained from calibration of the TOF spectra measured
following Coulomb explosion of jet cooled 2-bromothiophene by a 33 fs 130 µJ laser
pulse centred at   = 800 nm.
dissociation dynamics of this species under strong field ionisation look to be quite
complex and will only be revealed by examination of all mass peaks. Unfortunately,
any other ion images in this experiment have too few data to extract reasonable radial
distributions. The background of this data set was that it was a very preliminary one
summed over only 2500 laser shots before the experiment had to be discontinued due
to issues with the laser. As such it is di cult to draw too many conclusions but this
looks to be a promising system with competing Coulomb explosion channels which
can be properly characterised by a multi-mass ion imaging experiment. Furthermore,
we might speculate that the momentum matching in the I+ and F+ TKER spectra,
as shown in figure 5.12 b) and d) respectively, implies that three body dissociation
to I+, F+ and CF2. It is plausible that following a Coulomb explosion along the C–F
bond in CF3I2+, the resultant CF2I+ fragment is formed highly internally excited and




Turning now to 2-bromothiophene which, as discussed in the introduction, is an ideal
test case for a system whose photodissociation dynamics are challenging to unveil
without Coulomb explosion imaging, figure 5.13 shows a mass spectrum collected
following strong field ionisation of ground state 2-bromothiophene using a 33 fs 130
µJ laser pulse at 800 nm. There are a wealth of peaks in the mass spectrum many of
which, unfortunately, are attributable to background signal. The broad peak at 57/58
is assigned to a combination of HCCS and H2CCS and has been previously observed
as a possible photofragment product of 2-bromothiophene.5 The molecular orbital
diagram for 2-bromothiophene is not as easily imagined as it is for methyl iodide (or
the readily analogous trifluoromethyl iodide) but it is a very reasonable assumption
that the non-bonding electrons on the bromine are the most easily ionised valence
electrons. The carbon electrons will be further stabilised by the aromatic system, and
therefore have much higher binding energies. The sulfur lone pair electrons are also
exposed and sit out of the aromatic plane of the ring and so may also be a likely
candidate for near valence electrons which might be first ionised.
The mass spectrum gives strong evidence for the bromine being readily ionised as
it is the only mass which appears in its doubly charged state at m/z = 40. There
are clear double peaks at m/z 28 and 32. The peak at m/z 32 is primarily assigned
to S+, and the fast feature in the corresponding ion image (5.14 a) gives credence
to this assignment. The peak at m/z 28 is highly likely to be N2 from background
air and, correspondingly, it is likely that there is some contribution to the m/z 32
peak from O2, with reference again to the m/z 32 ion image, there is a large central
feature with little translational energy which is likely to be a manifestation of the
O2 contribution. The features at m/z 14 and m/z 15 are more di cult to assign.
The initial impulse is to assign it as a blend of CH2 and CH3 respectively though
neither of these groups are present in the ring closed form of 2-bromothiophene and
so, if this is the correct assignment, they would have to come from a contaminant in
the experiment. One other option is that it is a doubly ionised nitrogen molecule,
although this seems implausible given the relatively high intensity of the m/z 14 in
comparison to the m/z 28 peak.
This preliminary data on 2-bromothiophene were some of the earliest data col-
lected and a crucial mistake was made in the collection, the electric vector of the
light was oriented perpendicular to the plane of the detector. Once this was recti-
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Figure 5.14: Ion images of the a) S+ and b) Br+ ions produced by strong field ioni-
sation of jet cooled 2-bromothiophene using a 33 fs 130 µJ light pulse centred at   =
800 nm. The electric vector of the light is oriented out of the plane of the image.
fied, a combination of laser issues and the imminent end of this author’s time as a
PhD student meant that the data could not be retaken in time for inclusion in this
thesis. However, the data acquired still contain information that point optimistically
to Coulomb explosion imaging holding great promise for probing the dynamics of
2-bromothiophene.
Figure 5.14 shows the ion images for the S+ and Br+ fragments following strong
field ionisation of jet cooled 2-bromothiophene by a 33 fs 130 µJ laser pulse centred
at   = 800 nm with the electric vector of the light oriented out of the plane of the
image. In strong field ionisation, the 800 nm photons are more likely to interact with
molecules in which the most polarisable axis is aligned with the electric vector of
the light - as was previously observed in difluoroiodobenzene.14 In 2-bromothiophene
the most polarisable axis lies in the plane of the ring and and pointing between the
sulfur and the bromine atoms. Thus with the electric vector of the 800 nm oriented
out of the plane, the sulfur and bromine ions can be ejected in any direction in the
plane of the image. In accordance with this, the ion images are both isotropic and
the dissociation axis is directed into the image. As such, the Newton sphere is not
rotationally symmetric in an axis parallel to the plane of the detector and the radial
component does not hold any information about the kinetic energy release and thus
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Figure 5.15: Recoil Frame Covariance image of the Br+ recoiling with respect to S+
oriented along the arrow pointing towards the top of the image. These are extracted
from ion images collected following strong field ionisation initiated by a 33 fs 130 uJ
light pulse centred at   = 800 nm.
is not analysed further.
Figure 5.15 shows the covariance image for Br+ in the recoil frame of S+. Unlike
in the comparable recoil frame images between Me+ and I+ following strong field
ionisation of methyl iodide, there is only the slightest hint of an artefact remaining
from the original ion image. The covariance image is not a central dot and, instead
is smeared towards the centre of the image. This is consistent with the orientation
of the Newton sphere with respect to the detector as the disc type features, where at
all radii there will be correlated signal. The positive covariance is exclusively located
at the bottom of the image implying that the Br+ ions preferentially recoil at 180
degrees from the S+ ions. The angle of covariance at 180 degrees is also consistent
with the orientations of the Coulomb exploded molecules. From the perspective of the
detector, the molecules will all be oriented with the plane of the ring perpendicular
to the plane of the detector. Therefore, as the S and Br ions explode in the plane of
the ring, the velocities which will be measured for a truly correlated pair will be 180




This chapter demonstrates the implementation of a new Coulomb explosion imaging
experiment in the Bristol laser group. Three molecular systems have been surveyed,
and the capabilities of the PImMS camera have been extended by applying recoil
frame covariance analysis, a statistical technique which is only valid when multi-mass
imaging. Standard Coulomb explosion imaging enables measurement of the distance
between two fragments at the point when the explosion was initiated. The recoil
frame covariance enables determination of the angle between two particles enabling
more complete structural determination.
While this lays a solid groundwork for future experiments, there are a few as-
pects which must be tackled first. The level of air contamination must be reduced.
Strong field ionisation is completely indiscriminate with respect to which molecules
are ionised as opposed to something like a REMPI scheme which is product selective
or single photon ionisation which can be semi selective against species with ionisation
thresholds higher than the photon energy. As a result, there is significant contribution
to the data from unwanted oxygen and nitrogen. Not only can this contaminate any
coincident peaks (e.g sulfur and molecular oxygen) but can be responsible for signal
levels which are damaging to the detector if sustained. This was a significant struggle
in trying to collect some of the data for this chapter.
Future ambitions might be to try to refine the experiment by attempting to distin-
guish 2- and 3-bromothiophene from their recoil frame covariance images. Following
this the experiment should be extended to time resolved pump-probe studies with a
UV pump photon. Methyl iodide should again serve as the testing ground for check-
ing that the excited state dynamics are being probed and tracked accurately and,
following this, the predominance of a ring opening channel in 2-bromothiophene at
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This thesis explores the implementation of single photon ionisation as a form of uni-
versal ionisation, and deals with the opportunities and some of the pitfalls associated
with this technique and presents an experiment utilising this to measure competitive
bond dissociation in t-butyl methyl sulfide. This reveals significant preference for the
dissociation of one bond with respect to another and calculations of potential energy
surface cuts are presented in an attempt to rationalise this behaviour.
A Coulomb explosion imaging experiment is then presented and benchmarked by
comparison with methyl iodide and trifluoromethyl iodide as a means for determining
structure on an ultrafast timescale. This is then applied to preliminary ground state
studies of 2-bromothiophene in preparation for experiments which characterise the
photoinduced ring opening of thiophenes.
Chapter 3 details the implementation of a single photon ionisation source for multi-
mass velocity map imaging and discusses aspects of single photon ionisation that a↵ect
how the data is recorded and analysed. The ability to ionise the parent molecule with a
single photon was observed to open up a dissociative ionisation channel for the parent
molecule which was competitive with the fragments formed by UV photodissociation
in terms of yield. Furthermore, the VUV photon was observed to dissociatively ionise
the neutral photoproducts such as CH3S of interest to secondary products HCS and
H2. This pathway is particularly important if one wishes to take advantage of multi-
mass imaging’s ability to provide quantitative information about the relative yield of
photoproducts.
Analysis of angular distributions gathered following single photon show that in
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single photon ionisation experiments the ionisation step is sensitive to the alignment
of the transition dipole to the electric vector of the light. This is particularly important
when the photofragments are formed aligned and care must be taken to ensure the
angular distribution is reported correctly. By careful consideration of the dissociation
dynamics at play, the enthalpies of formation of species, and by ensuring that the
polarisation of the VUV ionisation photons are aligned to maximally sample the
photoproduct angular distribution, all these issues can be compensated or corrected
for.
Chapter 4 represents a landmark achievement in the study of excited state dy-
namics where we have successfully measured the preference for one bond to dissociate
over another following photoexcitation using a novel method which is extendable to
other systems. This builds on seminal work by the group of Fleming Crim1 in which
they measured the preference for O–H or O–D cleavage in HOD by measuring the
yield of the OD and OH fragments via laser induced fluorescence. We report a 2:1
preference for cleaving the t-butyl sulfur bond over the methyl sulfur bond in t-butyl
methyl sulfide following photoexcitation in the wavelength 222.5 - 227.5 nm.
The results are then compared with high level multireference calculations of cuts
along the two C–S coordinates of the t-butyl methyl sulfide potential energy surface.
The calculations show no simple rationalisation for the observed branching ratio.
There is no significant enthalpic di↵erence between the two product pairs and neither
channel has an obvious potential barrier. The gradients of the potential energy surface
along the two bond coordinates are also similar at the point of vertical excitation.
Combined, these lead to the conclusion that the preference is most likely due to the
degree of non-adiabatic coupling between the dissociative first excited state and the
bound second excited state to which the excitation occurs.
Chapter 5 gives a historical overview of the Coulomb explosion process, its ex-
pansion to an imaging technique and its application to studying molecular structure.
An overview of the Coulomb explosion imaging experimental setup is given which
includes a transition away from nanosecond lasers, as used in the single photon ioni-
sation experiments in this thesis, to femtosecond lasers which are capable of reaching
the high intensities required for strong field ionisation. The system is benchmarked
by studying the methyl iodide and trifluoromethyl iodide molecules which have been
thoroughly investigated by CEI in the past. These data are also used as a testing
ground for the recoil frame covariance analysis technique as a probe of molecular
structure. The technique correctly identifies the 180° angle between the I+ and CH3+
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The CEI technique is then applied to 2-bromothiophene in its ground electronic
state. The mass spectra reveal that the CEI technique is extremely sensitive to
molecular oxygen, presumably due to O2 being e ciently singly ionised in the strong
field regime. Due to O2 having the same mass as sulfur, this precludes thorough
studies of sulfur containing compounds until the level of O2 contamination in the
sample is reduced. However, qualitative experiments were possible and the recoil
frame covariance analysis technique was applied, demonstrating that it recovers the
ground state structure of 2-bromothiophene.
6.2 Reflection and Future Work
This thesis work set out to address two longstanding problems in chemical dynamics
- the quantification of competitive bond dissociation following photoexcitation and
implementation of Coulomb explosion imaging for tracking molecular structure on
the excited state. Both projects have their successes and failures and both lay a solid
groundwork for future investigation.
On the first point, I consider this to be a resounding success in terms of the main
goal of quantifying the photofragmentation branching ratios in a manner which is, in
principle, extendable to a wide range of molecular systems.
The ability to measure the relative yield of photoproducts opens up a wealth of
possibilities for new systems of interest. In the same theme as the t-butyl methyl
sulfide studied here, thioanisole is a tempting follow up system for further testing of
the thioanisole potential energy surfaces which have been thoroughly calculated.2;3
The conical intersection in thioanisole between the bound first excited singlet state
and the dissociative second singlet excited state, as shown schematically in figure 6.1,
is located approximately 0.2 eV above the excitation from the ground electronic state
to the lowest vibrational level in the first excited state. This is in contrast to the
seam of intersection which lies at the same energy as the lowest energy excitation to
the near degenerate first and second excited electronic states in t-butylmethylsulfide,
also shown schematically in figure 6.1. From this we might expect that there might
be stronger dependence of the branching ratio on the excitation wavelength as it is
scanned across the energy at which the CI becomes accessible.
The method could also be extended further to include a pre excitation infrared
pulse to enhance dissociation along a given bond by pumping an overtone of the
stretching vibration of that bond. This has been demonstrated in the past on HOD4–7
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of CIs in thioethers and thioanisole.
and o↵ers a route to controlling the excited state chemistry.
The method could also be applied to the photodissociation of atmospherically
relevant molecules. Accurate quantification of the relative yields of radicals follow-
ing photodissociation is crucial to help quantify and explain the various mechanisms
contributing to the observed concentration of these radicals in the atmosphere. An
example with relevance to the systems in this thesis might be the role that thioethers
play in photooxidation reactions with nitric oxide radicals as shown in scheme 6.1.8–10
CH3SCH3
h⌫ ! CH3 + CH3S + NO! CH3SNO (6.1)
The implementation of Coulomb explosion imaging was partially successful with
a suite of results demonstrating the experiment’s ability to characterise the ground
state structure of methyl iodide, trifluoromethyl iodide and 2-bromothiophene. The
full ambition of this project was to prove that this could be used to chart complex
excited state evolution in gas phase photochemical reactions such as photo induced
ring opening or photoisomerism. Unfortunately, this goal is yet to be realised but
the ground state results hold great promise for being able to di↵erentiate the ground
state from the excited state structure in pump-probe experiments. However, there
are potential issues. The CEI process is not state selective and so in a pump-probe
experiment both the ground and excited state molecules are exploded and detected.
Since the fraction of molecules in the excited state is unlikely to be more than a
few percent, careful background subtraction will be required to deconvolute the two
samples. This will involve recording the background on a shot to shot basis to ensure
the signal and background measurements are sampled as similarly as possible. In the
workup, the recoil frame covariance images for the signal and background will have to
be separately calculated and then the di↵erence taken. This analysis is now beginning
to be regularly imlpemented on data collected at cutting edge national facilities.11
Extension of this technique to other systems also holds great promise. If ring open-
ing is indeed a viable mechanism in thiophenes it may be active in other heterocyclic
systems as well, such as nitrogen or oxygen containing heteroaromatics. These hold
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more biological relevance and as such may play a part in the balance of photodamage
and photoprotection. Another exciting consequence of a thorough understanding of
photo induced ring opening is to be able to exploit it in molecular synthesis, either to
expand the ring with new components or to open the ring into a linear linker between
moieties. Excited state CEI could also be used to study photoisomerisation between
cis and trans alkenes, for example this holds great promise for probing further into
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Species Vibrational wavenumbers / cm-1 ZPE / eV
M 3282, 3282, 3103, 1403, 1403, 505 0.80
MS 3106, 3082, 3011, 1472, 1370, 1338, 866, 703, 589 0.95
MSM 3125, 3124, 3107, 3100, 3030, 3028, 1488, 1480, 1473, 1464, 2.05
1371, 1346, 1054, 993, 953, 914, 729, 677, 261, 184, 184
B 3074, 3074, 3069, 3030, 3027, 3027, 2923, 2914, 2914, 1493, 3.12
1492, 1489, 1471, 1471, 1469, 1423, 1396, 1396, 1292, 1292,
1093, 1006, 1006, 970, 936, 936, 756, 380, 379, 259, 133,
132, 132
BS 3110, 3108, 3104, 3087, 3083, 3079, 3022, 3016, 3014, 1515, 3.25
1498, 1489, 1487, 1483, 1472, 1428, 1399, 1394, 1213, 1207,
1189, 1019, 992, 970, 934, 921, 792, 576, 385, 370, 363,
289, 274, 259, 234, 222
BSM 3122, 3117, 3106, 3104, 3099, 3088, 3081, 3077, 3038, 3026, 4.30
3019, 3015, 1518, 1504, 1503, 1491, 1489, 1483, 1479, 1467,
1430, 1401, 1401, 1355, 1240, 1236, 1193, 1049, 1040, 972,
971, 967, 938, 931, 806, 707, 570, 418, 401, 361, 315, 300,
271, 266, 225, 214, 175, 62
Table A.1: Harmonic wavenumbers for the fundamental vibrational modes of the
ground states of M, MS, B, BS and BMS used in establishing the zero-point corrections
to the absolute and relative dissociation energies reported in Table 1 and the zero-































































































CASSCF Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field
CASPT2 Complete Active Space Second Order Perturbation
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CI Conical Intersection
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CSF Configuration State Functions
GTO Gaussian Type Orbital
HF Hartree Fock
LCAO Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals




MP2 Möller Plesset Perturbation Theory
MRCI Multireference Configuration Interaction
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PES Potential Energy Surface
PImMS Pixel Imaging Mass Spectrometry
PTS Photofragment Translational Spectroscopy
REMPI Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionisation
SPI Single Photon Ionisation
STO Slater Type Orbital
ToF Time of Flight
UV Ultraviolet
VMI Velocity Map Imaging
VUV Vacuum Ultraviolet
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